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William Green at age 37 has served six con
secutive terms in the House of Representatives. 
He is now running for the seat from which 
Republican Minority Leader Hugh Scott is 
retiring . 

Green was first elected to the House in 1964 
to fill the seat left vacant by his father's death. He 
soon found himself at odds with Philadelph ia's 
Democratic machine. In 1968 he backed Robert 
Kennedy while the Democratic City Committee 
endorsed Hubert Humphrey. In 1971, the split 
became final when Green filed in the mayor's 
race against the hard-line Police Commissioner 
Frank Rizzo, the hand picked candidate of the 
Democratic ch ieftains . The Congressman 
waged a vigorous and hard fought campaign, 
but lost the Democratic primary. 

In retribution for running against the machine, 
his House district was decimated, and he was 
forced to run for reelection in 1972 against an 
eleven term machine-backed incumbent. Green 
carried the district with 58% of the vote. The win 
proved decisive, and in the next primary he was 
unopposed. These battles with the Philadelphia 
machine marked a turning point in Bill Green's 
career. 

With impressive seniority on the Ways and 
Means Committee despite his young age he 
might have quietly bided his time and inherited 
the powerfu l chairmansh ip from his elders. In 
197 4 he challenged then Chairman Wilbur D. 
Mills (D-Ark) on the perennial issue of the oil 
depletion allowance. When he lost his fight in 
committee, he took it to the Democratic Caucus, 
the first member of the House to invoke 
successfully a new rule whereby a majority in 
the Caucus was able to force a floor vote. Mil ls 

"Our foreign policy can't be pursued In 
secret with our leaders anticipating our 
acquiescence In the name of patriotism." 

stalled the measure until too late to act upon it, 
but in 1975 Green once more brought the issue 
to the Caucus and this time despite the opposi
tion of Speaker Carl Albert (D-Okla) and the 
new Ways and Means Chairman AI Ullman (D
Ore) the issue was brought to the floor. 

On February 27, 1975, the House voted 248-
163 to repeal the oil depletion allowance, the 
first time in fifty years that the powerful oil lobby 
had been unable to prevent a straight up-or
down vote on the House floor. 

In a personal letter Common Cause Chair
man John Gardner wrote " you deserve the 
major cred it for the historic first vote on repeal of 
the Oil Depletion Allowance." The Wall Street 
Journal acknowledged that " this 37 year old 
Congressman . . . has turned into an assertive 
legislative leader ... More than his votes, allies 
appreciate his toughness and tenacity." 

On issues of immediate concern to the Coun
cil , Bill Green 's record is outstanding . He was 
the first Pennsylvania congressman to oppose 
the Vietnam War. For three years, in 1971 -3, he 
joined a minority of his colleagues in voting 
against the military appropriation authorization 
bill in protest at the inflated level of fund ing set 
by Appropriation's hard-l ine Sub-committee on 
Defense. In 1975 he voted to delete funds for 
binary nerve gas production , to require dis
closure of CIA funding and to prohibit flight 
testing of maneuverable reentry vehicles. He 
voted against the B-1 bomber and funds in 
excess of President Ford's req uest for the F-111 
fighter. 

It would be a mistake to place a simple label 
on this record, for Bill Green is an independent 



thinker. He was an outspoken opponent of the 
War Powers Act, despite "my consistent record 
in opposition to . . . unilateral Presidential ac
tion" as he noted in floor debate . "This bill . .. 
would put a 60 to 90 day congressional 'stamp 
of approval ' on such questionable Presidential 
military actions as the 1970 Cambodia invasion . 
I believe that such unilateral Presidential action 
should not be so lightly authorized .... 

" If the Congress cannot def ine the 
President's constitutional war power, and it can 
not; and if it is unwise to grant congressional 
warmaking power to the President, and it is, 
then what can Congress do? First, it can defeat 
Gulf of Tonkin resolutions . Second , it can 
muster the courage to cut all funding for military 
action taken by the President with which it dis
agrees . Third , it can impeach a President who 
usurps congressional warmaking power." 

In the Democratic Senate primary Bill Green 
faces two minor cand idates: Bucks Country real 
estate developer Frank E. Elliott and liberal State 
Senator Jeannette Riebman , Chairman of the 
Education Committee in the state legislature . 
Without previous pol itical experience Elliott will 
run a well-financed campaign directed against 
Washington and the federal bureaucracy. With 
little public recognition , minimal funding and no 
appreciable organization beyond her central 
Pennsylvania senate district , State Senator 
Riebman faces the nearly insoluble problem of 
generating substantial support in Ph iladelphia 
and Pittsburgh, the major source of Democratic 
votes in the state. 

The leading contender in the Republican 
Senate primary is U.S. Rep . John Heinz Ill , an 
heir to the soup fortune . He is opposed by 
former Philadelphia District Attorney Arlen 

Spector and the former edit or of the 
Philadelphia Bulletin , George Packard , a can
didate of interest to the Council only if, against 
heavy odds , he were to win the nomination . 

One unknown factor in the Republican 
primary is the spectre of the oil industry's cor
rupting role in politics in the state where the first 
U.S. discovery of oil occurred in 1859. In recent 
months the state and national press have 
carried story after story of payments to Senator 
Hugh Scott by Claude Wild , Jr., the recently in
dicted former lobbyist of Gulf Oil. In regular in
stallments, of $5000 in the spring , and $5000 in 
the fall , Senator Scott was so favored for many 
years. Less well known outside Pennsylvan ia is 
that Rep. Heinz received a contribution of $6000 
from Gulf during his House race in 1972. 
Heinz's opponents in the primary are making the 
Gulf contribution a major issue. 

What effect the oil contributions will have on 
Pennsylvania's primary and general election 
results is uncertain . We are reminded , however, 
of Bill Green 's remarks during the House debate 
on repeal of the oil depletion allowance: 

"What we are talking about is not just energy 
but power, the power of the oil lobby. The basic 
issue that this House will decide today is where 
the power in this country belongs and whether it 
belongs to the people who work and the people 
who pay their taxes , or whether it belongs to the 
special few." 

Bill Green has made this major issue in his 
campaign. 

"A Un ited States Senator is a powerful per
son . And the bas ic issue in th is election is 
whether that power works for you or for the 
special interests ." 

·- ·- Please save this profile until November 2nd. We will refer to it in future mailings. 
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Dear Council Supporter, 

March 23, 1976 

U. s. Representative William Green (D-Pa) is running for the seat to be vacated 
by the Senate's minority leader Hugh Scott (R-Pa). You may recognize from recent 
news reports that Senator Scott has been the annual recipient for many years of 
$10, 000 from the Gulf Oil Corporation. This relationship raises serious questions 
about his ability to act as an independent legislator in m atter s relating to corporate 
taxation and the energy problem. Now Senator Scott has given his public endorsement 
to U.s. Representative John Heinz, Til, also the recipient of Gulf money in the form 
of a $6,000 campaign contribution in 1972. Heinz is considered the leading contender 
for the Republican nomination. 

By contrast, Bill Green shepherded to pas sage the amendment which finally 
repealed the oil depletion allowance. 

Detailed information on Bill Green and the Pennsylvania Senate race is contained 
in the enclosed profile which we urge you to read and to retain for future reference. 

In this time of widespread corporate and political corruption we cannot over
emphasize the importance of finding people of integrity to run for the Senate and of 
supporting their campaigns generously. Our concern, of course, is that Senators 
not be inhibited by campaign obligations which conflict with the exercise of their 
best judgments on behalf of their constituents and the country. 

This is doubly true, as we warned in our letter of 18 November 1975, because 
of the alarming proliferation of corporate political action committees. Recently 
Common Cause collected the data on special inte r est fundraising from the fil es of 
the Federal Election Commission. They discovered that 242 new political action 
committees registered for the first time last year. Of these committees 176 represent 
corporate and other business interests -- Lockheed Aircraft, Standard Oil, Pan 
American Airways, Litton Industries, to name but four. 
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Most of these new committees are only now beginning to raise funds in 
earnest, but along with previously existing committees, whose fundraising for 
1976 has long since been underway, all special interest committees together have 
raised $16 .4 million in 1975. This sum marks a sharp increase of 40% over the 
comparable period only two years ago. Since the presidential primaries under 
the new campaign law are partly financed by public funding and the general election 
for the presidency completely so, the bulk of the monies amassed by special 
interests will be devoted to the 1976 congressional campaigns. 

In our view these figures go a long way toward explaining government corruption, 
the favoritism practiced by federal regulatory agencies, the criminality of corporations 
and the failure of the federal government to prosecute corporate crime. 

Council supporters may well wonder if there is any role left for them to play 
in the jungle of federal campaign financing, but it has been our experience in 
every election that by concentrating limited resources in the right places and at the 
right time the Council can indeed play a decisive role in the election of outstanding 
Senators. 

Despite the onslaught of campaign funds from corporate-military interests the 
Council has been able, since it first supported George McGovern in 1962, to help 
elect thirty Senators committed to ending the nuclear arms race o 

The appearance of such fine Senate candidates as Paul Sarbanes in Maryland 
and now Bill Green in Pennsylvania is reason for hope and for our heightened support o 

Bill Green is expected to face a difficult contest in the general election. He 
has only recently announced his candidacy, and early support will be crucial for the 
success of his campaign. Please make your contribution today as follows: A - K 
Green for Senate Committee, L - Z Council for a Livable World. 

Sincerely, 

~]) . 
~ 

William Doering 
President 
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Memorandum to all Directors RUTH ADAMS 
Chicago, Ill. 

Re : Genevieve Blatt 

BERNARD T. FELD 
Cambridge, Mass. 

ALLAN FORBES. JR. 
Cambridge, Mass. 

MAURICE S. FOX 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Senator Joe Clark called me today and requested that JEROME D. FRANK 
Baltimore, Md. 

the Council give some money to Mrs. Blatt for her primary MARGARET nRENMAN GIBsoN 
Stockbridge, Mass. 

fight against Judge Musmanno. Musmanno is a rather wild MORToN GRoDziNs 
, , Chicago, I II. 

r1ght w1ng Democrat who has let loose a blast at Fulbright MATTHEW MESELsoN 
concerning his latest "myth" speech. Senator Clark seems cambridge. Mass. JAMES G. PATTON 

Denver, Colo. 
to feel that Mrs . Blatt has a good chance to win in the ARTHuR PENN 
primary if she can get some money for last minute televisiQ£..::~k~ ;~:TT. JR. 
and poll watchers. Apparently they have run out of money . ::WN~;~k~N~~~GER 

Washinaton, D.C. 

The Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report, week ending 
17 April, has this to say on the Pennsylvania primary outlook: 

'"The impressive list of Democrats backing Musmanno 
includes former Gov. David Lawrence, former Philadelphia 
Mayor Richardson Dilworth and Pittsburgh Mayor Joseph 
M. Barr . Barr April 7 accused Clark of using tactics 
similar to those of the late Sen. Joseph R . McCarthy 
a fter Clark, in an apparent effort to arouse Musmanno 

to public eampaigning and make him display his windy 
speaking skills to public view, brought up questions 
about Musmanno's place of birth and the name he used 
in World War 1. The Clark charge s aroused the 
Pennsylvania ethnic press to warm de f ense o f Musmanno 
but served its purpose in prompting Musmanno to an 
angry retort . 

"Pennsylvania observers say that Musmanno 1 s over
whelming organizational support makes him a strong 
favorite to win the primary but that the Democr.atic 
squabble - plus Musmanno 1 s reported deficiencies as a 
campaigner- may assure Scott's reelection." 

This will b e the firs t item on the agenda for Friday 
nigh t's confer ence inasmuch as if we are to help Mrs . Blatt, 
it must be done quickly. 

HAC:bmo 1 r 
H. Ashton Crosby 
Ex ecutive Director 
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The following article and the two enclosed are forwarded for your information 
as part of the Council's program of reproducing or preparing papers of signi
ficance in the field of arms control. 

The Council has been working on the Multilateral Force (MLF) and Viet Nam 
problems. A Council study on the MLF will be issued shortly, a draft ver
sion of which has been circulated within the Senate, State and Defense 
Departments. 

The next newsletter will contain Council recommendations on candidates for 
election and/or re-election to the Senate and House. 

The Council and Dr. Szilard have been under attack from a correspondent 
named Holmes Alexander who writes for the McNaught Syndicate. An article 
appearing in various newspapers 10 March was hostile in tone and content. 
It was initially feared that such an attack might cause our candidates some 
embarrassment but from all indications the response has been minimal. Mr. 
Alexander has written a series of 12 essays on the Federalist papers which 
were carried by American Opinion in 1958-59. American Opinion is published 
by Robert Welch, lnc., Belmont, Massachusetts. 

THE ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY 

An analysis prepared for the National Research Council on Peace Strategy 

January 1964 

When, on September 26th, 1961, the late President Kennedy signed Public Law 
87-297 creating the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, the event was greeted 
with high enthusiasm in the university community, cautious skepticism in 
Congress, and outright hostility among some conservatives. In the three 
years of the Agency's history the skepticism and hostility have all but dis
appeared by reason of the proven worth of the Agency, although too little is 
at present known by the public about its work to engender the support merited 
by its accomplishments. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE AGENCY 

Some of the problems of organization which were confronted in the beginning 
period of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency are still with us. They 
resulted from the fact that, prior to 1960, little had been done to establish 
a permanent corps of disarmament experts within the American Government. In 
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the fifteen years between 1945 and 1960, with the exception of the three
year period of Governor Stassen's service as disarmament officer, there was 
no organized group of trained men to work continuously on one of the most 
complicated and difficult of all political questions. 

After Governor Stassen's appointment in 1955, a centralized organization came 
into being for the first time, although by 1957 its entire staff of profes
sionals and clerical workers was only 54 in size. A great deal was accom
plished with this staff, and there was a quality of thinking and planning be
hind the negotiating team which rendered Governor Stassen's work effective in 
the disarmament negotiations themselves. 

Following Governor Stassen ' s resignation in 1958, the machinery for disarma
ment negotiation was transferred from the White House, where there was direct 
access to the President, to the State Department, where it became lost in the 
State Department apparatus. By Fiscal Year 1960 there were only twenty per
sons on the disarmament staff of the Department. 

In December 1959, the Democratic Adv i sory Council through its Advisory Com
mittee on Science and Technology publish ed a document "A National Peace 
Agency, December 1959" wh i ch suggested many of the ideas which were incorpo
rated into the ACDA legislation . Among those active in the preliminary stages 
of the idea were Harold Urey, Polykarp Kusch, Harrison Brown, Charles Lauritsen, 
the late Trevor Gardner, Ralph Lapp, and the chairman of the Science and 
Technology Committee, Ernest Pollard. 

Senator Humphrey cooperated with the staff of the Advisory Committee , as did 
the then Senator Kennedy; both men introduced bills in 1960, Senator Humphrey 
for a National Peace Agency, and Senator Kennedy for an Arms Control Institute. 
In response to these and other pressures and suggestions the Eisenhower Admin
istration in September 1960 organized the U. S. Disarmament Administration 
within the State Department . 

When the Kennedy Administration took office , efforts to create a new agency 
for disarmament were intensified and new bills were introduced in the Senate 
and the House . Many of the supporters of these early efforts wished to have 
an agency for war and peace similar to the National Institutes of Health , 
with a heavy emphasis on research . However , it became apparent that such an 
agency would be out of the main stream of decision- making . John McCloy , 
after a considerable amount of study of the matter, took the same position . 
The bill that was finally writt en and passed provided both for research and 
for the day- to- day work of b ackirg up negotiation s . 

In 1 960 , as plans developed , the Administration and the Secretary of State 
favored an independent Agency ; the career men in the State Department were 
opposed . The argument was that ACDA would be too visionary in its approach 
to foreign policy problems , and that since disar mament was part of inter
national affairs , it was the proper province of the Secretary of State . On 
September 8th , 1961 , the Sen ate passed a bil l by a vote of 73-14 placing the 
Agency within the State Department . Three weeks later the House , by a vote 
of 290- 54 voted for an independent Agency which would work with the Secretary 
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of State. A compromise was reached whereby the Director of ACDA serves as 
the "principal adviser to the Secretary of State and the President on arms 
control and disarmament matters." The Act states further that "the director 
shall, under the direction of the Secretary of State, have primary responsi
bility within the Government for arms control and disarmament matters." 
Section 31 of the Act states that the Director shall conduct research "under 
the direction of the President" without mentioning the Secretary of State. 

The character of the debates on the question of where to put the Agency in 
the Governmental structure showed that many Senators and several Congressmen 
feared that the Agency might become a force for liberal policies. This re
luctance to create a strong agency was reflected again in the controversy 
over whether the Agency should have the authority to construct its own labora
tory facilities. 

The Administration bill concurred with the earlier bills and gave the Director 
the authority to construct laboratory facilities if he thought it necessary. 
The Atomic Energy Commission protested on the grounds that the Agency would 
thus duplicate work already being done elsewhere; although the issue was in 
reality a question of how powerful the Agency would become. Both the House 
and the Senate committees eliminated the authority for laboratories from the 
bill. 

Another amendment to the original proposal was the elimination in the House 
of the Agency's Office of Public Affairs. Fear was expressed during debate 
that the Agency would set up a propaganda office, and the measure was 
whittled down to the appointment of a Public Affairs Advisor. This has not 
only hampered the Agency's efforts to disseminate information about arms 
control and disarmament affairs, but has made it impossible for ACDA to 
gain the visibility which its importance demands. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE AGENCY 

Under Section 2 of P. L. 87-297 (The Arms Control and Disarmament Act) 
the Agency has four primary functions: 

(a) The conduct, support, and coordination of research for arms control 
and disarmament policy formation; 

(b) The preparation for and ma1!ctgement of United States participation 
in international negotiations in the arms control and disarmament 
field; 

(c) The dissemination and coordination of public information concern
ing arms control and disarmament; and 

(d) The preparation for, operation of, or as appropriate, direction of 
United States participation in such control systems as may become 
part of United States arms control and disarmament activities. 
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Four separate bureaus have been established: 

1. Bureau of International Relations: The bureau, headed by Jacob Beam 
is divided into two offices: a) The Office of Political Affairs 
which is responsible for the day to day conduct of international 
negotiations on disarmament and testing; b) The Office of Political 
Research and Analysis which assesses the international implications 
of arms control and disarmament proposals and examines long range 
international trends and developments. 

2. Economics Bureau: The bureau, headed by Archibald S. Alexander, 
investigates not only the economics of disarmament but also its 
social consequences. With the appointment of Alexander the bureau 
has assumed responsibility for the major portion of the social 
science research of the Agency as a whole. 

3. Science and Technology Bureau: The bureau, headed by Dr. Herbert 
Scoville, is responsible for research on the scientific and 
technical aspects of disarmament and arms control. 

4. Weapons Evaluation and Control Bureau: Advises on military weapons 
systems as they relate to arms control and disarmament. Dr. George 
E. Pugh is acting head of this bureau. 

In addition to the bureaus, ACDA is composed of the Disarmament Advisory 
Staff which recommends policy, the General Advisory Committee of 15 
private citizens appointed by the President, a Reference Research Staff 
which performs library functions, and an Executive Staff and Secretariat 
which performs administrative functions. 

ACTIVITIES 

The Agency, as the primary agency of government responsible for disarma
ment and arms control negotiations, in cooperation with other agencies, 
was responsible for three negotiations instruments of great significance: 
An Outline of Basic Provisions of a Treaty on General and Complete Dis
armament in a Peaceful World; A Draft Treaty Banning Nuclear Tests in 
all Environments; and A Draft Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapons Tests in 
the Atmosphere, Outer Space and Underwater . The Agency has also been 
responsible for the formation of the agreement concerning direct 
communications between the United States and Russia - and the limited 
test-ban treaty. 

In addition to drafting these documents, ACDA was deeply involved in 
the disarmament and test- ban negotiations at Geneva in 1962-63 and was 
the primary advocate of our test-ban position on behalf of the Adminis
tration, during the Congressional debates of last year. 

From the Beginning ACDA has been heavily oriented towards research. 
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For the first year of the Agency's operation Congress appropriated 
$1,831,000 of which $725,000, or one-third, was budgeted by the Agency for 
research. In Fiscal Year 1963 the Agency allocated $4,000,000, almost two
thirds of its total budget of $6,500,000, for research. The Agency plans 
once again to increase the percentage of its total budget for research. For 
Fiscal Year 1964, the Agency's appropriation is $7.5 million, approximately 
two-thirds of which again the Agency plans to allocate to research. Since 
the inception of ACDA in September 1961, it has let twenty-eight contracts 
and awarded nine grants in addition to the Agency's own staff studies. The 
total amount spent or committed to research to date is thus over $4,725,000. 

The Agency's research program is divided into two categories: "Concept 
studies" which deal with the implications of arms control and disarmament 
studies and "supporting studies", which are concerned with specific technical 
aspects of arms control and disarmament. As ACDA became better acquainted 
with the subject matter it began to shift its research emphasis from support 
to concept studies. In Fiscal Year 1962, for example, two- thirds of the 
research contracts entered into by the Agency concerned inspection and verifi
cation. In Fiscal Year 1962, for example, only 2/5 of the research contracts 
let out by the Agency concerned inspection and verification. 

The grant program began to function in June of 1962; of the nine grants 
awarded by the Agency only one is for a study of inspection and verification. 
The Agency staff has also performed research on the broader implications of 
arms control and disarmament. It should be noted, however, that the total 
amount of money spent in support studies is greater than on concept studies; 
according to an ACDA spokesman, technical studies are by their nature more 
expensive than the others. 

For Fiscal Year 1964, ACDA plans to give more emphasis to social and be
havioral science research . As part of the increasing awareness of the im
portance of such research, the Agency is forming a Social Science Advisory 
Board which will consist of experts in the various disciplines who will 
advise ACDA on research and other matters in the field of social sciences. 

In addition to conducting such research, ACDA has published a total of 19 
documents and has sent representatives to various conferences, forums, study 
groups, etc . , at the rate of approximately one a day . 

FUNCTION 

Section 32 of the Arms Control and Disarmament Act States : 

"The Director is authorized and directed to prepare for the President, the 
Secretary of State, and the heads of such other Government agencies as the 
President may determine , recommendations concerning United States arms control 
and disarmament policy . • .. " 
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It is therefore clear that the Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency has, under the general direction of the President and the Secretary 
of State, primary government responsibility for the formulation of arms con
trol and disarmament proposals and his Agency is the governmental fountain
head for all such proposals. 

This is the way the Agency works: 

When the staff prepares a proposal which the Director feels should be seriously 
considered, he circulates it to the members of the Committee of Principals. 
This Committee, established in 1960 to advise the President on disarmament, 
is composed of the Secretary of State as chairman, the Director of ACDA, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Directors of CIA, AEC, USIA, NASA, the President's 
Advisor on National Security Affairs, and the President's Scientific Advisor. 
After the Agency's draft proposals are circulated, written comments are sent 
to it. ACDA then reviews the comments and circulates a revised draft to the 
Committee of Deputies, This committee consists of the deputies to the members 
of the Committee of Principals. After the issues are further clarified by 
the Committee of Deputies a formal meeting is held by the Committee of 
Principals, each member of which is by this time thoroughly briefed on the 
proposals. There is no voting in the meeting of the Principals, but each 
member makes his views known so that the Director of the Arms Control and Dis
armament Agency can make his recommendation to the President with a clear 
indication as to where consensus ex i sts and where it does not. The recom
mendation initiated by ACDA is then taken to the President by the Director 
of the Agency. The United States draft of a test-ban treaty, f or example, 
was formulated in this way. 

POTENTIAL 

The Agency, even with its structural and political limitations., has the 
potential for steadily increasing its capacity for negotiations and as a 
primary governmental source for disarmament studies and proposals. At 
present there are a total of about 220 persons employed by the ACDA. Ex
cluding secretarial and clerical personnel there are 113 persons, 13 of 
whom are in military service, 36 are foreign service officers and 64 have 
previous governmental experience or have been recruited from private life. 
It is expected that ACDA will continue to broaden the scope of its research. 
Such areas as the psychological barriers to disarmament will be explored and 
there will be, for example, an increase in its efforts in regard to the econom
ics of disarmament. These two areas, among others, have not bE~en sufficiently 
explored. 

As the Agency becomes more established there is no doubt that its effective
ness and activities will increase. 

POSSIBLE ACTION IN THE FUTURE 

1. During World War II the State Department set up committees in various 
unive rsities to work on post war problems. These campus-based groups of 
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scholars were all given the same assignment at the same time. Each group 
sent its report to a coordination center at Harvard University which sent 
a report based on these studies to the State Department. The Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency could explore the possibility of establishing a 
similar arrangement in order to receive diverse and valuable opinions on 
problems of disarmament which would not otherwise be available to it. 

2. Authority is given to the Agency in Section 42(f) of P.L. 87-297 to 
"establish advisory boards to advise with and make recommendations to the 
Director on United States arms control and disarmament policy and activities." 
Under this section ACDA could establish such advisory boards throughout the 
country consisting of representatives of all segments of the community, 
including labor and industry. 

3. The Agency could also play an increasingly important role in the "dis
semination and coordination of public information concerning arms control 
and disarmament." The dissemination of information on this issue is one of 
the most important functions that it could perform. ACDA is attempting to 
meet this obligation, but much more could be accomplished in this area. For 
example, the Agency could issue a monthly bulletin or newsletter indicating 
the latest developments in the disarmament field and could increase the num
ber and scope of its publications. In addition, ACDA could hold periodic 
briefings and seminars with representatives of the mass media, labor, busi
ness, and others; it could hold regional meetings on defense and disarmament 
such as the one held last year in New York City sponsored by Congressman 
William Fitts Ryan. Other meetings could be encouraged within the academic 
community, where there are many scholars interested in the work of the 
Agency but insufficiently informed as to its activities and needs. Such 
meetings both in the universities and the community at large would be 
particularly important in areas of the country in which lack of knowledge on 
disarmament matters is greatest. 

Finally, citizens• organizations, should be given the opportunity to learn 
more about the work of the Agency and to include the issues on disarmament 
and arms control among their central items for discussion and community actior. 
The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency is the focal point in the Administra
tion for creating and advocating proposals designed to prevent war and to 
encourage the development of a peaceful world order. In carrying out its 
work, it needs and deserves the highest degree of public understanding. The 
present report has been prepared in the hope that the information contained 
in it may help to increase that understanding. 

The above article, a condensed version of which appears here, was prepared 
by the National Research Council on Peace Strategy and has been reproduced in 
abbreviated form with their kind consent. 
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The Council adds the following Council comments to the last paragraph: 

a) To improve the functioning of the Agency in terms of personnel stability 
and policy consistency and development, career state and military personnel 
should not be placed in charge of bureaus. The Council would recommend 
retired persons, university and/or business persons as a better choice in 
this respect. 

b) The Agency should be permitted more flexibility in contracting- i.e., 
individual consultants should be allowed to be paid out of non-obligated 
contractual funds when required. 

c) The Agency should have a formalized liaison relationship with its United 
Kingdom counterpart as does the President's Scientific Advisory Committee. 
This liaison should be carried out, on a quarterly basis, at the Bureau Chief 
plus two or three deputy levels, and should be extended to other Allied groups 
as well. 
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1966 ELECTION RESULTS 

In the 1966 elections, the Council for a Livable World supported 24 candi
dates. Council supporters transmitted contributions on a priority basis to 
six Senatorial candidates: Clifford Case, New Jersey; Mark Hatfield, Ore
gon; Ralph Harding, Idaho; Lee Metcalf, Montana; Roy Romer, Colorado; and 
Teno Roncalio, Wyoming. Of these, three were successful: Case, Hatfield, 
and Metcalf. 

The Council assisted from unallocated political funds, in addition to Hat
field, Harding, Metcalf, and Romer, the Senatorial races of E. L. Bartlett, 
Alaska; Edward Brooke, Massachusetts; Walter Mondale, Minnesota; and John 
Sparkman, Alabama. All of these latter candidates won their races. 

The Council also contributed from unallocated political funds·to the Sena
torial primary campaigns of Thomas Adams, Massachusetts; Armistead Boothe, 
Virginia; Robert Ellswor th , Kansas; and Howard Morgan, Oregon. All of these 
candidates lost their primary contests. 

The following candidates for the House of Representatives were assisted from 
Council political funds provided b y Supporters in the Spring and Fall: 
George Brown, California; Edward Cadenhead, Oklahoma; Jeffrey Cohelan, Cali
fornia; John Dew, New York; Donald Fraser, Minnesota; Henry Helstoski, New 
Jersey; Geor g e Leppert, California; Ch a r les Porter, Oreg on; Weston Vivian, 
Mich igan; and Theodore Weiss, New York. Th e following five of these can
didates were successful: Brown, Cohelan, Dow, Fraser, and Helstoski. 

In sum, 
races. 

12 of these 24 candidates supported through the Council won their 
Of these 12, 3 were candidates for whom direct support was urged. 

By election day, Supporters of the Council had contribu t ed in 1965-66 a 
total of $93,895 directly to candidates with priority given to Metcalf, 
Hatfield, Romer, Roncalio, Harding, and Case in that order. In addition, 
from the unallocated political funds provided by Supporters, the Council 
gave a total of $37,500 to Senatorial races in amount s ranging from $1,000 
to $5,000. Of this sum, $28,000 went to the Senate races of Bartlett, 
Brooke, Harding, Hatf i eld, Metcalf, Mondale, Romer, and Sparkman. In Senate 
primary races, $9,500 went to Adams, Boothe, Ellswor th , and Morgan. All of 
the House candidates were supported fr om unallocated funds totaling $6 ,500. 



THE 1966 ELECTION RESULTS 

OF RACES IN WHICH A CANDIDATE WAS RECOMMENDED BY THE COUNCIL 
(All figures based on unofficial published reports ) 

Candidates - Senate 

* Sen . Clifford Case + 
Warren Wilentz 

* Ralph Harding 
Sen . Len B . Jordan + 

* Gov . Mark Hatfield 
Rep . Robert Duncan 

* Sen . Lee Metcalf + 
Gov . Tim Babcock 

* Roy Romer 
Sen . Gordon Allott + 

* Rep . Teno Roncalio 
Gov . Clifford Hansen 

* Sen . E . L . Bartlett + 
Lee L . McKinley 

* Edward Brooke 
Endicott Peabody 

* Sen . Walter Mondale + 
Robert A. Forsythe 

* Sen . John Sparkman + 
John Grenier 

Primaries 

* Thomas B. Adams 
John F . Collins 
Endicott Peabody 

* Armistead Boothe 
Sen . H. F . Byrd, Jr . + 

* Robert Ellsworth 
Sen . James Pearson + 
(2 others) 

State 

New Jersey 

Idaho 

Oregon 

Montana 

Colorado 

Wyoming 

Alaska 

Massachusetts 

Minnesota 

Alabama 

Massachusetts 

Kansas 

Council-Supported House Candidates 

Rep . Jeffrey Cohelan + 
George Leppert 
Rep . George Brown + 
Rep . Weston Vivian + 
Rep . Donald M. Fraser+ 
Rep . Henry Helstoski + 
Rep . John Dow + 

P-Theodore Weiss 
Charles Porter 
Edward Cadenhead 

California , 7th C.D . 
California, 10th C . D. 
California, 29th C.D . 
Michigan, 2nd C . D. 
Minnesota, 5th C. D. 
New Jersey, 9th C. D. 
New York, 27th C . D. 
New York, 19th C . D. 
Oregon, 4th C . D. 
Oklahoma , 1st C. D . 

Popular Vote 

1 ,258,672 
783,192 

112,175 
140,046 

341,553 
317 , 588 

109,151 
95,351 

263,821 
366,034 

50,734 
56,011 

37,580 
11, 932 

999,210 
647,474 

605,581 
512,470 

426,273 
264,348 

51,483 
265,213 
321, 035 

212,885 
221,213 

66,401 
88,283 
15,609 

82,846 
69,679 
53,923 
62,327 
84,279 
73,967 
32,420 
16 , 151 
46,550 
45,441 

* Council supported + incumbent P- primary only 

Percent 

61. 6 
38 . 4 

44 . 5 
55 . 5 

51. 8 
48 . 2 

53 . 4 
46 . 6 

41. 9 
58 . l 

47 . 5 
52 . 2 

75 . 9 
24 . l 

60 . 7 
39 . 3 

54 . 2 
45 . 8 

61. 7 
38 . 3 

8 . 1 
41.6 
50 . 3 

49 . 0 
51.0 

39 . 0 
51.8 

9 . 2 

64 . 4 
30.9 
52 . l 
48 . 9 
60 . 0 
50 . 8 
57 . 0 
48 . 6 
36 . 7 
30 . 2 



Of the three Congressional elections in which the Council and 
its Supporters have participated, these of 1966 have been the most 
crucial and the most sharply-contested. Few important foreign policy 
issues figured in the 1962 campaign, and those which were brought up 
were not clearly defined. The far right was ill-organized and looking 
ahead to 1964. In 1964, however, the Council's successes of 1962 made 
it and the candidates it supported prime targets of extremist attack. 
In the tidal wave of anti-Goldwater sentiment which swept the country, 
almost all Council-backed candidates were carried into office. 

This year political observers were in general agreement that the 
elections, as is usual in mid-term years, would result in corrective 
action to 1964. This is exactly what has happened. While the Coun
cil's won-lost record may not at first glance appear as impressive as 
in 1964, under closer analysis the results are gratifying and encouraging. 

The two most vital races from the Coun~il's point of view were 
those of Governor Hatfield in Oregon and Senator Metcalf in Montana. 
Both these men were victorious. A third Senate race in which Vietnam 
played a central role was that between Attorn€y-General Brooke and 
former Governor Peabody in Massachusetts. From its unallocated re
serve fund for Senatorial candidates, the Council made a direct con
tribution to Brooke. Although the national press tended to overlook 
the significance of the Vietnam issue in this race, it was probably 
the most clear-cut confrontation on Vietnam of any Senate race in the 
country. Peabody was an all-out supporter of President Johnson's 
conduct of the war and indicated he would go along with any action 
the President might take in the future . Brooke called for a halt to 
the bombing of North Vietnam as an important step to negotiation, 
opposed the use of napalm, and advocated including the NLF in a peace 
conference. Brooke held to these positions throughout the campaign; 
if anything, he intensified them in the closing days. His resounding 
victory was one of the most significant of the 1966 elections. 

The liberal wing of the opposing party in the Senate, until now 
relatively small and ineffective, has been enormously strengthened 
by the election of Brooke, Hatfjeld, and Charles Percy in Illinois. 
This development will undoubtedly have .a restraining effect on United 
States foreign policy even though these men are freshman Senators. 

From the accompanying tabulation of election results, Council 
Supporters will note that fer the first time the Council has partici
pated in a number of primary races. Leo Szilard's original formula
tion of the Council's operations called for extensive involvement in 
primary campaigns as a means of identify~ng promising new political 
figures and assisting them to enter politics at the national level. 
The Council is not yet ready to undertake this sort of program on a 



large scale, but this year it has given substantial aid to four pri
mary candidates for the Senate, and one for the House. The Council 
was enabled to take this new step because of increases in both the 
number of its Supporters and the funds made available to it. The 
basic criterion for giving contributions in primaries was the candi
date's position on Vietnam. The Directors considered it a matter of 
the greatest urgency that the conduct of the war figure prominently 
in as many Senate races as possible. In two of the four Senate pri
mary races, Vietnam was the central issue because of the presence of 
Council-backed candidates. 

The Council's consistent record of success in three election 
campaigns since its formation in 1962 can be accounted for by two 
factors. First, because Supporters almost invariably follow Council 
recommendations in making their contributions, it is possible to 
direct funds to candidates in accordance with their respective needs. 
Second, by channeling the great bulk of contributions into the most 
important campaigns only, the Council can provide assistance in amounts 
large enough to have a significant, often decisive, effect on the out
come of these races. 

In the Congressional elections of 1962, 1964, and 1966 Council 
Supporters have provided substantial campaign assistance to 22 can
didates who have won election t o the United States Senate and who 
will take their seats next January in the 90th Congress. There is 
no other independent, non-partisan, political organization in the 
nation which can point to a record even remotely comparable to that 
achieved by the Council through the loyalty and perseverance of its 
Supporters. 

Allan Forbes, Jr. 
Vice President 
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HOW TO SAVE LIVES AND POLITI
CAL FACE IN VIETNAM 

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, it 
now appears that the United States is 
faced with the distinct possibility of a 
major land war in Asia. Seventy-five 
thousand U.S. troops are already there, 
and it is reported that this number may 
reach 200,000 by the end of the year and 
perhaps many more than that by next 
spring. That would be a force on the 
scale of the K orean war with the added 
dimension of a much more elusive enemy. 
We do not know whether or not such a 
major American campaign would draw 
in the main body of the North Vietnam 
Army-a well-equipped, disciplined force 
of 350,000 men. If that army were to 
become involved in the war in the south, 
a much larger commitment of American 
forces--perhaps a million m en-would 
be required if our side were to prevail. 
Also unpredictable is the reaction of 
China and Russia. Neither do we know 
what kind of political system would 
emerge even i! we were somehow able to 
wear down the guerrillas and their allies. 

We are talking here, however, of a 
maj or war involving thousands of Amer
ican casualties, the expenditure of bil
lions of dollars, vast bloodshed and de
struction for the Vietnamese people, and 
an uncertain outcome. There are other 
possible side results of such a war that 
may be even more serious in the long 
run than the war itself, including : 

First. The worsening of relations be
tween the world's two major nuclear 
powers, the Soviet Union and the United 
States. 

Second. The strengthening of the most 
belligerent leadership elements in the 
Communist world and the weakening o! 
the moderate forces. 

Third. The growing conviction in Asia 
whether justified or not that the United 
States is a militaristic power with a low 
regard for the lives of Asiatics and an 
excessive concern over other people's 
ideologies and political struggles. 

Fourth . The derailment of efforts to
ward world peace and the improvement 
of life in the developing countries, to say 
nothing of its impact on our own hopes 
for a better society. 

The proponents of a large U.S. mili
tary effort in Vietnam base their case on 
the domino theory and their fear of the 
paper tiger charge. This theory, first 
propounded by the late John Foster 
Dulles more than a decade ago, has been 
the guiding light of the foreign policy 
establishment ever since. 

According to the domino theory, if 
South Vietnam goes Communist, this will 
topple Thailand or Cambodia which will 
then topple Burma, Malaysia, and so on 
through the list of Asiastic powers in
cluding the Philippines, India, Pakistan, 
Australia, New Zealand, and Japan. 

It is not always made clear whether 
the d ')minoes are expected to fall because 
of Chinese aggression or because each 
country in turn infects its neighbor with 
the virus of communism. Be that as it 
may, as the theory goes the United States 
must stand firm in South Vietnam to 
prevent the dominoes from falling no 
m atter what the cost. 

The related paper tiger theory holds 
that unless the United States stands firm, 
we will lose face in the eyes of Asiastics 
and American power in the Pacific will 
collapse. 

Senate 
This was the rationale that led Mr. 

Dulles and President Eisenhower to take 
up the French mantle after France was 
expelled from French Indochina by Ho 
Chi Minh in 1954 and other U.S. aid t o 
President Diem to build an anti-Commu
nist barrier in South Vietnam. 

Despite the fact that numerous gov
ernments have come and gone in Saigon 
since the fall of Diem in 1963, we have 
been holding on to that bastion at a 
steadily mounting cost ever since until 
we now stand on the brink of a m ajor 
land war in Asia. 

The questions now before us are: 
First. D:> we continue to accelerate the 

struggle toward a major war? 
Second. Do we call it off and withdraw 

our f 'Jrces? or, 
Third. Do we consolidate our present 

position, keep our casualties at a mini
mum and hold out indefinitely for a 
negotiated settlement? 
A POLICY OF MODERATION- IiOLDTNG THE LINE 

I strongly recommend the third course. 
I urge that we stop the bombing attacks 
in both North and South Vietnam. 
Bombing is largely ineffective in a guer
rilla war and more often than not kills 
the wrong people. We should also stop 
the jungle land skirmishes which subject 
our soldiers to ambush. Instead, let us 
consolidate our troops in a holding ac
tion in the cities and well-defended en
claves along the coast. We can hold the 
cities and the coastal enciaves with few 
casualties and with little likelihood that 
the Vietcong will attack frontally. Such 
a plan would provide a haven for anti
Communist progovernment citizens in
cluding the religious groups. It would 
demonstrate that we are not going to be 
pushed out, thus giving consolation to 
those who hold the domino theory and 
fear the paper tiger label. We would by 
this policy respect our commitment to 
the various governments in Saigon that 
have held power since 1954. It is the 
best strategy for saving both lives and 
political face--the two most sensitive 
factors to be consiJered now. 

Furthermore, it is based on the !'eal
ities of the present political and military 
map of Vietnam. While we are in con
trol of the cities and the coast, the guer
rillas control most of the rural and vil
lage areas. To dislodge them would be 
to destroy in the process thousands of 
the innocent civilians we are trying to 
save. 

A recent news report described the 
despair of American officers who arrived 
in the village of Bagia which our forces 
recaptured from the Vietcong after 3 
days of U.S. bombing, macbinegun, and 
rocket attacks. What the officers found 
were weeping women holding their dead 
children or nw·sing their wounds and 
burns. The village church and the 
school had been destroyed; the people 
who had been considered progovern
ment were filled with bitterness toward 
their rescuers. Meanwhile, the handful 
of Vietcong guerrillas in the village, 
who were responsible for our attack in 
the first place, had melted into the jun
gle and were never found. Surveying 
the human tragedy In this village an 
American officer said: 

This ls why we're going to looe this stupid 
damn war. It's senseless, just senseless. 

A policy of restricting our military ef
forts in Vietnam to a holding action in 

the cities and the coastal enclaves will 
avoid this kind of self-defeating jungle 
warfare, which we are ill-equipped to 
fight, but which the other side is best 
equipped to fight. We can supply, feed 
and defend the urban and coastal areas 
with a modest effort and minim um loss 
of life. This is a strategy that calls pri
malily for restraint and patience until 
such time as the Vietcong get it through 
their head5 that we will not be pushed 
out. I have been critical of our unilat
eral involvement in Vietnam. I th ink 
the original commitment and its ac
celeration was a mistake. But we made 
the commitment, and I would be pre
pared to support the kind of holding 
action outlined above for as many years 
as is necessary to reach an acceptable 
settlement of the struggle. 

Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. McGOVERN. I am glad to yield. 
Mr. GRUENING. Is the distinguished 

Senator from South Dakota familiar 
with the original commitment, with ex
actly what was promised and not prom
ised, by President Eisenhower in his let
ter of October 23, 1954? 

Mr. McGOVERN. My understanding 
is that in President Eisenhower's letter 
he stated, in effect, that the United 
States was prepared to give to the Diem 
government in Saigon aid consisting of 
military advice and presumably some 
economic and technical assistance, but 
that the commitment was conditioned 
on the carrying out of reforms on the 
part of the government in Saigon. 

Mr. GRUENING. The Senator is 
quite correct. It was conditioned upon 
reforms. Those reforms never took 
place. Instead of reforms, brutal tyr
anny resulted-the imprisonment of 
many persons without trial, the execu
tion of others, and widespread suppres
sion-which alienated the possible sup
port which a friendly, progressive, en
lightened government, carrying out the 
reforms which President Eisenhower had 
in mind, would have secured. 

It might be helpful if the Senator 
would include in his remarks the text of 
that letter. I shall be glad to furnish 
him a copy of it. It shows that the offer 
was tentative in nature. In it President 
Eisenhower stated that he would send 
our Ambassador to explore with Presi
dent Diem, who was then President of 
the Council of Ministers, how aid could 
be rendered to make the Government 
viable so as to resist aggression. There 
was no firm commitment whatsoever to 
send our troops there. 

This historic fact is important to bear 
in mind , because this administration has 
escalated the commitment. I do not 
share the view of President Johnson that 
our honor is at stake. "Honor" is a 
highly emotional word. It is a challenge 
to all Americans who naturally do not 
want our national honor violated . There 
is nothing in the history of the original 
commitment, which is what President 
Johnson referred to when be said that 
three Presidents have promised this aid, 
to indicate that the commitment was 
other than a tentative offer of explora
tion of aid, depending, as the Senator 
from South Dakota has said, on "stand
ards of performance" by the South 
Vietnam Government and on reforms. 
T11ose reforms have not taken place. 
Therefore, it would have been perfectly 



reasonable, when the Diem regime failed 
to carry out any of those reforms, and 
when, in addition, it was overthrown
! will not say overthrown with our as
sistance, but we were not unwilling to 
see the Diem government overthrown
and since that time, has been followed 
by one administration after another, 
none of which had popular support, to 
assume that whatever commitments had 
been made could have been considered 
voided. It is a source of regret to me 
that that has not been done. It is one 
of the weaknesses in the administration's 
positions, and its reiterated assertions 
about our solemn commitments are not 
borne out by the facts. 

Mr. McGOVERN. I agree with the 
Senator from Alaska that the nature of 
our commitment today is drastically dif
ferent from what it was 10 or 11 years 
ago, or even 1 or 2 years ago. But hav
ing made those commitments as recently 
as a few weeks ago , it is d ifticult at thls 
point to see how we can easlly back 
away from them. 

What I propose today is that we try 
to respect those commitments with a 
minimum loss of life and with limitations 
designed not only to hold the casualties 
of our troops at a minimum, but to hold 
the losses among the people of Vietnam 
to a minimum. 

In a few moments I shall elaborate on 
the point that we ought not to contend 
that the fate of the world hangs on the 
outcome of events in Vietnam. 

Mr. GRUENING. The Senator is cor
rect. I take it that he has read Walter 
Lippmann's column in this m orning'8 
Washington Post? 

Mr. McGOVERN. I have and I great!~ 
appreciated the point of view which he 
expressed so well. 

Mr. GRUENING. In effect, Mr. Lipp
mann expresses what I have been saying 
on the floor of the Senate and elsewhere 
for the last year and a half. He disputes 
the basic assumption on whlch our pres
ent policy is predicated; in other words, 
he asserts that our security is not in 
jeopardy by what happens in Vietnam ; 
that we are, in effect, going it all alone; 
that nothlng that happens in Vietnam 
imperils the safety of the United States ; 
that the freedom we are allegedly pro
tecting fails to exist. 

I would add that it seems to me we
could comply with such commitments as 
we made, assuming we made them, with
out a military force. If a peacekeeping 
arrangement could be made in Vietnam, 
the killing on both sides could be stopped. 
Then plans coul.d be worked out to hold 
an election, which was promised by the 
Geneva accords but has never been car
ried out. We could keep alive the hope 
of a united South Vietnam and North 
Vietnam without kill ing countless people. 

We cannot succeed in persuading the 
people of Vietnam that we are their 
friends after we have bombed them with 
napalm to the extent that we have. It 
will now be next to impossible to create 
the feeling that we are their friends or 
that our intentiOns are what we said they 
were in the beginning. 

Mr. McGOVERN. I appreciate the 
comments of the Senator from Alaska . 
He will observe, as I outline my ideas, 
that they are very much in line with 
what he has just suggested. 

THE POLITICAL HAZARDS 

The strategy I have suggested-the 
tightening of our defenses in South Viet
nam and the holding of the cities and 
the enclaves in the coastal area-is a 
policy that involves primarily political 
patience and military restraint. It re
quires that we put the issue of Vietnam 
in a m ore reasonable perspective. We 
must stop talking about it as though the 
honor of America and our stature in the 
world depend upon South Vietnam. Our 
top officials ought t::> quit preaching that 
the fa te of the human race and the cause 
of all mankind centers in Saigon. I n the 
first place, it is not true. American mili
tary power in the Pacific is largely in the 
firepower and maneuverability of our 7th 
Fleet plus our island air bases. That 
enormous firepower, the mightiest mili
tary force in the Pacific, will remain no 
matter what goes on in Vietnam. 

Second, exaggerated talk, front page 
news reports of alm ost daily bombing 
missions, B-52 raids, and daily jungle 
forays focus excessive attention on the 
Vietnamese issue both at home and 

abroad. This has the effect of diverting 
attention from much more important 
issues related to our national interest 
such as the strengthening of the Atlantic 
Community, the Alliance for Progress in 
Latin America, Soviet-American rela
tions the control of nuclear weapons, and 
othe~ steps toward peace that promise a 
better life for the people of the earth. It 
also wastes energy and talent and plan
ning that we need to concentrate on such 
crucial countries in Asia as India and 
Japan. 

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr . McGOVERN. I yield. 
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. P resident, I want 

the Senator from South Dakota to know, 
first of all, that I have read his prepared 
speech. I interrupt hlm at this time only 
because I have a luncheon engagement 
with constituents which requires me to 
leave the Chamber soon. 

The Senator has my deep admiration. 
He was one of the first to register his 
disagreement with the general thrust of 
American policy in southeast Asia. The 
Senator has had very little company 
these past months, during whlch there 
has been so much hesitation to speak 
out, even among those who privately 
question the wisdom of our course. 

The Senator from South Dakota real
istically points out that we are deeply 
inotolved in southeast Asia, that commit
ments have been made-whether wisely 
or unwisely-and that the question be
fore us at this time is, Where do we go 
from here? 

It is with that question that the Sen
ator concerns himself in the remarkable 
address which he is making on the floor 
of the Senate this afternoon. 

His address is in line with the general 
purpose he has sought to serve. His 
objective has been to avoid an American 
involvement in a full-scale land war 
against Asians on the mainland of Asia. 
Perhaps it is still possible to avoid such 
a war. I believe that the President wants 
very much to avoid it. 

The course of action which the Senator 
from South Dakota has suggested today 
commends itself strongly to me as a way 
in which we might still avoid a tragic 
American involvement in a full-fledged 
war in southeast Asia, the cost, extent, 
and consequences of whlch defy assess
ment. 

I know that the position of the Senator 
has often been a lonely one. I am happy 
that newspapers in his own State have, 
to some extent, realized this and have 
paid him proper credit for hls courage. 

The people of South Dakota have rea
son to be very proud of Senator 
McGoVERN. With his consent, I ask 
unanimous consent that there be printed 
'n the RECORD, following the remarks of 
the Senator, an editorial entitled "Sin
cere Dissenter,'" published in the Water
town Public Opinion of April 19, 1965: 
an editorial entitled "Stand for Peace," 
published in the Daily Republic of March 
5, 1965; and an editorial entitled "Time 
To Review Our Vietnam Policy," pub
lished in the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader 
of April 25, 1965. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

<See exhibit 1 l 
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I com

mend the Senator from South Dakota 
for the position he has taken. I hope 
that his speech will be widely read and 
soberly reflected upon by those in the 
States Department and Whlte House 
who direct our foreign policy. 

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President I 
thank the Senator from Idaho for his 
encouraging and thoughLful remarks, not 
only because hE' is a distinguished and 
highly regarded member of the Commit
tee on Foreign Relations, and a recog
nized voice in the field of foreign policy, 
but also because the Senator, perhaps 
better than any other Senator, has con
sistently enunciated a policy of common
sense with reference to our responsibil
ity in southeast Asia. 

The statement made by the distin
guished Senator from Idaho-first for 
the New York Times magazine and then 
on the Senate floor-in whlch the Sen
ator warned against the dangers of an 
overextension of American power in Asia 
is one of the finest statements made on 
the larger issues of American foreign 
policy. 

I appreciate the comments of the Sen
ator this afternoon. 

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I thank 
the Senator for his kindMss. 

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I 
agree with the remark just made by the 
distinguished Senator from Idaho that 
the President is searching for a way to 
peace in Vietnam. He has always been 
a man of peace and he wants with all his 
heart to find an honorable settlement to 
the war in Vietnam. However, the over
emphasis on the need for our growing 
military presence in southeast Asia by 
those who insist that the honor of our 
Nation rests on the future of Vietnam 
places a very hazardous political founda
tion under the administration effort. It 
invites the American people and the 
world to walch most closely the very area 
where the chances of a happy outcome 
are most questionable. This not only 
distorts an issue of secondary importance 
beyond its real significance, but it is poor 
diplomacy and even poorer politics. If 
we keep insisting that the image of 
America in the world depends on the 
politicians and generals of Saigon, we are 
going to be in bad shape. 

President Johnson has a legislative 
and administrative record that is virtu
ally unprecedented in American history. 
It ought to be the pride of our country 
and the envy of the world. But unless 
members of the foreign policy establish
ment who do not have to face the elec
torate quit making Vietnam appear as 
the top concern of the administration, 
they will create grave political hazards 
for a great President and his supporters 
in the Congress-to say nothing of 
weakening our country in the eyes of the 
world. 

The Korean war. rightfully or not, de
stroyed the confidence of millions of 
Americans in the peacekeepmg capacity 
of the Truman adniinistration. General 
Eisenhower capitalized on that anxiety 
and wrecked the presidential bid of Gov
ernor Stevenson by pledging to go to Ko
rea and negotiate an end to the fighting. 
Those opposition politicians such as the 
minority leader of the House who are 
now urging the President to step up the 
bombing attacks may be speaking with 
sincere motives. But it is not without 
passing interest that President Johnson 
rolled up a landslide victory over Sen
ator Goldwater last fall in considerable 
part because the overwhelming majority 
of Americans favored the policy of re
straint advocated by the President. The 
voters rejected Senator Goldwater's pre
scription for bombing raids and a 
stepped-up war in Vietnam. It is hard
ly a political favor to the President at 
this point to urge him to appease the 
minority and disappoint the majority by 
a still larger and larger war effort. Yet, 
recent public opinion polls indicate that 
the minority, who supported Senator 
Goldwater last fall, are more pleased 
with our accelerating war effort in Viet
nam than is the majority who voted so 
enthusiastically for the President. 

Stopping the bombing raids and the 
daily battles in the jungles, quietly con
solidating and holding the enclaves along 
the coast and in the cities, and reducing 
the number of exaggerated statements 
about the importance of Vietnam-these 
steps will help to quiet much of the 
clamor and publicity associated with the 
issue and will help to put it in a more 
reasonable perspective. 
RESULTS OF THE RECOMMENDED HOLDING ACI'ION 

The beneficial results of such a policy 
of moderation and restraint as I have 
urged this afternoon are these: 

First. It will demonstrate to friend and 
foe alike that we have the staying power 
to keep our commitments without need
less fanfare and unnecessary bloodshed. 

Second. It will enable us to conduct 
om commitment according to the guide
lines that are most practical for us, 
rather than playing the game according 
to guerrilla rules, which include the 
jungle ambush, at which they are the 
admitted masters. 

Third. It will take the Russians out of 
a dilemma that is pressing them back 
into a more belligerent alliance with the 
Chinese. 

Fourth. It will ease the pressures on 
such friendly allies as the Wilson govern
ment in Britain. 

Fifth. It will remove much of the dip
lomatic and political hazard for the ad
ministration both at home and abroad. 

Sixth. It will reduce the necessity of 
calling up our Reserves and stepping up 



the draft while saving countless millions 
of dollars that can be used to improve 
our society and our economy here at 
home. 

Seventh. It will reduce the danger of 
world war III and improve the chances 
for further steps toward peace. 

Eighth. Finally, and most significant 
of all it is the practical way of savmg 
politi~al face while at the same time 
holding to a minimum the loss of human 
life-the llves of our soldiers and the 
Vietnamese people. 

Mr. President, in accordance with the 
suggestion of Senator GRUENING, I ask 
unanimous consent that the text of Pres
ident Eisenhower's letter to the presi
dent of South Vietnam pledging U.S. aid 
on October 23, 1954, be printed in the 
RECORD following the editorials inserted 
at the request of Senator CHURCH. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

(See exhibit 2.) 
EXHIBIT 1 

[From the Watertown (S. Dak.) Public 
Opinion, Apr. 19, 1965] 

SINCERE DISSENTER 
There are many degrees of political cour

age, but South Dakota Senator GEORGE Mc
GovERN ls exhibiting one of the greatest-
espousal of the unpopular side of a great 
national issue. even as his political peers try 
to shut him up. 

The Issue: Should the United States be
come Increasingly involved in South Viet
nam as the dangers of an escalated war loom 
greater? 

McGOVERN's stand: No. 
He stands fast on this line and hasn "t 

been chary about saying so, even when such 
personal friends and influential big names as 
HUBERT HUMPHREY and McGeorge Bundy 
have urged hlm to keep silent on behalf of 
national unity . McGovERN keeps right on 
opposing the U.S. role In Vietnam and doing 
so out where lots of people see and hear him. 

Chicken? Appeaser malcontent? By no 
means. McGovERN points out that he is 
neither a pacifist nor an isolationist but sim
ply, "I don't believe military aid can be used 
effectively In southeast Asia. The problems 
there are ones of Internal political revolu
tion." 

In other words, In the McGovern book, 
America is charging along a jungle path In 
VIetnam that is not only militarily futile but 
very costly and extremely dangerous. He re
cently told Bucknell University students, "It 
seems clear that we are now on a spiral of 
blows and counterblows which could lead to 
a major war under the worst possible con
ditions for the United States." 

He has recalled his food for peace days and 
reflected, "The extensive travellng that I did 
in Asia and Latin America convinced me that 
the basic problems In these areas are ones 
of hunger, Ullteracy. and bad government. 
'lbese are the problems we should attack. 
In South Vietnam we Inherited the hostility 
and mess that came from 50 years of French 
misrUle and exploitation." 

McGoVERN obviously Is under no 11luslons 
as to the political hazard of his own posi
tion. For the junior Senator from a prairie 
State to so adamantly oppose a major pollcy 
and commitment of his own party and ad
ministration. and to do It repeatedly, while 
spurning big brother attempts to shush him, 
takes a brand of nerve one doesn't see very 
often these days, particularly not In politics. 
And to compound it, McGoVERN displayed 
something of the same Independent attitude 
when he openly expressed his disappoint
ment over some facets of the administra
tion's new farm program and vowed to work 
to correct theiD-

McGOVEaN's views have not prevailed, and 
It is unlikely that they will. But whether 
they do or not, the man who endorses them 
and does so most effectively, has Increased 
his stature among many people for his sin
cerity, his steadfastness, and his willingness 
to go for broke In behalf of an Ideal he hon
estly believes Is right. 

[From the Daily Republic, Mar . 5 . 1965] 
STAND FOR PEACE 

Senator GroaGE McGOVERN, Democrat o! 
South Dakota, and a small handful of col
leagues have takPn a courageous stand for 
a negotiated settlement of the war In South 
Vietnam. They are bucking the Johnson 
administration pollcy, which has been given 
strong support by leading Republican Con
gressmen. 'lbe prevalllng view Is that the 
United States cannot and will not pull out of 
the turmoil In southeast Asia, that If a 
stable South Vietnam government can be 
established, the mllitary operations agalns~ 
the co=un!st Vietcong will succeed. 

Senator McGoVERN early this week out
lined what he called his "mlnlrnum terms·• 
for a settlement In a talk at the University 
of South Dakota. He called for: Closer con
federation between North and South Viet
nam, with local autonomy; economic ties 
and railroad !Inks between the two nations; 
U.S. financial aid In developing the Mekong 
River Basin; neutralization of both countries, 
withdrawal on both sides of outside troops 

and advisers. and no effort made to dictate 
polltlcnl Ideology; estnbllslunent of a U .N. 
Commission to guarantee national borders. 
provide police protection, and guarantee fair 
treatment for tribal groups . 

The U.S. effort in South Vietnam has been 
discouraging ever since President Eisenhower 
permitted Secretary of State J ohn Foster 
DUlles, the ln.te, great advocate of brlnk
mnn~hi!l, and the CIA, under his brother, 
Alan , to Intervene through the back door. 
As the St. Louis Post-Dispatch observed re
cently, It will be Eisenhower "who will be 
charged by history with the Initial responsi
billty for our Vietnam mllltary adventure, 
wherever It may lead." 

President Johnson has made the decision 
that we must remain Involved In the con
flict, Indeed. we must pursue the enemy with 
more vigor, and carry out reprisals for at
tacks allegedly engineered by North Vietnam. 
He could hardly do otherwise in view of the 
steps initiated In the Elsen110wer adminis
tration and continued tmder President Ken
nedy. Any sudden reverse--a qUick wlth
drawa1--<:ould not but lose face for the 
United States. Those concerned about the 
possibility of an escalation Into a large
scale war, however. are rightfully wondering 
what the final goal of our southeast Asia 
policy Is. We cannot maintain the status 
quo indefintely; we cannot risk World War 
m by going all out for a mllltary victory, 
even though we have the strength to do so. 

The only sane solution, It seems, is a grad
ual disengagement from the military opera
tions. That is what Senator McGOVERN and 
hls small group are proposing-encouraging 
negotiations or mediation looking toward 
military neutralization. It can be accomp
llshed over a periOd of time and bring honor, 
not dishonor, to the United States. Presi
dent Eisenhower negotiated a settlement In 
Korea after he took office. It was neither 
a victory nor a defeat for us. Korea re
mains split as VIetnam Is now, and a U.N. 
Co=lsslon patrols the buffer zone between 
North and South. The same course of ac
tion today Is as valid today as It was In 
1953, and McGovERN's group rates public en
couragement for their pursuit of a peace
ful and honorable settlement. 

[From the Sioux Falls (S. D ak.) Argus
Lender, Apr. 25, 1965] 

TIME To REVTEW OUR VIETNAM P OLICY 
The expanding military activity In Viet

nam Is disconcer ting and more and more 
people are beginning to wonder just how and 
where It will end. 

About the developments In Vietnam to
day is a scene of frustration and uncertainty 
comparable to that which prevailed while 
the Korean struggle was underway several 
years ago. 

In respect to Korea, there was confusion 
about our objectives and our methods. 'lbe 
same attitude exists now. 

The conflict In Korea was terminated, hap
pily, before it broadened Into a major war. 
Many like to believe that the Vietnam epi
sode will end similarly. But there's doubt, 
plus bewilderment, accentuated by the real
Ization the problem seems to become more 
perplexing week after week. 

KEEN PUBLIC INTEREST 

This deep concern about Vletnan< was 
very likely the reason why an over!low crowd 
assembled at luncheon In Nettleton Manor 
Thursday to hear Senator GEORGE McGovERN, 
or South Dakota, discuss the matter. The 
luncheon was first scheduled to be a small 
one with members or the public affairs com
mittee and the directors o! the chamber of 
commerce. But so many were eager to be 
present that the public generally was Invited. 

Perhaps the Interest was Intensified by the 
fact that McGovERN previously had Indicated 
a difference with the administration on VIet
nam policy, suggesting that we shoUld ex
plore the possibilities of negotiating a settle
ment. 

In his Thursday speech here, he explained 
why he considered negotiation both desir-
3.ble and feasible. And. judging from the 
reception he received and the close attention 
oald to his remarks, there were many In the 
audience who shared his opinion. 

THE ALTERNA.TrYES 

The question about alternatives naturally 
arises. If we don't negotiate, what do we 
do? 

One answer is to say we shoUld either go 
Into Vietnam wit!< great enough strength to 
smash the opposition. Another is that we 
should withdraw. 

Flaws can be found, however, with both or 
these suggestions. 

If we go In to the conflict w1 th a fuJI deter
mination to smash the opposition, we invite 
sharp retaliation from both Red China and 
Russia. And that means moving right to 
the brink or major wn.r and per hap!\, over it. 
We faced the same problem In Korea and our 
leaders wisely retrained from taking that 
gamble. 

The other prospect--that of withdrawal
is also Inadequate. If we do so, it may be 
maintained through the Asiatic southeast 
that we are, as the Red Chinese insist, just 
"a paper tiger." Withdrawal would be her
alded widely as an American defeat and a 
Red Chinese triumph and It could be charged 
that we had deserted those who had de
pended on us. 

WE DO HAVE STRENGTH 

Between the two alternatives--an all-out 
smash or withdrawal-is the possibillty or 
negotiation. 

There are those who say that this Isn't the 
time tor a discussion of that and we shoUld 
walt until we are ready to negotiate from 
strength. This means, of course, after we 
have beaten North Vietnam Into a state of at 
least partial submission. 

One may be sure, though, that the Red 
Chinese also may be reluctant to ailow us to 
acquire this so-called position of strength.. 
There wlll be growing resistance. 

But what seems to be overlooked by many 
is that we are right now, as Senator McGov
~RN pointed out Thursday, In a position to 
.<egotiate from strength. 

We have the power in the Pacific and Asiat
ic waters to smash Red China to bits. The 
Red Chinese know this. And when you have 
that kind of strength behind you, you aren't 
negotiating from a position of weakness. We 
could approach the conference table with 
some mighty powerful cards on our side and 
those negotiating with us would be well 
aware of this. 

WHAT WE D10 IN KOREA 

Every major step taken In this extraordi
nary day and age involves, of course, a cal
culated risk. 

That was the case when President Eisen
hower aided In the negotiation of the settle
ment In Korea. But the fighting was stopped 
and our prestige was unharmed. 

It Is entirely possible that the same step 
can be taken in respect to Vietnam. With 
proper negotiation, very likely something can 
be done to maintain a d egree of prestige on 
both sides. 

Just what can be done In respect to the 
sel!-government of VIetnam Is, I grant, a 
disturbing problem. The Government has 
changed freely there even under our super
vision and may shift just as readily in the 
future . 

OPEN MINDS NEEDED 

What may be said In general Is that the 
whole situation Is so confusing that It Is well 
that our minds be kept open. Negotiation 
may or may not be the answer but surely we 
should explore Its possibllltles in complete 
detail. 

We are beading directly, as someone said 
the other day, along a collision course with 
Red China. Let's utlllze the power of our 
strength to try to make a change before It 
is too late. 

F. C. CHRISTOPHERSON . 

EXHmrr 2 

AID TO THE STATE OF VIETNAM 

(Message from the President of the United 
States to the President of the Council of 
Ministers of Vietnam. Oct. 23. 1954) 1 

DEAR Ma. PRESIDENT: I bave been following 
with great Interest the course of deYelop
ments In VIetnam, particularly since the 
conclusion of the conference at Geneva. The 
Implications of the agreement concerning 
Vietnam have caused grave concern regard
Ing the future of a country temporarily di
vided by an artificial military grouping. 
weakened by a long and exhausting war, and 
faced with enemies without and by their sub
versive collaborators within. 

Your recent requests for aid to assist in 
the formidable project o! the movement of 
several hundred thousand loyal VIetnamese 
citizens away from areas which are passing 
under a de facto rule and political Ideology 
which they abhor. are being fulfilled. I am 
glad that the United States Is able to assist 
In this humanitarian effort. 
W~ have been exploring ways and means to 

permit our aid to VIetnam to be more effec
tive and to make a greater contribution to 
the welfare and stahillty o! the Government 
of Vietnam. I am, accordingly, Instructing 
the American Ambassador to VIetnam. to ex
amine with you in your capacity as Chief of 
governrnen t how an In telllgen t program of 
American aid given directly to your Gove>n
ment can serve to assist Vietnam In Ita pres
ent hour of trial. provided that your Gov
ernment Is prepared to give assurances as to 
the standards of performance it would be 
able to maintain in the event such aid were 
supplied. 

The purpose of this offer is to assist the 
Government of Vietnam In developing and 
maintaining a strong, viable state. capable 
of resisting attempted subversion or aggres
sion through military means. The Govern
ment of the United States expecta that this 
aid will be met by performance on the part 
of the Government of VIetnam In under
taking needecl reforms. It hopes that such 
aid, combined with your own continuing ef
forts , will contribute effectlvelv toward an 
Independent VIetnam endowed with a strong 
government. Such a government would. I 
hope. be so responsive to the nationalist aspi
rations of Its people, so enlightened In pur
pose and effective In performance. that It 
will be respected both at home and abroad 
and discourage any who might wish to Im
pose a foreign Ideology on your !ree people. 

Mr. CLARK subsequently said: Mr. 
President, earlier today the Senator from 
South Dakota fMr. McGoVERN] made 
what in my opinion was an extremely 
well considered and carefully thought out 

1 Department of State Bulletin, Nov. 15, 
1954, pp. 735-736. 



speech on the subject of how to save lives 
and political face in Vietnam. 

He gave me the opportunity to read the 
speech before he delivered it. I regret 
that I was not on the floor at the time 
he delivered it. I hope every Member of 
the Senate and also the leaders of the 
Johnson administration, including the 
President himself, will take the few min
utes necessary to read this analysis of 
our situation in Vietnam as presented by 
the Senator from South Dakota. 

To me, his arguments are unanswer
able. We all know that the Senator from 
Oregon [Mr. MoRsE]. whom I see on the 
floor, has advocated a point of view which 
a few favor. There have been many 
traditionalists on the fioor who have sup
ported the position of the President of 
the United States. I find myself some
where in between those two positions, 
although the Senator from Oregon may 
correct me if I do not properly present 
his point of view. 

I go 100 percent with Senator Mc
GoVERN in his recommendation that we 
should consolidate our present position 
in Vietnam, keep our casualties at a min
imum, hold out indefinitely in certain 
strong points, backed, I imagine, as a 
m atter of precaution, by the sea, and well 
fortified, from which we could not be 
dislodged. I believe this course of con
duct is the wisest one to pursue, as op
posed to what certain people have repre
sented as the scuttle-and-run-program, 
on the one hand, or, on the other, to ac
celerate the struggle toward a major 
worid war, or even, for that matter, to 
accelerate the struggle so that coffins will 
begin to come back to us with American 
boys in them, by the hundreds and per
haps thousands, as we make what seems 
to me to be a very unwise effort to re
capture a certain amount of real estate 
which has very little actual value to the 
United States, and also very little · prac
tical or even symbolic value. 

Mr. President, I commend the Senator 
from South Dakota for what he has said. 
I part:cularly invite the attention of Sen
ators to his comment with respect to our 
national honor. He says: 

The overemphasis of the need for our 
presence in southeast Asia by some people 
who insist that the honor of our Nation 
rests on the future of Vietnam places a very 
tenuous and hazardous political foundation 
under the administration effort. 

It has been said many times that we 
are merely following a policy laid down 
by three Presidents-Eisenhower, Ken
nedy, and Johnson-in defending our 
national honor. 

Mr. President, on Thursday of last 
week I undertook to mention this sub
ject. My comments appear at page 17195 
Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

I asked a series of questions which I 
indicated I hoped the President of the 
United States would answer when he 
completes his review of the situation in 
Sout~ Vietnam and comes down to tell 
Congress and the American people what 
he thinks should be done. 

The first question I asked was: "Is it 
really true that our national honor is at 
stake in South Vietnam, and if so, why"? 

I do not want to close my mind on this 
subject, but from what I have heard so 
far and from whatever analysis I have 
been a ble to m ake in connection with my 
own ethical sense, I do not see any basis 
whatever on which we are presently 
committed to fight a major land war on 
the land mass of Asia In defense of our 
national honor. 

We never undertook during the days 
when President Eisenhower was in the 
White House to do any such thing; and 
we never undertook during the days 
when President Kennedy was in the 
White House to do so. All we said was 
that we would help the South Vietna
mese with financial aid and military ad
vice. That we have done. That we can 
continu;) to do. 

I cannot see that any of the commit
ments mr..de by the Johnson administra
tion would lead to the conclusion that, 
as one government succeeds another in 
Saigon, as we find more and more irre
sponsible individuals coming to the head 
of that government-and I may say, 
more and more dictator-like types com
ing to the head of that government-we 
must commit more and more American 
boys to combat. 

As I indicated a moment ago in col
loquy with the majority leader, the Sena
tor from Montana [Mr. MANSFrELD], I 
cannot see how our national honor is 
involved. 

Perhaps I am obtuse. If so, m aybe the 
supporters of an accelerated war in the 
Senate will explain how our nationai. 
honor is involved. 

The Senator from South Dakota [Mr . 
McGovERN], with great stress, spoke 
about the impact on the South Viet
namese people of the combined air 
attacks, mortar fire, and machinegun 
attacks we are making to recapture 
certain villages. 

What is this real estate we deem so 
important to take? 

The Senator from South Dakota refers 
to the news report referring to the area 
around the village of Bagia, which our 
forces recently captured from the 
Vietcong after 3 days of bitter fighting. 

Mr. President, it has often been said 
that this is a dirty war; and indeed it is. 
What we are interested in, it seems to me, 
is an effort to maintain a situation in 
which the people of South Vietnam can 
determine their own fate . For that 
reason I agree we should not scuttle and 
run. I do not think we can pull ou t . 

But on the other hand I do not think 
we are doing ourselves or the people of 
South Vietnam any good-and I do not 
believe we are doing the cause of freedom 
any good-by a military effort which 
results in killing women and children to 
recapture a certain amount of useless 
real estate. 

Mr. President, the newspapers this 
morning carry a series of shocking pic
tures showing the torturing of Vietcong 
prisoners by members of the South Viet
nam Army. 

I have long regretted that we are un
able to get in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 
pictorial material which is so important 
for understanding. There are also mag
nificent cartoons which in a few short 
lines, in a few short words, can describe 
a pa1ticular situation so much better 
than we in the Senate can in speaking 
1, 2, or 3 hours. 

The Philadelphia Inquirer this morn
ing has a pictw·e on its front page and 
in the caption it is stated: 

VIetnamese soldier beats a captured VIet
cong guerrill a during interrogation after a 
m a jor assault on Tetam Loc vUia.ge In South 
VIetnam. 

The Washington Post this morning 
has 3 pictures on page A-10 and the cap
tions are "Grilling of Vietcong suspects 
can involve torture. At left, a U.S. ma
rine rounds up suspects after capture 
near Tamloc, 40 miles southeast of Dan
ang. A suspect, who later revealed an 
arms cache, gasps for breath above, as 
South Vietnamese soldier pours water 
on cloth held over nose and mouth. Mili
tia beat other captured suspects." 

In the New York Times this morning, 
page 7, there are three pictures under the 
caption, "South Vietnamese Use Sticks 
and Water in Interrogating Suspects." 
The first caption is: 

One of 13 men captured by South Viet
namese soldiers Jn Tam.Joc area, southeast 
of Danang, is beaten by questioner. 

The second caption is: 
After placing a cloth over this man's face, 

the soldiers pour water on him, as a furthe r 
inducement for him to talk. He flnaUy told 
where two shotguns were hidden. 

The third has a caption: 
Another of the 13 Js beaten as the inter

rogators seek to obtain ln!ormation about 
locations of guerrl11 as a:nd arms. 

Mr. President, I know that if we had 
a complete pictorial display, there would 
probably be 10 pictmes of torturing by 
the Vietcong of South Vietnamese and 
Americans also for everyone punished 
or tortured by the South Vietnamese, 
or the Vietcong guerrillas. 

But, after all, what are we fighting 
for? We are fighting for the freedom 
of people to determine their own way of 
life, and we are fighting, to some ex
tent-and I make the statement in all 
seriousness-we are fighting to keep 
America in the eyes of the rest of the 
world, a nation which has a decent re
spect for the opinions of mankind. 

The type of warfare we are fighting 
in South Vietnam to' ay I feel very much 
Is destroying in the eyes of the world 
the view that America has a decent re-

spect for the opinions of mankind, 
which was the major, or one of the 
major, bases of the Declaration of In
dependence. 

Mr. President, in conclusion, I com
mend my friend from South Dakota [Mr. 
McGovERN] not only for what he said, 
but h is courage in saying it. 

I hope before the President comes to 
Congress and the country with his rec
ommenda tion for fur ther action, he will 
give prayerful thought to th e viewpoint 
of the Senator from South Dakota , who, 
I say, does not stand alone on the fioor 
of the Senatfl_ 
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The Politics of Escalation was presented at the White House 
by a group of distinguished citizens. The study was prepared 
by scholars at the University of California at Berkeley and 
Washington University in St. Louis. It describes a pattern 
of escalation following initiatives, both inside and outside 
Vietnam, to bring about negotiations. Senator Vance Hartke 
of Indiana sent a copy to each Senator. 

The accompanying Conqressional Record reprint is a 
speech Senator Hartke made based on information in The Politics 
of Escalation. His remarks bring the study up to date at the 
time of the Ronning mission and the Hanoi-Haiphong bombings. 
The Council calls Senator Hartke's speech to your attention as 
a reminder that the Senate remains our most important public 
forum of discussion on matters relative to war and peace. 

If you would like to obtain a copy of The Politics of 
Escalation, published in a paperback edition with a forward by 
Arthur Schlesinger, send 80¢ to: 
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Washington University 
St. Louis, Missouri 63130 
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Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, yester
day 's news from Saigon confirmed what 
had been rumored for several days. We 
have now moved into a new phase of the 
escalation which continues ever upward, 
as for the first time we have loosed our 
bombs in the very outskirts of Hanoi. 
The decision has been taken to bomb oil 
and supply depots so close to the centers 
of population that civilian casualties in 
the north are bound to result. This is 
the policy which the hawks have advo
cated, including Barry Goldwater during 
the campaign of 2 years ago: 

What will be the results? 
I have asked this question before. In 

an address on April 19 at Ball State Uni
versity in Muncie, Ind., I asked what 
would be the response to just such an 
action. I said: 

Do we know what the response will be? 
We a.re told that Hanoi bas available, not yet 
committed to any action, Russian MIG's of 
the latest design , capable o! outflylng our 
Skyhawks. At what point will the decision 
be made to put them Into battle? As time 
goes on will the Chinese send not only non
combatant work crews to aid Hanoi , not only 
technicians but actual combat troops? If 
this happens , what will be our response? It 
Is our announced endeavor, each time we step 
up the pace, to make the results too costly, to 
halt the response from the other side. But 
the history of the case, and not In VIetna m 
c-.nly, Is that escalation breeds escalation . 

Are we truly looking for peace? Or 
are we obsessed with the need to keep 
pushing ever further and further the 
military escalation whose results are a 
stiffening of morale and a constant dete
rioration of the purported search for 
peace? 

Listen to the words of a great leader, 
Winston Churchill, who was certainly no 
"nervous Nellie," concerning the use of 
military force properly and when 
needed. In the first volume of his six
volume classic on World War II, "The 
Gathering Storm," Churchill had this to 
say: 

'J'hose who are prone by temperament and 
charac,.,r to seek ~~arp and clear-cut solu
tions o! difficult and obs<:ure problems, who 
are ready to fight whenever some cbi.il~~gp 
comes !rom a foreign power, have not al
ways been right. On the other hand, those 
whose lncUnatlon Is to bow their heads, to 
seek patiently and faithfully for peaceful 
compromise, are not always wrong. On the 
contrary, In the majority o! Instances, they 

might be right not only morally but from a 
practical standpoint . . . 

How m any wars have been precipitated by 
firebrands! How many misunderstandings 
which led to war could have been removed 
by temporizing! 

I am fearful that there are among the 
President's advisers, at least, are those 
who, in Churchill's words, "are prone 
by temperament and character" to 
plunge impatiently for the way of the 
firebrand rather than exercise the pa
tience needed for the peaceful compro
mise. 

Last week I distributrd to each Mem
ber of the Senate a copy of a citizens' 
white paper entitled "The Politics of 
Escalation." This publication was in
itiated by a personal investment of $100 
each by 10 professors of Washington 
University in St. Louis, who were joined 
in its preparation by a group of profes
sors from other schools, particularly the 
University of California at Berkeley. 
They have not sought to adduce new 
facts, but they have made an examina
tion of what has occurred in the twin 
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realms of military escalation and diplo
matic peace efforts during the period 
'November 1963, through January 1966. 

In the tradition of sch olarship, they 
have footnoted and documented their 
work thoroughly. Likewise, they have 
sought objectivity in their report, re
fraining in the recounting from expres
sions of conclusions or opinions which 
could not be substantiated. I must con
fess that their material tends to become 
bogged down in the recital of facts , state
ments and dates to the point where it 
is not always easy to follow. 

But this historical study of facts and 
events, including some peace proposals 
whlch did not come to light until weeks 
or months later , brings to attention an 
apparent pattern of action whlch I fear 
is once more being repeated. The au
thors have not charged, nor do I , that 
our increases in military pressure, in 
escalation, have time after time been 
the response to new pressures for 
that "lJeacefui compromise" of which 
Churchill spoke. But the fact is ines
capable that, in the juxtaposition of 
events on the peace front and on the 
military front, time and time again just 
as there appeared some possibility of 
movement toward a negotiated reduction 
of the conflict, our military escalation 
has been tightened another notch. In 
the carefUl words of the professor
authors in their summary and conclu
sions, in citizens' white paper entitled 
"The Politics of Escalation," it is stated: 

Available evidence d oes not prove that 
escalations were Intended solely or primarily 
to counter efforts at compromise or negotia
tion. A stuc!y of the chronology of Ameri
can escalations within the political context 
reveals, however, that the major American 
Intensifications of the war have been pre
ceded less by substantially Increased milita ry 
opposition than by periods of mounting 
pressure for a political settlement of the war . 

It is not possible to fin d the road to 
peace by escalating war . But because 
that has been ow· policy, enunciated by 
the President in his Baltimore Sl:Jeech of 
April 7, 1965, and because other nations 
of the world do not agree with that pol
icy, our supposed search for a way out of 
the dilemma has been met with increas
ing skepticism by those traditionally our 
friends. In the Ba ltimore speech, Pres
ident J ohnson said of our objectives: 

We know that air attacks alone will n ot 
accompllsh all o! these purposes. But It 1s 
our best and prayerful judgment that they 
are a n ecessary part of the surest road to 
peace. 

Our military policy of nullifying ag
gression has consistently taken prece
dence over a diplomatic policy of ex
ploring with earnest diligence the ave
nues which could lead to the same end, 
and which must in the long run do so. 

Let me cite some specific case histories 
which find their parallel in the bombing 
now 2 or 3 miles from the heart of Hanoi 
and Haipong. The first took place in 
July and August 1964 , when peace pres
sures were followed by the events of 
Tonkin Bay and a climactic air strike 
against three coastal bases. The second 
was the opening of U.S. bomb attacks in 
the north on February 7, 1965, during the 
visit to Hanoi of Premier Kosygin. The 
thil·d escalation, following a peace effort 
by interested third parties, was the bomb
ing of a major power station a dozen 
miles from Haiphong, closer than any 
bombing until yesterday's. 
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On July 23, 1964 , President de Gaulle 
called for a meeting "of the same order 
and including, in princiPle, t he same 
participants as the former Geneva Con
ference." Th e foregoing is a quotation 
from his statement. 

On July 25 the Soviet Government ad
dressed a communication to the 14 na
tions that had participated in the Geneva 
Conference on Laos in 1961-62, urgently 
suggesting reconvening of the Con
ference. Here was the voice of Russia 
added to the voice of Fra.Il,j;le. 

On July 26, according to the French 
publication Le Monde, Nguyen Huu Tho, 
leader of the National Liberation Front, 
stated the willingness of the Vietcong 
political arm " to enter into negotiations 
with all parties, groups, sects, and patri
otic individuals. The NLF is not opposed 
to the convening of an international con
ference in order to facilitate the search 
for a solution." 

Hanoi endorsed the proposal and ap 
pealed for reconvening "as rapidly as 
possible to preserve the independence, 
peace, and ne.utrality of Laos and to pre
serve the peace of Indochina and south
east Asia." Here was added, on August 
4, the voice of North Vietnam. 

By then Peking had also given its en
dorsement to the proposal, speaking with 
the voice of one more vitally interested 
nation. 

Within the same period , Secretary 
General U Thant put forward the same 
suggestion for reconvening of the Gene
va Conference. U Thant referred to 
his frequent reiteration of that view 
stated on May 24, 1966, when, in a speech 
to the convention of the Amalgamated 
Clothing Workers, he said : 

I have said that peace can only be restored 
by a return to the Geneva Agreements and 
that, as a preparatory measure, it would be 
necessa ry to start scaling down milltary 
operations, and to agree to cllscusslons which 
Include the actual combatants. • • • The 
solution lies In the hands o! those who have 
the power, and the responslb!Uty, to decide. 
U they seek a peaceful solution, the United 
Nations and many of Its Members stand ready 
to help them In ali possible ways . 

What was the U.S. response to all 
this growing pressure for a Geneva-type 
conference, to the proposal for such a 
conference by President de Gaulle, by 
Russia, and by U Thant, with the support 
of Hanoi and Peking? 

On July 24, the day after De GaUlle's 
statement, President J ohnson said in his 
press conference: 

We do not believe In conferences called to 
ratify terror, so our policy Is unchanged. 

On the following day, J uly 25, an order 
was issued dispatchlng an additional 
5,000 to 6,000 U.S. troops to Vietnam. 
Our unchanged policy was that of esca
lation, not negotiation, it woUld seem. 

A about the same time, the United 
States was being accused of aggression in 
several incidents in the Tonkin Bay area. 
Hanoi protested to the International 
Control Commission on the 27th of July 
that Americans and their "lackeys" had 
fired on North Vietnamese fish ing ves
sels. On J uly 30, they claimed that South 
Vietnamese patrol boats had not only 
raided North Vietnamese fishing vessels 
in the Tonkin Gulf but had also bom
barded the islands of Hon Me and Hon 
Ngu under protective cover from the U.S. 
destroyer M addox, and again lodged a. 



complaint with the Control Commission. 
On August 2 came the first of two inci
dents that resulted in the famous Tonkin 
Bay resolution , which many of us now 
regret. 

According to the North Vietnamese, 
the Maddox entered their territorial wa
ters which, like many nations. they con
tend extend to a 12-mile limit. Three 
North Vietnamese torpedo boats engaged 
the Maddox, which was undamaged, and 
U.S. planes sank one of the torpedo 
boats, damaging the other two. Accord
ing to the official U.S. version, this was 
an unprovoked attack because we hold to 
a 3-mile limit on territorial waters. 

I am not charging that the sequence of 
events proves a causative relationship 
between the pressures for peace and the 
actions of the United States which fol
lowed. I am merely stating the facts as 
reported. But among those facts are 
the dispatch of more troops ordered on 
July 25, and elevation to great impor
tance of the Tonkin Bay incidents. The 
climax here was caused by further action 
on August 4, when the Maddox and the 
Turner Joy, another destroyer , were re
ported to have been attacked by North 
Vietnamese PT boats, two of which were 
sunk. The next day came retaliation
heavy U.S. air attacks on three major· 
North Vietnam coastal bases, which were 
demolished along with destruction or 
damage to 25 boats. President Johnson 
issued a directive. Where standing or
ders to U.S. warships had been to "repel" 
enemy attackers, they were now ordered 
to "destroy" them. 

This instance of peace pressures as a 
prelude to hard military action came at 
a time when Premier Khanh was totter
ing, and one result of the dramatic show 
of power, a use of power out of propor
tion to t he size of the provocation was 
to shore up his regime and lessen the 
chance of peace talks. 
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Everyone now acknowledges that a 
vital decision in the war was taken when 
the United States, on February 7, 1965, 
began the bombing of North Vietnam 
which has taken another turn of Inten
sification in the last 24 hours. What 
were the circumstances and the facts? 

Premier Kosyg!n was in Hanoi at the 
time. The New York Times on February 
2 reported that there was "developing 
speculation in the administration that 
Mr. Kosygin's trip might be the opening 
move in a broad Soviet attempt to medi
ate between the United States and the 
Hanoi regime for a settlement of the 
Vietnamese war." 

In the previous month of January, 
there had been a great deal of internal 
unrest in Vietnam, an outbreak of pro
neutralist and anti-government, and 
anti-American demonstrations. On Jan
uary 7, a general strike was called in Hue, 
and by the 13th it had spread to Danang, 
where Vietnamese civilians failed to re
port for work at t he U.S. air base. Edi
torials appeared In Saigon papers de
manding negotiations and deploring con
tinuation of the war. Police on January 
17 fired on demonstrators in Hue and 
Dalat, wounding four students. Shortly 
after, 30 were wounded in a demonstra
tion by 5,000 Buddhists in Saigon . The 
U.S. Information Service library was 
sacked at Hue. And on J anuary 27, the 
civilian regime was overthrown by 
Nguyen Khanh. 

So, before the first North Vietnam 
bombing raid of February 7, there was a 
climate ripe for the kind of peace effort 
speculation accorded to Kosygin. On 
February 16, Russia did propose to North 
VIetnam and China the convening of a 
new international conference based on 
"unconditional negotiations" which 
would h ave met President Johnson's call 
for "unconditional discussions." A week 
later De Gaulle publicly called for nego
tiations without preconditions, and a day 
afterward , U Thant ag.ain made a similar 
appeal. At the time he said, significant
lY, since the Russian overtw·es to Hanoi 
and Peking were not made public until 
months later: 

The gTeat American people, l! only they 
know the true fact and the background to 
the developments In South Vietnam, w111 
agTee with me that furthe r bloodshed Is 
u nnecessary. 

We were told that the bombing of the 
north on February 7 was our retaliatory 
response to the guerrilla raid on Pleiku 
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in which eight Americans were killed. 
But in view of the climate toward peace, 
the unrest in South Vietnam, is it pos
sible that the decisi::~n had been taken and 
the bombing planned and that only a 
sufficient cause for public consumption 
was needed? 

Again, I do not make the charge that 
the United States was eagerly awaiting 
an opportunity for escalation In order 
to stall off the possibilities of negotia
tion leading to retirement or de-escala
tion. But the Pleiku attack occurred 
early In the morning of Sunday, Feb
ruary 7, Vietnam time, which was Sat
urday afternoon in Washington. And 
the American plane strike started with 
12 hoW's afterward. Had the attack 
been planned In advance, and was 
Plelku a suddently suitable pretext? 

Two days earlier, on February 5, the 
New York Times had called the turn: 

Now again the Asian Communists, thls 
time In South VIetnam, seem ready to bid 
!or power through a negotiated settlement. 
The Soviet Un1on , apparently fearful that a 
continuation of the war In South VIetnam 
may lead to United States bOmbing of North 
VIetnam, 1s reappearing In the role of a 
d iplomatic agent. 

While the Russians were fearful of 
our bombing escalation to the North", 
were we afraid of their peacemaking 
de-escalation and seeking to forestall it? 
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Let me relate now a third instance in 
which there occurred a juxtaposition 
of peace efforts and escalation. 

As Senator MANSFIELD's report early 
this year made clear, the 34,000 Ameri
can troops of May 1965, had increased 
to 165,700 in November . There had been 
a stepped-up response by the Vietcong, 
\vith increasing numbers of North Viet
n:l.mese regulars coming into the battle 
area. Incidents initiated by the Viet
cong had also escalated, as the Mansfield 
report shows on page 3: 

The VIetcong Initiated 1,038 Incidents 
during the last week In November and the 
total number of incidents which had In
creased steadUy throughout 1965, reached 
3,588 In that month. 

Our escalation of the war, obviously, 
was betng met by escalation. The north 
was supplying more and more support, 
although according to the Marsfleld re
port North Vietnam still accounted for 
only about 14,000 out of the total 230,000 
on tha t side. 

On December 17, It was revealed by 
the St. Louis Post Dispatch that Wash
ington had received a month earlier, on 
November 20, a message delivered to Am
bassador Goldberg by Italian Foreign 
Minister Fanfani. It reported the in
terview of Prof. La Plra with Ho Chi 
Minh and Pham Van Dong, who ex
pressed a strong desire for a peaceful 
solution-speciflcally, a cease-fire, a halt 
to the landing of American troops, and 
acceptance of Hanoi's four points, which 
Ho Chi Minh characte1ized as "applica
tion, In other words, of the Geneva 
accords." 

Prof. La Pira's discussions were on No
vember 11. Our reply by Secretary Rusk 
to Foreign Minister Fanfani's November 
20 letter was delivered to him In New 
York on December 6, and on December 
13 Mr. Fanfani notified Secretary Rusk 
that his own summary of the reply had 
been delivered to Hanoi. This was an 
escalation of peace efforts. 

On December 15, American planes for 
the first time bombed the Haiphong area 
destroying a power station 14 miles fro~ 
the city. Of this, the San Francisco 
Chronicle on December 20 noted : 

Some U. N. d elegates . . . poin ted out 
that the war h ad been escalated after the 
States reply was related to Hanoi. 

A few days later, the St. Louis Post
Dispatch stated that on December 8, 
Ambassador Goldberg had been explicit
ly warned "that Ho would not enter 
peace negotiations with the U.S. 1f the 
Hanoi-Haiphong area were bombed." 

Now, again, I am not charging that we 
deliberately sabotaged another peace ef
fort. But facts are facts, and It Is my 
firm belief that it is essential for the 
American people to have the facts. 

Too often we have learned, as in this 
case in mid-December, that events of 
great significance In the area of peace 
possibilities, occlll'r!!d a month earlier. 
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But what, It might be asked , about the 
bombing lull of 37 days early this year, 
from December 24 to January 31, 1966? 

Was this not a true effort for peace, 
they will say? 

During the same time there was a 12-
hour cease-fire from 7 p.m. Christmas 
Eve until7 a .m . Christmas Day, and later 
the New Year-"Tet"---cease-fire of Jan
uary 20 to January 24. Otherwise the 
ground war continued. One cannot but 
ask why, if these cease-fires could be 
arranged for such short special occasions, 
a cease-fire for negotiation of peace could 
not also be developed, if escalation of 
peace were as much our concern as 
escalation of military action. 

The lull in the bombing raids was ac
companied by well-publicized travelings 
about the world by OW' emissaries on an
nounced peace missions-which In the 
case of the Philippines and Korea In
cluded urgent invitations to step up the 
size of their troop contingents. But aside 
from the short cease-fires, as I have said, 
ground action did not halt. 

We cited the buildup of forces on the 
other side as a major ground for the 
decision to resume bombing. At the same 
time, we continued with a more rapid 
buildup of o\ll' own forces. And on 
January 27 we launched Operation 
Masher. 

This, said the New York Times, was 
"the largest amphibious operation by the 
United States since the 1950 Inchon' 
landing In Korea." 

The plan-

Said the times-
Is to move three Infantry and three ar t illery 
battalions repeatedly across a 450 square-mile 
section or Blndlnh Province to look !or a. 
battle. 

"To look for a battle," Is the phrase 
used by the paper. 

On January 28, they found it. Near 
Anthai, on a sandy beach, 300 U.S. 1st 
Cavalrymen reported meeting 500 or so of 
the enemy and killing 103 in a 2-day bat
tle. The next day the order went to 
Pearl Harbor which led to reswned 
bombing raids on January 31. 

As the bombing was reswned, it was 
stated that we had not seen signs of 
response from Hanoi to o\ll' policy of lull . 
Yet, until our Operation Masher, there 
ha~ been a remarkable ab5ence of 
clashes with North Vietnamese regulars. 

Were we sincere in OW' charges against 
Hanoi for Its troop buildup d\ll'ing the 
pause? Secretary Rusk said on Febru
ary 1, the day after bombing resumed, 
that the VIetcong and North VIetnam 
"made clear their negative view by deeds 
as well as words throughout the pertod 
of the suspension of bombing. Infiltra
tion of men and material from the North 
into South VIetnam continued at a high 
level''-New York Times, February 1, 
1966, page 12. 

In the same report of his press confer
ence, the question was asked: 

Mr. Secretary, how do you Interpret the fact 
that there's been no large-scale direct contact 
with North Vietnamese troops e!nce the 
latter part of November? 

In his reply the Secretary spoke of "in
dications at the present time that there 
is very active contact with North Viet
namese forces there." This very active 
contact was the result of the Operation 
Masher action "to look for battle." The 
"high level" of Infiltration was estimated 
at from 1,700 to 4,500 men a month. But 
dw·ing the 37 days of the bombing pause 
OW' own increase of men entering the 
area was a buildup of more than 14 000 
with 6,000 men arriving dW'ing the' 10: 
day period of January 18-28. 

Were o\ll' apparently frantic and high
ly publicized peace missions by any 
chance giving to the world a plct\ll'e such 
as Mr. Rusk painted of the North VIet
namese? Did we, by any chance, at least 
as much as the North VIetnamese, pre
sent a "negative view by deeds as well as 
words throughout the period of the sus
pension of bombing"? Could it have 
been said of us that we acted in the same 
good faith we charged Hanoi with break
ing when our own "Infiltration of men 
and matelia.l continued a t a high 
level"? Were we then already Ir
revocably committed, and had we been 
a long time so committed, to complete 
reliance on military power and to !gnor-



ing the bright potentials for peace when
ever they appeared? 

As one of a group of Senators who 
sought by a letter to the President for 
a decision to extend the bombing pause, 
I believed that we needed to present a 
positive, not a negative, view ''by deeds 
as well as words." The answer to our 
letter was a citation of the Tonkin Bay 
resolution , which at the time of its pas
sage certainly did not envision any use 
as justification in these circumstances of 
what the Senate believed was a specific 
narrow endorsement. We were not 
alone. and while we may still be a minor
ity of those who speak aloud, al though 
there has been a rising chorus of those 
who cry for the firebrand policy of more 
and more escalation-a cry rooted in the 
same desire I hold to end the conflic~ 
there has also been a rising demand for 
cessation of this policy in favor of a 
negotiated peace. 

That demand, by those of us who in 
Churchill's words desire to "seek pa
tiently and faithfully for peaceful com
promise," was being voiced at the time 
by other nations than our own. Said 
the New York Times on January 20: 

The Governments of Britain. France. and 
Japan, all alUes of the United States, and the 
Communist Governments of Europe as well 
as the governments of a number of non
aligned natioDB are said to be pleading !or 
several weeks or even months of restraint. 

But again the opportunity passed . We 
chose the road of escalation. 
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Now we have chosen the road of esca 
lation again, as our 46 planes swung in 
over the close-in targets at Hanoi and 
Haiphong. Is there any parallel of jux
taposition now with a preceding peace
making effort carrying the danger of 
success? Or is it merely coincidence that 
once again, as late as Sunday, there have 
been articles analyzing the possibll1ties 
of success inherent in the efforts of 
Canadian diplomat Chester Ronning? 

Regardless of what the answer may 
be, it is worth noting that a dispatch by 
David Kraslow, of the Los Angeles Times, 
datelined from Ottawa on last Saturday, 
June 25, and appearing in the Washing
ton Post on Sunday, stated as a point 
"readily acknowledged by high Washing
ton sources" tha~ 

Canada bas opened up, through Ronning, 
a unique and useful channel to Hanoi. 

The Johnson Administration bas not lost 
sight of the fact that the Hanoi reg1me 
readily receives Ronning and Is willing to 
talk to him, even though he r epresents a 
nation closely allied with the United States. 
We recognize the potential Importance or 
this-

A Washington official said. 
Then later in the article comes this 

statement, which perhaps deserves to be 
italicized as importantly prophetic: 

The question of further American escala
tion of the war, It Is felt here, 1.s closely 
related to the Ronning missions. The Ca.na
dlans are extremely sensitive on this point. 
Ma jor military escalation by the Unlte<1 
States. Informed sources here suggest , could 
torpedo the Ronning operation and deeply 
embarrass the Canadian governmen~. 

It Is believed that Ottawa bas discussed the 
matter of escalation with Washington In 
connection with the Ronning probes. 

Again I ask, is it only coincidence that 
such a report appears on Sunday and our 
new escalation takes place on Wednes
day? Or is there here a recurrence of a 
familiar pattern, a pattern in which pro
fessions of peace interest are only words 
while the deeds which follow are a hard 
application of military force through in
creased escalation? 

One can not be sure--

Wrote Mr. Kraslow, concerning what 
the prospects of Mr. Ronning's efforts 
might be-
a. s peck or hope, a possible opening. We 
cannot tell-

He said-
because Ronning 's findings are being clooely 
h eld . The Canadian and North VIetnam gov
ernments agreed there would be no public 
disc losure or the details of Ronning's conver
sations with the leaders In Hanoi. 

But the ground for hope lay in the fact 
that : 

Few Westerners have the access that Ron
ning bas to senior omclals In North VietNam. 
From h1.s long service In China and ln other 
parts of Asia, Ronning 1.s personally well ac
qualnted with many leaders In Peking and 
Hanoi . ... 
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Ronnlng Is considered one or the ablest 
Asian hands In the Western world . Now 71, 
be was stunmoned from•retlrement In west
ern Canada. for the VIetNam assignment ... . 

Ronning ha~ Important roles In both the 
19:>4 Geneva Conference on VIetNam a nd the 
1962 Geneva Conference on Laoo. He was In 
charge of the Canadian mission In Red China. 
from 1949 to 1951, 

The recent trip was Mr. Ronnin g's 
second to Hanoi-the first was in 
March-in a Canadian effort which has 
special significance when it is recalled 
that Canada is one of the three members 
of the International Control Commission 
established by the 1954 Geneva Confer
ence. The Canadian operation is de
scribed as "a long-range, infinitely com
plex and delicate diplomatic probe that 
involves a number of goverrunents besides 
the waning parties." 

Wha t chance will Chester Ronning 
have to complete this delicate mission, 
now that our military escalation has 
loosed a torpedo against it? Have we by 
design, by purpose, by commitment to 
expanding military action ever further 
and m ore dangerously, closed another 
door looking on the garden of peace? 
When, if ever, will we know? 

Yesterday the wires and the cables 
were humming with the adverse reac
tions, as well as others favorable, from at 
home and abroad. Or perhaps that 
statement is not quite correc~there 
seem to have been no really favorable 
cables from abroad. Even Prime Min
ister Wilson, whose policies with the 
United States are tempered by the fact 
that he is a supplicant for support from 
us for bolstering of the pound sterling, 
was not deterred from expressing regret 
and stating : 

Nevertheless, we have made It clear on 
many occasions that we cannot support an 
extension of the bombing In such areas . 

Russia's reaction bears out the wisdom 
of the judgment of our majority leader, 
Senator MANSFIELD, when he said: 

The action will bring a.bout greater 
amounts of aid from the Soviet Union a.nd 
Peking. 

Moscow said as much when they said: 
Our country and the other Socialist states 

are providing, and wlll continue to provide, 
the necessary a.ld In the just struggle of the 
VIet Namese people. 

I have noted before the erosion of our 
friendship with other nations caused by 
our actions in Vietnam. By our go-it
alone policy, disregarding the overtures 
of those who would initiate helpful moves 
toward peace, by our disregard for world 
opinion, we have increasingly cut our
selves off from a leadership traditionally 
based on moral qualities of compassion 
and generosity and true democracy rath
er than military might. Now we are en
gaged In an w1declared war against half 
of a small nation all of whose people, 
after 20 years of constant struggle. 
want to find a way out of their morass of 
civil conflict. 

We played a leading role in founding 
the United Nations. We gave it a home 
in Manhattan. We developed the Mar
shall plan. We supported UNRRA and 
UNICEF, and with a just cause in Korea 
we securied its moral and military sup
port. But now we defy the principles 
of the U.N. Charter, and we move out of 
step, as a cartoon in the Washington 
Post on Sunday devastatingly portrayed 
while charging that our lack of allies 
comes about because they are all out of 
step with us. 

We have sought with billions in our 
military pocketbook, billions which we 
in the Senate have helped too eagerly to 
provide, and with the big stick of unchal
lengable power, to make clear in Vietnam 
that "father knows best." We are de
termined to fasten the blessings of de
mocracy on everyone, whether they want 
it or not, and nowhere more so than in 
Vietnam. Ow· escalation is costing a very 
high price in world opinion. We are no 
longer isolationist by rejecting the rest 
of the world, but we are becoming iso
lated because the rest of the world now 
rejects us. 

We stand all but alone in Vietnam. 
Most of what token help we are receiv

ing is reluctant, as with the Philippines 
whose President has had such difficulty 
in securing commitment of his legislature 
to the troops he has promised. 

In Korea, our only substantial ally, the 

troops are bought. We are paying all 
the costs for the 20,000-man contingent 
in Vietnam, and we will pay for any new 
commitments and contingents. 

Except for the few hundred Australians 
and New Zealanders involved , other na
tions have confined themselves to hu
manitarian measures such as sending 
medical t eams, flood relief, or hospital 
equipment. 

A consortium of West German busi
nessmen has provided China with the 
promise of a steel mill. 

It is rumored that some of their con
tacts for financial support have run back 
to our own country. It is ~>lgnificant for 
us to remember that not one country in 
North or South America has troops by 
our side. In all the continent of Europe, 
not one country has troops by our side. 
In all the continent of Africa, not one 
country has t roops by our side. Exclud
Ing Korea--unless we want to count the 
Philippines-in all of Asia, not one coun
try has troops by our side. 

The major countries in all the con
tinents of the world are against us. 

I cannot help repeating what the Japa
nese told me when I was there. They 
said: 

We have been ln Southeast Asia once. We 
are not going back . Besides, we wa.nt your 
military bases out of Okinawa. We want 
Okinawa. returned to Japan. We want your 
mllltary bases out of Japan. 

I asked at that time what I thought 
wa.s a pertinent q~estion: 

Who wlll then defend your against the 
Chinese Communists? 

Their very easy reply was: 
You must remember that we are second 

conslns to the Chinese, and we are trading 
with them. 

I asked how much they traded with 
them and if there was any restriction on 
the items. They said: 

We are trading with them to the extent 
that we think It Is best to do so, and when 
It Is profitable. We do not Intend to let their 
business go by the wayside. 

We think of Peking as our enemy. Our 
friends are selling their sw·plus wheat to 
China, a country that we. say is directing 
the activities of North Vietnam. 

Ow· neighboring country to the north, 
with whom we have friendly relations 
and a common boundary, Canada, has 
just recently completed a long-term 
agreement to sell their surplus wheat to 
China. 

The grain bins on the northern border 
of the United States have been discov
ered to be depleted of their sw·plus grain. 
It might be interesting to find out how 
much of that surplus wheat has found 
its way across the border and over to the 
enemy, Peking. 
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The earth-bound poUtlcs of VIetnam 
cannot be solved by the airborne cavalry of 
America. 

The anonymous southeast Asia states
man who made that memorable summing 
up to Emmet John Hughes, as he re-· 
ported it in the May 30 Newsweek, put 
our hard choice clearly when he 
continued : 

You now h ave probably a last decision to 
m a ke. You may try to smother aJl forces In 
VIetnam seeking compromise and peace-
thus plttlng them all against you. Or you 
may try to work wl th the best or these forces 
In their confused attempts at negotiation, so 
that the very Imperfect end of lt all still will 
allow you to leave with dignity. 

Have we now made our last decision, 
the decision that, come what peace op
portunities there .nay, our way shall be 
irrevocably that of military escalation, of 
might that loses us our tradition of right, 
of acceding one after another to the suc
cessive unsuccessful next steps which 
pave the road to atomic holocaust in the 
sacred cause of anticommunism? 

It takes no courage to do what we are 
doing today. We drifted into the situa
tion at first, without planning. But to 
plan escalation of what has been called 
this "dirty little war" into an ever larger, 
dirtier, more tragic conflict is worse than 
no planning at all. 

Secretary General U Thant has por
trayed what is happening when he said : 

lJttle by little, la rger forces and more 
powerful armaments have been Introduced, 
until an anguished and perplexed world has 
suddenly found that a limited and local con
filet Is threatening to turn Into a major con
frontation. And thou gh the fear-



I want to emphasize this--
and though the tear of a much larger con
ftJct may still have a restralnlng lnftuence 
upon the dem ands of military st rategy, the 
t .. mptat!on to wtn a military success may 
still prove stronger than the more prudent 
call to reason. 

U Thant has long since , and re
peatedly, set forth three measures by 
which we must proceed for peace. With 
these I agree : return to the Geneva 
agreements ; include the actual com
batants in the discussions; and "start 
scaling down military operations" rather 
than escalation. 

To do these things instead of what we 
are now doing requires courage. We 
must resolve, in the words of John Em
met Hughes, "to ignore all zealots who 
st1ll shout their preposterous prescrip
tion that a little more military medicine 
can cure political sickness." We must 
give up the mythology that says the Na
tional Liberation Front is a figment of 
the imag1nation. The Geneva accords 
were signed by Prance and by the Viet
minh, not by the state of Vietnam 
whose delegate stood by protesting. The 
willingness to deal with such an entity 
as the NLP, a nongovernment, requires 
courage, but its recognition appears the 
major sticking point in much of the dis
cussion about negotiation. 

And we must deescalate rather than 
move always a.s inexorably as a jugger
naut toward the horrors of confiict with 
China and the dropping of the hydro
gen bomb. We should follow the sage 
advice of General Gavin, and in moving 
back to enclaves we should hold and 
negotiate. 

When we in Congress consider pr()
posals !or watersheds and dams and 
projects of the Corps of Engineers, we 
rely heavily on the careful calculation of 
what the corps calls the cost-benefit 
ratio. 

What is the cost-benefit ratio in Viet
nam? A truthful answer to that ques
tion, including the costs of our go-It
alone policy in the loss of America's now 
tarnished moral leadership among the 
nations, is too great for persistent esca
lation. Let us work ns diligently for 
peace. 

One final proposal. Russia is a co
chairman of the Geneva Conferences of 
both 1954 and 1962. Britain is the other 
cochairman. As a first step, I propose 
that they together demand a convening 
ot a third Geneva Conference to bring us 
back to an Implementing of the Geneva 
accords, with whatever mod.!fl.cations 
may be found necessary. I shall reiter
ate th1s proposal directly to the Brit!:ih 
people in a BBC satellite broadcast this 
evening. I propose that the situatlon 
has become so serious that it is the duty 
of the other nations concerned to an
swer such a call, and that the process 
must be strengthened and implemented 
in whatever way is possible through the 
United Nations, to whom our unllateral 
action is doing all but irreparable dam
age by the destruction of its usefulness. 

For the problem is one of self-dlsci
pltne. We have not found it hard to call 
for United Nations action in the Congo, 
in Cyprus, in Israel, and in Jordan. But 
we in the United States, who are able by 
our power to act in a different way from 
the small powers, must also subject our
selves to the good Judgment and the co
operative appralsal of the world com
munity. Otherwise, we have perhaps 
once and for all lost our right to moral 
leadership and become only another in 
the long parade of powers, from Alexan
der's Greece to our own day, who have 
trusted to mJght instead of right. 

U Thant said ln his speech last month: 
The solu\l.on llee 1n the banda oC thoee who 

have the power and the reo;ponslblllty, to de
cide. I! they seek a peaceful IIOI.utlon, the 
United Nat1owr &lid many ot ita members 
stand ready to help them 1n all possible 
ways. 

It is we who have the responsibutty, 1t 
is we who have the power. It is we who 
must tum toward a peaceful solution 
and withdraw from this pattern of es
calation, courageous in the rlght, to find 
the answer in peace at the bargaining 
table. 
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During the delivery of Mr. HARTKE 's 
speech, 

Mr. CLARK. Is It not true, I ask the 
Senator from Indiana., that a reconven
ing of the Geneva powers has also been 
advocated by U Thant, the Secretary 
General of the United Nations? 

Mr. HARTKE. Not only has he advo
cated it, but advocated It repeatedly. He 
has pointed out the point which I am 
trying to make in my remarks today: 
The real prelude to this is that the pow
ers responsible--and I hope we recognize 
that we are involved, now, in that war 
over there--must try to create the ell
mate, not for greater resistance, not for 
pent-up emotions, but for constructive 
action . 

All I can say to my friend from Penn
sylvania is, I wonder how interested we 
would be in peace lf we saw bombs drop
ping on the outskirts of Washington, 
D.C.? I think it would intensify our ef
forts to resist, and to say, "We will never 
come to the peace table with those 
people." 

Mr. CLARK. It has been said there is 
a crisis of credibility in our country with 
respect to our earnest desire to end the 
Vietnamese war through negotiations. 
The Senator from Indiana has pointed 
out, with powerful logic, the many occa
sions on which, while talking peace, we 
have stepped up and escalated the war. 

I appreciate the Sen
ator's comments, and I congratulate him 
on the splendid address he is making. I 
hope the suggestions we have made in 
this short colloquy will receive some at
tention, both at Foggy Bottom and the 
White House. 

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. HARTKE. I am happy to yield to 
the distinguished Senator from South 
Dakota, who for a long time has led a 
tremendous fight in the Senate toward a 
peaceful solution of this problem. 

I should like to point out, parentheti
cally, before I yield, that I do not believe 
the Senator from South Dakota, who 
carries the highest .decorations of this 
Government, should come before us with 
a feeling that he is not a patriot . 

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I 
appreciate the overly generous estimate 
of me that has been stated by the Sen
ator from Indiana, but I really rose to 
commend him on the c1antY or ms ex
pression today. 

The Senator from Indiana. has made a 
number of statements in recent months 
on the difficult problem ln Vietnam. I 
believe that his contribution this after
noon represents his finest effort. I com
mend him not only on the clarity of his 
statement, but also on the remarkable 
courage that he has displayed in every
thing he has said this afternoon. 

The Senator from Indiana took on a 
new leadership role in the Senate early 
this year, not that he had not made 
many great contributions in the past. 
But in spea.klng out as he has, and in 
using his talents and skill to persuade 
others to speak out, I believe he has 
made a contribution to the better un
derstandin(; of the issues in Vietnam 
and to the discussion of those issues in 
the Senate and across the country. 

As the Senator from Indiana. has said, 
the easiest thing in the world to do in 
time of war is to join the parade. No 
great inltlat!ve is required. No great 
intelligence of courage is required to drlft 
along with the crowd in time of war. 

One of the greatest Americans re
minded us a good many years ago that 
the first casualty in time of war is the 
truth. Therefore, I was happy to hear 
the Senator from Indiana emphasize the 
rlght o~ the American people to know the 
truth. One way by which they find the 
truth is through the discussion of various 
points of view in the Senate. 

I believe the Senator from Indiana 
would be the first to agree that men of 
good will can disagree on this issue and 
on how it should be dealt with. One 
method by which a better understanding 
of the problem can be attained is the 
kind of frank expression of opinlon with 
which he has favored Senators today. 

In my opinion, it will be more <illllcult 

for honest dissent to be heard hence
forth. The more the bombs and the 
guns roar, the more <illllcult It is for 
thoughtful voices to be heard over that 
kind of escalation. 

I know of no Member of the Senate 
who loves public service and loves politi
cal action more than does the Senator 
from Indiana. I know that he does not 
risk his political career lightly ; but he 
takes that risk by speaking out at a time 
when the war is heating up, because he 
loves his country, he loves his family, and 
he loves the peace of the world more than 
he is concerned about his own political 
security. 

I suspect that there will be some tem
porary applause for the recent action. 
But when the people learn once again 
that this is not the answer to the kind 
of problems that face us in Vietnam, the 
disillusionment will set in again. 

Again, I applaud the Senator's speech 
in the Senate this afternoon. 

Mr. HARTKE. I thank the Senator 
from South Dakota for his fine words. 

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I join 
in the tribute that the distinguished Sen
ator from South Dakota [Mr. McGoVERN] 
has extended to the senior Senator from 
Indiana [Mr. HARTKE]. 

I would ask the senior Senator from 
Indiana whether we are not simply in
creasing the dosage of a medicine that 
has already failed to cure the patient? 
We notch UP the war to a still higher 
level after years of continuous escala
tion, even though the whole process has 
brought us no closer to a negotiated set
tlement than we were 12 months ago, 
and even though the number of Amer
ican troops engaged in the war has in
creased by more than tenfold? 

I cannot see the logic that leads our 
decisionmakers to the conclusion that 
what has failed before is now suddenly 
going to succeed by notching the war up 
to a still higher level of general danger. 

Does the Senator from Indiana agree? 
Mr. HARTKE. I most certainly agree 

with the statement of the Senator from 
Idaho. 

Yesterday the distinguished Senator 
from Vermont [Mr. AIKEN] issued what 
I suplJOse would be considered a rather 
straightforward statement. I had occa
sion to talk to the Senator from Vermont 
[Mr. AIKEN] before he left for his home 
State. He said: 

Not alone d o I mean what I say, but I feel 
It more deeply than I said lt. 

I wish he were here because what he 
said in those statements is exactly what 
the Senator from Idaho said, and that is 
that the same advice which proved 
fauly in the past is being used over again, 
and the same reasons are being given 
tor the same type of action. 

Hopefully and prayerfully, I! this 
would bring the end to the war, I believe 
that the American people would applaud 
it. But to claim every other week that 
peace is virtually around the corner has 
the same effect as the economic effect ot 
the claim of the end of a depression 
being just around the corner. This 
stirring of hope when there is no hoPe 
is worse than being brutally truthful 
about the facts. 

I think that the American people a.t:e 
stronger than the leadership gives them 
credit for being. I think they have the 
courage to face up to the facts of life 
and courage to be a little humble in 
front of the rest of the world, If that be 
the requirement. They have the cour
age to send forth their youth, as they 
have demonstrated In past military ef
forts . We have love of country but we 
also have love of man. I think that we 
underestimate the character of the 
American people. I do not wish to cast 
a reflection on the American people for 
an eternity which they do not deserve 
and unfortunately that is happening 
more and more each day. 

I wonder how we will justify it with 
our conscience, the conscience of the 
Nation, In years to come. 
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Dear Supporter: 

On 15 November 1963, we recommended for your priority 
support three Senatorial incumbents, chosen from a group 
of seven outstanding Senators on the basis of our assess
ment of their individual needs for funds at that time. 

As we have previously informed you, your response was 
gratifying indeed; it has enabled these Senators to get 
off to an early start in difficult re-election campaigns. 

We promised last November to propose further candi
d ates f or your support this Spring. Our list last November 
consisted of the following Senators: 

Quentin N. Burdick, North Dakota 
Gale W. McGee, Wyoming 
Frank E. Moss, Utah 
Albert Gore, Tennessee 
Philip A. Hart, Michigan 
Eugene J. McCarthy, Minnesota 
Edmund S. Muskie, Maine 

To this list we now propose to add 

Joseph M. Montoya, New Mexico 

Co-Chairmen: 

WILLIAM DOERI NG 
New Haven, Cbnn. 

LEO SZILA RD 
Chicago. Ill. 

RUTH ADAMS 
Chicago, Ill. 

BERNARD T . FELD 
Cambridge, Mass . 

ALLAN FORBES. JR. 
Cambridge, Mass. 

MAUR ICE S. FOX 
Cambridge, Mass . 

J E ROME D. FRANK 
Baltimore, Md. 

MARGARET BRENMAN GIBSON 
Stockbridge, Mass. 

MORTON GRODl.INS 
Chicago. HI. 

MATTHEW MESELSON 
Cambridge. Mass. 

JAMES G . PATTON 
Denver, Colo. 

ARTHUR PENN 
New York, N.Y. 

CHARLES PRATT, JR. 
New York. N.Y. 

DAN IEL M. SINGER 
WashintUo n. D .C. 

present Representative and candidate for election to the Senate 
in 1964, and 

Ralph R. Harding, Idaho 

candidate for re-election to the House of Representatives. 

In the judgment of the Council Directors after personal 
interviews by some of our directors plus consultation with our 
political advisors and other knowl edgeable individuals and 
agencies in the Nation•s capital concerned with the selection 
of candidates, all of these candidates are worthy of your 
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support and the Council will be pleased to transmit contributions 
submitted in their behalf. However, on the basis of the assessment 
of the status of their campaigns and of their relative needs at 
this time, the Council recommends that priority should now be given 
to support of the campaigns of Senators McGee, Moss and Muskie and 
Representatives Harding and Montoya. The Council further recommends 
that, unless you have specific desires relating to the support of 
some particular candidate, that contributions now be given to the 
following priority candidates according to the following recommended 
alphabetical apportionment: 

Montoya A-D 
McGee E-K 
Muskie L-P 
Moss Q-S 
Harding T-Z 

You will note that, with its recommendation of Congressman Harding 
for support, the Council is departing from the precedent of soliciting 
support only for candidates for the Senate. However, we feel that in 
this case, the re-election of Mr. Harding is the first step towards 
our support of this outstanding young legislator for election to the 
Senate in 1966. Our reasons are spelled out in greater detail in 
our resume of Mr. Harding's qualifications. 

A short resume of the qualifications of the individuals on our 
priority list, with a summary of voting records on a group of 
relevant issues, is given in the enclosures. 

In late August, the Council will make further recommendations 
based upon our assessment of the situation at that time. 

We urge you ~ to forward the first half of your 1964 contri
bution to one or more of the individuals selected above. A form 
and a return envelope are enclosed for your convenience. 

Sincerely 

H. Ashton Crosby 
Executive Director for the 
Board of Directors 
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DRAFT OF ACTION PROG~~ 

During ·ti'le ~tJin ·ter of 1962 1 Leo Szilard nuclear physicist and mole

cular biologist, a leading figure in the conception and execution of 

the Manhattan Projec·t, winner of ·the 1959 Atoms for Peace Award, gave 

a speech 1 "Are ~ e on ·the Road to 1iifar? " at a number of major academic 

centers across the country. In this speech, Szilard expressed his 

concern a >c ·the drif·t toward nuclear war and proposed a national 

poli·tical organization to work for a comprehensive disarmament agree

men·t and the abolition of war. The immediate and enthusiastic response 

resulted in the formation of ·the Council for Abolishing ~'lar in June 

1962 which became ·the Council for a Livable ~ ·Jorld on 

The Council maintains a full-time staff in Washington, and under the 

guidance of its Directors and Advisors, conducts a broad program of 

operations. 

The underlying idea of ·t i'le Council is ·that a modes >c number of 

thoughtful and dedica·ted persons, uni·ted on a set of obtainable and 

responsible obj ec·tives 1 can have a significant impact in support of 

constructive United States foreign and defense policies. Supporters 

of ·the Council pledge to contribute 2% of ·their annual incomes or 

1%, or $1~0, either to the campaigns of recommended congressional 

candidates or else direc·tly to the Council in support of its general 

ac·tivi·ties. 

In each election year, the Council recommends to its supporters 

a number of congressional candidates who can be counted upon not only 

to support the A.dministration' s constructive policies, but also to 
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press for improvements in these policies. The Council 's recommendations 

also take into account each candidate's chance of success, his need 

for support and ·the qualities o£ ·the opposing candidate. The Council 

at·tempi:s ·to concentrate i ·ts efforts on those campaigns in which 

relatively modest contributions can have a decisive effect. For 

example, in 1952, the Council ·transmitted $22,000 to ·the campaign of 

George McGovern (the former director of Food for Peace under President 

Kennedy}, represen·ting approximately 2:J% of his toJcal campaign cos·ts. 

McGovern won the campaign by 600-odd votes and as a Senator has 

a>ctracted nat.ional acclaim for his thoughtful statements on foreign 

policy and defense spending. 

GENERAL ACTIVITIES 

The Council maintains close contact wi·tb. mem.oers of Congress and 

the Adminis ·tra·tion who are deeply concerned with ·the need for arms 

con·trol and disarmamen·i:.. Under Council auspices, scient.is·ts, scholars, 

and o ·thers come ·to ·~ashing ·ton ·to speak wi·th members of the Adminis

tration and Congress , and to press for specific changes in p olicy 

and legislation based on the objectives set forth in this ac·tion 

program and in various Council posi·tion papers. Some of these 

discussions are comple·tely informal, taking place in the office 

of the official concerned. At other times, the Council prepares 

testimony or background research for congressional hearings or 

federal agencies. The Council also conducts a regular series of 
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seminars for Sena·tors and ·their assistants under informal circu1n-

s-tances where a wide rcmg<= of sub.jec>cs can be frankly discussed. 

Another major undertaking of the Council is the conduct of s t udy 

and research in the areas of foreign policy and disarmament. Most 

Council s ·tudies culmina·te in position papers which are widely dis

tributed in Washington and to Council s upporters. 

1954 ACTION PROGRA.l\1 OF THE COUNCIL FOR A LIVABLE 'lORLD 

Alarmed by the potential destructiveness of nuclear war and by 

the increasing independence and power of other sta·tes, Jche Uni·ted 

S>cates and the Soviet Union have ·taken a few preliminary s Jceps on a 

road which could lead to a secure peace. The bi·tterness of ·the cold 

war has begun ·to aba·te. Trea-ties have succe ss fully been negotiated 

for inspec·ted Antarctic di sarma.ment, for a hot-line be·tween vJashington 

and ~'los cow, and for a limi·ted nuclear tes ·t ban. There has been an 

agreement not to place bo~bs in orbit and reciprocal reductions in 

defense spending have been announced. In addition, a quantitative 

( t!-J%) reduction in t.he production of fissionable ma.terials has been 

announced by the Unite~ States in conjunction with a Soviet announce

ment ·to forego ·the construction of ·two addit ional re-actor plants. 

The climate has definitely altered. One can place this move

ment as eman ting from ·the Cuba.n crisis where bo·th nations looked 

in·to ·the nuclear abyss and recoiled in horror. or one can attribu·te 

America's will ingness to use nuc lear weapons over vital interests 
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in ·the Cuba.n crisis as having frig1Ttened ·the Sovie·ts into a more 

·tra.ctable frame of mind. It doesn • ~c mat·ter too much and ·there are 

unquestionably a varie·ty of con·tributing causes. For one thing, ~che 

Revolu'cion is now 40 years old and Russi c- has emerged as one of the 

two great world powers \·li·th all ·that such 2. role implies in ·terms 

of relationships and responsibilities. For ano·ther, ·the schism 

between ·the Soviets and the Chinese has forced a major change in 

Sov ie·t policy ·toward the ··l!es·t . Moreover , ·the Soviets have, in 

addition to a chronic agricultural crisis, a risin3 consumer demand 

and a definite strain with respect to the allocation of resources 

to the economy in terms of building both missiles and a better life. 

Hence, there is 2. definite pressure for change. ~ !e realize full well 

that an adve rsary relationship exists and will continue to exist 

between the US a nd the USSR in ·the political , ideolog ical , and 

economic fields. Bu·t this is a c·hallenge we can accept and face 

with confidence . It is possible also with the passage of time 

·that ·the growing in·t e rdependence of a ll na·tions with each o·ther 

will see a lessening of even this adversary relationship. And 

there are two areas of absolute interest and agreement between 

·the US a nd the USSR, n ame ly , ·tha·t the re will not b e a nuclea r war; 

and no proliferation of nuclear wea.pons. Wi ·th responsible leadership 

it is possible that the nuclea r super-powe rs can a cc:munoda·te 

some of the ir o u t s ·t anding di ffe rences, implement subs·tantia l arms 
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con'crol and disarmamen·t measures , and conduct in·::erna>cional affairs 

in a manner wh ici1 \·Jill preven·i: the ou·tbreak of deadly quarrels wi·::hin 

the \·JOrld communi ·ty. 

Unfortunately , ·i.:his is not the only course which lies before 

us. The world s ·till lives on ·the brink of unpara_lleled disas·ter . 

!llany p:Yi:ential danger areas exist , in any one of which a serious 

miscalcula·tion by a major power could lead to world war. Violent 

even·ts in cen·i:ral Europe, South America or Sou-theast Asia could 

se·t off a ·train of even·ts which would lead -to UniJced States and 

Soviet military opposition. In that case , there would be great 

danger that nuclear weapons would be in·troduced and that the 

war would erupt into general nuclear conflagration. 

'l'here is s ·till the possibility o:E a new ou·tbreak o£ the arms 

roce. So long ~s the strategic arms race concentrates on offensive 

weapons such as missiles carrying nuclear bombs, the race becomes 

s elf- limiJcing. There has come a poinJc in the race when , wi·thin 

wide limi-ts, a fur-ther increase in offensive power on either side 

has no significant effect on the strategic balance. The result_ is 

to provide a breathin'j space for poli·tical ?.djustments and disarma

ment measures. But this respite cannot be viewed as more than 

·temporary. Technolog y never sJcands still. For example , ·the 

seemingly innocent placement of missile de.fenses about ci ·tie s 

would se·t missile and anJci- missile programs against each other 

and could precipitate an unlimited arms race . 
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These developmen·ts can be avoided and the world can begin ·to 

free i·tself from ·che ·threat of nuclear war only if ·the leaders of 

the United States and the Soviet Union institute and enlist broad 

support for ima.gina·::ive and responsible policies. I ·l: is the aim 

of ·che Council for a Livable : rorld ·to help initiate and suppor·t 

such policies in the United States on a quid pro quo basis. 

Some of ·the policies advoca~ced by the Council could be adopted 

i~~ediately by our government. However, the administration of a 

democracy cannot ac·t in ways for which there is insufficient 

congressional and popular suppor-t even if it knows that such actions 

would be in the best interest of the nation. In too many cases we 

are handicapped by policies based on old my·ths raJcher than current 

reali·ties. There was a time when we could defend our citizens 

by military strength but great military strength no longer insures 

the defense of the na~cion. Although our s ·treng·th has grown 

·tremendously since the arms race began, so has the number of 

Americans grown who would die in a general nuclear war. 

In the years since World War II, the international scene has 

changed profoundly. The Sovie·t Union is nearing the living 

standards of Western Europe and i t s society is opening. Mean-

while, i-i.:.s satellites have reco~ered signi fi can·t , even if limited, 

independence. Half the world 's population nas been reorganized 

under new national governmen·ts of great varie·ty. 
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The simple policy o:i: containing our adv ersaries , of no·t 

recognizing them, of not trading with them , fails to t~te account 

of ·today ' s realities. vJhen adversaries have Jche power to annihilate 

one another within hours and migh·t be brought to do so by the force 

of unpremedi-tated even·ts , they cannot afford isolation. In place 

of cont.ainment vJe mus·t subs·ti tute growing in-terdependence even 

side-by-side with deterrence. Beneficial political changes we have 

been unable ·to bring about by con·tainmen·t and isola·tion may well be 

fost.ered by new forms of cooperation and compe·ti tion. The Council 

for a Livable \!orld will support Jchose congressmen who are willing 

to speak out agains ·t the con·tinua·tion of ·the myths of ·the past. 

AIMS OF THE ACTION PROG~~~ 

The overall goal of the Council for a Livable lrJorld is ·to 

establish 21. livable world free from nuclear war. In vJOrking toward 

Jchis goal, t.i1e Council has the follow in:; general aims ; 

1. To raise the level of congressional and public discussions 

of foreign and defense policies. 

a} Support elec·tion campaig ns of outstanding congressional 

candidc.t.es "''illing to speaJ· out on the problems of 

securing a peaceful world. 

b) Provide advice, ·testiraony, and study papers on impor

·tant issues and suppor-t seminar programs ior congress,:. 

men and ·their aids, ·to bring to ·them informa·tion and 

advice on impor-tant issues. 

c) To arrange for addresses by legislators and other 

O.isJcinguished persons on important issues of foreign 

policy and defense, to widen the public discussion 

o£ these ma·tters. 
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2. To remove the main o.ostacles to arms control and disarmament 

a) Open up for discussion the economic consequences 
of arms reduction, with t h e hope ·tha·t planning 
nm" can ease ·the pa·th toward arms reduction o 

3. Preven·t ·the arms race from breaking out anew and 'co obtain 

an arms reduction agreemen~ at an early date by advocating : 

a) The non-deployment of anti-ballis ·tic missiles by both sides. 

b) A mutual freeze on nuclear weapons, and perhaps some form 
of bomber disarmament. 

c) Observat.ion pos·ts in Cen'cral Europe. 

d) rilutual reductions in armarnen·t levels and defense budge·ts o 

4: . To inc rea se s ·cabilizing mea.s ures of coopera·tion and inter-

depende nce be·t v;e en na·tions. 

a) Incre?.s ing interna·t ional ex c h ange p rogr ;:,_ms o 

b) To work ·toward brin']· ing Ch ina in d 1.e family of nations, 
by exploring means of increasing trade and travel con
tacts. 

I f , a f·ter ree>.ding 'che prog ram of ·the Council for a Livable 

Horld, you are in·teres ·ted in becoming a supporter or in obtaining 

further information, you are cordially invited to write to the 

Council :.Cor a Livable ':'!or l d, 1 3t1S Connecticu·t Avenue N. H., 

W&shington, D. C. 
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COUNCIL FOR A LIVABLE ~"JORW 

National Office ; Dupont Circle Building 

134 6 Connecticut Avenue N. W. , Washington , D. C. 

Phone: Columbia 5-3800, Area Code 202 

Members and supporters need no·t be in complete agreemen·t wi)ch 

all t.he major objec·tives of ·the Ac ·tion Progrcm; but they should be 

wholeheartedly in favor of at least one. li"Jhen speaJ;:ing in ·the name 

of the Council, members c.re res·tric·ted to the current Program. How-

ever, ·they are i:ree to press , either as ' individuals or ·through o·ther 

organiza·tions to \·.rhich they may belong, :Cor objectives no·i: contained 

in the Progr 2.rr .• 

Local and regional groups will conduct seminars open to all 

members and suppor·ters based on ·t i1e Ac ·tion Progr2.m .Cor the purpos e 

of clarifyin'J ·the relevan·t issues in order ·tha.t they may be able to 

presen·t ·their views as effectively as possible when speaking wi·th 

members of ·the Adminis ·cration and Congress. If the Washington 

lobby is ·to succeed i ·t will need ·the coopera·tion of i ·ts members 

in generating subs·tan·tia.l c;:ras s~l!oo ·ts suppor-t for the specific 

objec·tives of ·the Ac ·tion Program through public c""!. iscussion and ·the 

com.munications media. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 

Co-Chairman, ~Villiam Doering, Professor of Chemistry . Director, 
Division of Sciences, Yale University. 

Leo Szilard, Salk Institute, San Diego, Californi a 
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Bernard T. Felcl. , PTesiden·t ~ Professor of Physics, Massachuset·ts 
Institute of Technology. 

Allan Forbes, Jr. , Vice Presiden·c ~ Documen·i:ary film cl.irecocor -
producer, Cambridge , Massachuse·i:ts. 

Daniel M. Singer, Secretary-Treasurer~ Attorney, Washington, D. c. 

Ruth Adams I r1anaging Edi·tor I Bulle·c in of l-: tomic Scientists I 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Maurice S. Fox, Associate Professor of Biology, Massachusetts 
Ins·titu·te of Technology. 

Jerome Frank, Professor o :c Psychiatry , Henry Phipps Psychia·tric 
Clinic:, The John Hopk ins Hospi ·i:al 1 Balt.imore, Nary land. 

Margaret Brenman Gibson, The Austin Rigg s Center, Stockbridge , 
.fl1assachuset·cs. 

r-1c::i:thew Meselson I Professor of Biology I Harvard University I 
Canbricl.ge , Mas sachuset·cs. 

James G. Pa·c·i:on , President. , Na:i:ional Farmers Union, Denver, 
Colorad o 

Ar-chur Penn , •rhea·i:er and Film Director , i'Tew York, N. Y. 

Charles Pratt., Jr., Ph ot.ographer, Ne\rT York 1 N. Y. 
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SHOULD THE UNITED STATES CONTINUE TO PROMOTE THE MULTILATERAL NUCLEAR FORCE? 
John Silard 

In 1960 Secretary of State Herter first proposed creation of a NATO 
multilateral strategic nuclear force. When Premier de Gaulle made manifest 
his break with the United States and his determi nation to develop a French 
nuclear capacity, t he Administration's r esponse was a s t rong espousal of 
the Multilateral Nuclear Force. The MLF was intended as a face-saving 
dev i ce for the Uni ted States, which would quiet claims in England and Germany 
for independent nuclear capability by t he offer of a nuclear "partnership" 
among the a l l i es who hold out against de Gaulle's unilateralist policy. 

The i nitial lukewarm reaction among our NATO allies and here at horne, 
has induced the belief within the last year that the MLF is a dormant pro
posal. That belief is erroneous. Having won the formal approval of the 
Administration, plans to activate the MLF have progressed under the leader
shi p of a contingent in the State Depart~ent for whom MLF is a major commit
ment. The Navy, too, has become interested because of the potential accretion 
to its operations with the fleet of nuclear vessels contemplated by the MLF. 
Meanwhile, President Johnson's proposal for a nuclear freeze to be negoti
ated with the Soviets h as been stalled at Geneva by the Russians who point 
out that we cannot coincidentally activate a freeze and build a strategic 
nuclear fleet. Moreover, while it was anticipated that the oppositi on of 
the Labor Party in Great Britain would preclude activation of the MLF, 
there is growing doubt whether the Labor Party will hold to its present 
position if it wins the elections. In sum, MLF plans are proceeding in the 
face of disinterest both among our allies and at horne, while opponents with
in our own Government cannot effectively e x ert their influence as long as 
our official policy remains wedded to the MLF. 

What is the MLF? Essentially, it is a "partnership" in the operation 
of a fleet of vessels equipped with strategic nuclear weapons. The Polaris
armed vessels would be manned by mixed forces from various NATO partici
pants, with a veto by anyone of the major participating nations on the 
firing of the weapons. Of course, the veto renders the "partnership" 
unequal, since the United States with its nuclear forces in Europe thereby 
remains the only country which can independently of its allies activate a 
nuclear exchange. Accordingly, some German advocates of the MLF hope that 
ultimately the veto wi ll be removed, and Germany will thus obtain its own 
nuclear force through the MLF. We have encouraged this hope by assurances 
that MLF is only t h e beginning of a "true European" force. That was the 
suggestion made by Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Schaetzel in a 
presentation in September 1963 in Oxfordshire, England. Yet such a veto
free MLF would be quite contrary to our present proposals at Geneva for a 
nuclear freeze and an agreement against further proliferation, with the 
result that there e x ists a present inconsistency in our overt representa
t i onsto the Soviets and our thinly veiled promises to NATO countries. 
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Clark Raps 
Congressmen 
In the Military 

Says They Should 
Be Forced to Quit 
As Reserve Officers 
By MICHAEL B. SISAK 

Of The Bulletin Staff 
Senator~ and congressmen 

who hold reserve military com
milisions should be forced to 
give them up, Sen. Joseph S. 
Clark (D-Pa) said here last 
night. 

Clark said 15 senators In
cluding Barry M. Goldwate~ (R
Ariz) and J. Strom Thurmond 
(D-SC), and 70 congressmen are 
holding reserve comm1ss1ons 
unconstitutionally. 

Clark addressed 500 persons 
at a meeting of Council for a 
Liveable World, an arms con
trol gruup, in Universitv Muse
um, 33d and Spruce sts. He 
flew here from Washington. 

Clark said the commissions 
have resulted in "clear conflict 
of interest" when these con
gressmen vote on the military 
budget and defense bills, Clark 
said. 

He said the commission hold
ers should resign their commis
sions . 
Calls Many Friend 

"Manv of these men are 
friends of mine," he said . "They 
are men of integrity and many 
of them. I am sure, are no less 
ardent for peace and disarma
ment than they would be if they 
had no affiliation to the mili
tary. 

"But the Founding Fathers 
put the prohibition against dual 
office-holding in the Constitu
tion for a good reason, and I 
think the Constitution should 
be obeyed whether it can be en-

PHILADELPHIA 
Saturday, March 21, 19M 

forced or not. 
"If ever Congress has a need 

to be impartial and free from 
conflicts of interest. whether 
apparent or real, it is in mat
ters of military budget. 
Assortment of Generals 

"Certainlv one would not 
want to ha~e an assortment 0 f 
generals. colonels, captains and 
ma jors having the final say on 
the defense budget . 

"Decisions of this magnitude 
must be made hv civilians who 
are free to act for the nation as 
a whole without any limiting 
ties to the militarv establish-
ment. • 

"To put a man in bo th camps, 
and make him both a senator 
and a general. presents a bla
tant and clear-cut conflict of in
terest." 

The day a congressman takes 
office, he should be without a 
commission, Clark said. 
Recruiting in Congress 

"It is widely known on Capi
tol Hill that there is intense 
competition among the services 
to recruit members of Congress 
into their respective reserve 
units," he said. 

"They try to outbid one an
other in granting congressmen 
and senators rapid promotion 
and in offering alluring junkets 
and secret briefings to congres
sional reservists." 

Clark said there is no justifi
cation for the practice. 

COUNC IL FOR A LIVABLE WORLD 
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D. c., 20036 



A pr1nc1pai argument advanced by proponents ot the MLF is that EngLana, 
Gennany, and possibly other nations will follow de Gaulle's independent 
force example unless we can offer these nations a larger nuclear role with
in the NATO Alliance. Initially, it might be questioned whether the modest 
nuclear capability which France will attain is more troublesome in its 
military and political implications than the prospect of a large European 
strategic force with Gennany a predominant participant. Exposition of the 
view that such a development would be less disturbing than the political 
and military implications of the MLF, appears in the March 1963 issue of 
The Reporter in an article by Henry A. Kissinger, and it will not be 
repeated here. We examine here in its short and its long-tenn implications 
the "anti-proliferation" argument made for the MLF: 

1. MLF in the Short Run. It is clear that for the 1960s, MLF pro
ponents vastly over-estimate European desire for a larger nuclear role. It 
is said that without MLF the Germans would soon follow the example of de 
Gaulle in developing an independent nuclear capacity. But with respect to 
Gennany, not only would an independent nuclear force violate the existing 
treaties, it would cause a reaction by the Russians, as well as the United 
States, of a dimension which would give the Gennans serious pause before 
entering on a provocative and expensive nuclear program. 

There is, in fact, no evidence that the Gennans presently desire a 
nuclear force of their own. What the Germans do desire in the short run 
is assurance that the United States is committed to employing its nuclear 
forces in Europe to forestall any form of aggressive action from the East, 
and that our weapons are targeted so as to assure that a nuclear exchange 
would also involve Russian territory, not just Gennan soil. Yet for this 
modest Gennan concern, the MLF goes too far. Bringing technical personnel 
from European nations into a second-level role in the targeting and deploy
ment of our existing strategic missiles, would go most of the way towards 
meeting existing Gennan concern about the United States nuclear umbrella. 
The MLF, on the other hand, will create an entirely new nuclear force at 
sea, which is both expensive and unnecessary in strategic military tenns. 
Moreover, it may kindle rather than quiet nuclear aspirations among our 
European allies, and thus propel the very sentiment it is claimed the MLF 
would foreclose - the aspiration for independent nuclear capability. If 
we espouse the view that our allies' self-respect requires parity of nuclear 
participation with us, it will not be long before they espouse the same 
view. By contrast, without our active salesmanship, nuclear arms develop
ment may remain unpopular in Gennany, England, and other nations. 

2. MLF in the Long Run. While the MLF is ~ than is needed to 
meet the present concern of our allies, on the other hand it is inade 

to meet what are likely to be the long-tenn aspirations of NATO 
nations. As Kissinger's analysis points out, the force of de Gaulle's 
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position for independent nuclear capability is based upon the realization 
of some fundamental differences of outlook between the United States and 
European nations. Thus, as much as our nuclear posture in Europe serves 
to preserve our close relations with allies and to hold the line for our 
positions vis-a-vis the Soviets, we may yet be increasingly disinclined 
actually to use these weapons in an exchange which could precipitate an 
all-out war of annihilation between the United States and the Soviets. 

Moreover, the glue in the NATO alliance has been the existence of 
the common enemy in the East, but a predictable progression of closer 
relationships with the Soviets, fear of a resurgent Germany, and conflict
ing economic interests such as those reflected in the split over the Common 
Market, may radically alter the present community of interest between the 
United States and some of its NATO allies. 

To the extent that anticipations of such changes exist in Europe, 
there will be growing interest in independent nuclear forces or a European 
nuclear force not subject to a United States veto. In the case of Germany, 
there will be the added incentive of the role of swing-nation which the 
pseudo-partnership will not satisfy. In sum, as much as the MLF exceeds 
the presently manifested desire for NATO-nation participation in the nuclear 
deterrent, it will fall short of the long-term European demand for indepen
dent nuclear capability. 

It may therefore be anticipated that the strongest pressures will 
ultimately arise for abandonment of the United States veto on the use of 
the MLF, and that such pressures may in time succeed with the result that 
the MLF will have paved the way for the very proliferation of nuclear 
weaponry which it is supposed to forestall. Alternatively, if NATO coun
tries cannot attenuate or force abandonment of the United States veto, 
they may then proceed with the development of their independent nuclear 
forces, with the added stimulus and know-how which we ourselves have pro
vided through the MLF. It seems clear, therefore, that the MLF is not a 
proper answer either to the existing or to the longer range nuclear aspi
rations of our NATO allies, and will more likely hasten than retard the 
spread of nuclear weapons in Europe. 

B. SUBSIDIARY ARGUMENTS FOR THE MLF. 

1. MLF As a Bargaining Device. Some Administration officials who 
are not advocates of the MLF would nevertheless continue on our present 
course on the theory that in future bargaining with the Soviets over arms 
control in Europe, the MLF would provide an additional pawn for trading. 
Yet as an expe~ienced negotiator knows, one may bargain with assets, but 
it is difficult to bargain to an advantage with liabilities. If MLF is a 
free world liability, it cannot become a bargaining asset with the Soviets. 

Even more importantly, the "bargaining pawn" argument disregards the 
fact that if the MLF actually comes into being, it may be impossible to 
convince our own allies to give it up for an arms control agreement. Once 
a strategic European force is in existence, our NATO allies may say with 
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some credibility that if it was worth creating for the collective security, 
it is worth keeping and ought not to be surrendered short of a complete 
and general disarmament agreement. It is therefore probable that while 
creation of the MLF may provide an additional pawn for trading with the 
Soviets in an European arms control agreement, it would represent a pawn 
which our own allies will refuse to trade. 

2. MLF As a Mere Multilateral Substitute for Bilateral Controls. 
Proponents urge that the MLF multilateral control with vetoes by major 
participants, is not materially different from the existing bilateral 
control over tactical and medium range nuclear weapons in Europe. These 
proponents argue that with respect to the present nuclear weapons in 
Europe there is already a system of shared control with the situs nation, 
and that all the MLF will do is to add more trigger fingers whose con
currence would be necessary for the firing of the weapons. 

Apart from some question whether the MLF controls will in fact not 
give increased leverage to other nations with respect to the use of 
nuclear weapons, this argument blurs the critical distinction between 
strategic and tactical weapons. The decision that our NATO allies should 
share in the deployment and control of tactical weapons located in Europe 
may have been right or wrong, but i t was a radically different decision 
from that posed by the MLF. For a decision to fire the missiles in the 
MLF would be to launch an attack on the Sovi et Union with weapons of 
medium range so deployed as to be able to reach Soviet targets. In such 
an event there would ensue a nuclear war in which countless millions of 
Soviet and American citizens would perish. By contrast, the decision to 
give our NATO allies bilateral controls over tactical weapons was only a 
determination that a nuclear exchange initiated within the boundaries of 
NATO nations properly requires their participation in the decisional 
process. Accordingly, the MLF cannot be passed off as a mere extension 
of a bilateral control system to a multilateral control system, for the 
weapons of strategic war deployed in the MLF have radically different 
significance for the United States from the Nuclear weapons over which we 
presently share controls with NATO allies. 

3. MLF as Step Toward a Western European Strategic Force. A final 
argument made by some proponents, is the converse of the principal "non
proliferation" rationale for the MLF. Under this argument, it would be 
desirable to move toward a Western European alliance possessing its own 
strategic nuclear weapons free of United States control and United States 
responsibility. The proponents who welcome such a force, urge that the 
MLF is desirable not because it will end the spreading of nuclear weapons 
but because it will promote it. 

To the extent that this view rests on the desire for a Western 
European unity it may, for sake of argument, be conceded that such a 
force would in fact promote some accretion in the unity of the NATO 
alliance. Yet the chief reason for such unity would be not fear of the 
Soviets, but fear of the Germans - the anticipation that without par
ticipation by other allies, the MLF would be a German-American nuclear 
alliance. Certainly, this is a fragile base for European "unity." 
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Moreover, the price paid in the proliferation of nuclear weapons to more 
countries and the destabilization of the nuclear balance between the 
Soviets and the United States by this third force, is a price too high 
to be paid. In the last analysis, the integrity of the MLF proposal 
itself becomes subject to question when it is advertised simultaneously 
as a device which will contain and a device which will promote strategic 
nuclear weapons in Europe. 

C UNDESIRABLE CONSEQUENCES OF OUR MLF SUPPORT. 

There are five major unfavorable aspects to the continuing United 
States insistence upon creation of the MLF: 

1. Nuclear Freeze and Non-Proliferation Agreements Imperiled. 
President Johnson's proposals at Geneva for nuclear freeze and non
proliferation agreements, have been imperilled by our support of the 
MLF. The Russians quickly seized upon the MLF, pointing out that we 
could not both stand still and move ahead at the same time, and would 
have to abandon the MLF if we are serious about the proposed agreements. 
The Russian claim of inconstancy is somewhat confirmed by William Foster's 
quoted statement in the Herald Tribune of January 24, 1964 that the United 
States freeze proposal would not include the MLF. And as the editorial 
in the Washinqton Post of February 12, 1964 points out, there is some 
inconsistency between our offering NATO the MLF as the beginning of a 
European force and our asserting to the Soviets that it is consistent 
with a nuclear freeze. 

2. De-emphasis of Conventional Force Expansion in Europe. Replace
ment of nuclear with conventional defensive capability in Europe has been 
a major policy of the Administration. To the extent that the MLF will be 
costly to our NATO allies and emphasize their continued protection through 
nuclear response, it militates against the Administrationus stress on the 
need for conventional capability among our NATO allies. 

3. Production of European Rift Rather Than Unity. Our European 
allies are not re~uesting the MLF but are having it forced upon them 
by our insistence • With the exception of some element in Germany, the 
MLF is not welcome:J. among the other nations, who must join it from fear 
of German predominance. The MLF is thus a rift-producing issue among our 
allies. And it is also causing serious internal political friction in 
NATO countries since it requires them to cast their lot unequivocally 
either with the United States or de Gaulle. Such a sharp choice situation 

lusIA Research and Reference Service report, dated April 5, 1963: "The reaction of the Western 
European press to U. S . Ambassador Merchant ' s recent trip indicated an overwhelming rejection of 
the kind of multilateral nuclear force (MLF) envisaged by the United States. Editorial comment 
was heaviest and most negative in West Germany . The rejection of the multilateral nuclear force 
within the NATO framework was commonly based on the belief that the United States was offering a 
hastily improvised and confused politically motivated and exorbitantly expensive device which 
would afford West Europe neither increased security nor increased voice in nuclear decisions . 
Supporters of the United States suggestion, for the most part a minority of Italian , British, and 
Scandinavian voices , saw it as the lesser of two evils and a possible starting point for discussions. 
By the end of the Merchant trip, most papers were openly speculating that the multilateral nuclear 
force plan in its present form would be scrapped with the debate continuing on the central issue of 
nuclear interdependence within the Western Alliance . Hopes were also expressed that the United 
States would find a way to dispel the confusion aroused by its original multila t eral force proposals . " 
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has unfavorable consequences upon West Germany, and by drawing another 
divisive line among our allies, disserves the European unity and settle
ment aspirations entertained by many within our Administration. As the 
Kissinger analysis in The Reporter pointed out: "The effort to isolate 
France by developing in the nuclear field a structure in which West Germany 
would be the key European member may in fact overstrain the fabric of 
European cohesion and Atlantic solidarity, and also undermine the domestic 
stability of West Germany. It is in nobody's interest - least of all West 
Germany's - to set in motion events that can only end with suspicion and 
concern in most of the countries of the West about Germany's nuclear role. 
This is bound to aid the Soviet thrust to divide the West through the fear 
of Germany. A divided country, which in the space o f fifty years has lost 
two wars, experienced three revolutions, suffered two periods of extreme 
inflation and the trauma of the Nazi era, should not - in 1ts own interest -
be placed in a position where, in addition to its inevitable exposure to 
Soviet pressure, it becomes the balance wheel of our Atlantic policy." 

4. Political Repercussions in the Congress. It also seems clear that 
the MLF is not presently favored in the Congress, or likely ultimately to 
win its support. It probably violates or strains the McMahon Act by giving 
nuclear information to other countries. It gives concern to those who have 
worried about a re-emerging Germany as a predominant European power which 
controls European fortunes. It is not favored by those who value our 
nuclear monopoly and the direct controls which we have retained upon the 
strategic weapons of potential annihilation. Meanwhile, the Administration 
has completely by-passed the Congress. The closer we approach activation of 
MLF, the larger will be the cumulative weight of these Congressional con
cerns. 

5. Nuclear Race Escalation. Following the test ban, there have been 
widespread hopes that a way would be found to reach a plateau in the nuclear 
arms race in which there would be a leveling off of nuclear forces within 
present limits, and no expansion of weaponry to countries which are nuclear
free today. Apart from the additional numbers of strategic weapons and 
nations with such weapons which the MLF would involve, it is today the 
single proposal for a new advance which stands in the way of a leveling off 
of the nuclear arms race. This is a serious new ground for a reassessment 
of the MLF proposal. 

D. THE LARGER CONTEXT: ENDING THE EUROPEAN DIPLOMACY OF ARMAMENTS o 

Almost all current debates about the MLF are limited to the existing 
political and military relationship in Europe. All are predicated upon 
the assumption that there remains a military threat in Europe from the 
East which requires degrees of nuclear capability in Western Europe. 
First, however, it must be noted that except for the special problem of 
Berlin, conventional forces are demonstrably adequate for the defense of 
Western Europe against conventional force attack. Moreover, the very 
hypothesis of an attack upon Western Europe becomes less and less credible 
as the years pass. Without Soviet participation, such an attack would be 
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meaningless in military terms and therefore unlikely of initiation; with 
Soviet participation it would unquestionably initiate a world war, which 
again provides a highest level deterrent. Nor is it clear just what 
Soviet hope would impel such an attack. Our present military posture in 
Europe is based on a threat which no one believes. 

The fact is that we have continued to give a preemptive position to 
military policy and nuclear power in Europe, in an era when the real 
problems of Europe are economic and political rather than military. Our 
continuing diplomacy of weaponry, both against the Soviets and vis-a-vis 
de Gaulle, stands in the way of the traditional diplomacy, prevents 
desired economic and cultural exchange, and other normal adjustments 
between countries as well as the necessary political developments within 
them. The MLF perpetuates obsession with military response to rifts with 
the Soviets and between the Allies, in an era which calls not for an arms 
polemic but for the progression of relationships between sovereign states. 

Those who would promote a detente and ultimately a settlement in 
Europe, must look beyond such merely military alignments such as the 
pseudo-partnership of the Multilateral Nuclear Force. For the nuclear 
arms race and the diplomacy of armaments in Europe will not cease as long 
as the United States itself is the chief promoter of new nuclear weapons 
systems. On the other hand, a return to the traditional international 
diplomacy in Europe would foster a climate in which national possession 
of nuclear arms would appear less vital either for national prestige or 
national security. As long as the United States remains ready to employ 
its nuclear strength against a nuclear attack in Europe, there is in fact 
no security necessity for national nuclear forces. And the demand for 
nuclear arms in NATO countries attributable to the desire for national 
prestige and self-esteem, reflects a desire which we ourselves are foster
ing when we proclaim by devices such as the MLF that our NATO allies must 
have a first-ranking role in the operation of a strategic weapons system. 
In short, the only way in which our NATO allies can be induced not to 
strive for a strategic nuclear system of their own is if we ourselves 
cease our obeisance to nuclear power as the cornerstone of European 
policy and European defense. 

Today we welcome agreements to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons 
to Latin America and other areas where they are not presently deployed. 
One may hope that tomorrow we may recognize that in Europe, too, the 
proper goal is not an accretion in nuclear armaments but the replacement 
of the nuclear confrontation by political and economic settlements and 
conventional forces adequate to assure that they are honored. At a time 
when we should seek to move away from the nuclear arms race, the multi
lateral nuclear force is a move in precisely the wrong direction. 

E. ALTERNATIVES TO UNITED STATES PROMOTION OF THE MLF. 

There are essentially three alternatives to the present United States 
position: 
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1. Abandoning the MLF. While this may constitute long-term wisdom 
for the United States, it is unlikely that we would renounce the MLF 
in the near future without at least a serious quid EE£ guo from the 
Soviets. It should be noted that if the United States abandons the 
MLF, it may continue to adhere to its opposition to the independent 
development of nuclear capability by Germany, and other nations, and 
we may expect some success in holding our allies to that position at 
least for the next few years. 

2. Initiating a Slow-Down of MLF Activation. This seems the 
most desirable immediate step, but there is always difficulty in taking 
the first step away from an established course. Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee hearings might serve as a temporary brake. A slow-down should 
pave the way toward ultimate recession by the United States from the 
MLF proposal. 

3. A Replacement for MLF. A more modest nuclear "partnership" 
might be proposed to meet the present concerns of NATO allies. Second 
level technical people could be brought into the targeting and planning 
phases of our existing strategic nuclear force, to give added assurance 
of our readiness to employ the nuclear umbrella. To the extent that we 
are, in fact, ready to employ that umbrella, it seems highly desirable 
that our allies be assured that this is so. By this means we may satisfy 
some present concerns among our NATO allies without creating a new strategic 
striking force in Europe and opening the door to an independent European 
nuclear "third force" with its troublesome political and military impli
cations. 
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To: All Council Supporters 

On 15 November 1953, we solici·ted your suppor·t for three Senaocor
ial incumbents based on our assessmen-t o:C ·ti.1eir individual worthiness, 

records and specific needs. 

As we have previously informed you, the response was magnificent, 
and has enabled these individuals to get. of::= to an early st.ar>c in 
·their re-election campa i gns. 

vJe sta·ted in November that. we would suppor-t addi ·t ionc.l candida-tes 
in ·the Spring of 196t!-, including new sena·torial candida·tes. The 
following recommendations made at ·this ·time are based on a synthesis 

of ·the views of ·the Council Directors plus the considered judgmen·t and 
evaluation of ·the most knowledgeable individuals and agencies in the 
Na·tion' s Capi·tal concerned wi ·th selection of candidates: 

For ·the Sena·te 

Joseph M. Mon·toya - Nev.r Mexico 
Gale W. McGee, Wyoming 
Edmund S. Muskie, Maine 
Eugene J. McCar·thy, Hinnesota 

For Jche House 

Ralph R. Hardind, Idah o 

The following addi ·tional individuals are on our recommended lis·t 
and worthy of supp ort, but on the basis of relative needs, the Council 
recommends priori·ty be given nmv ·to ·the above lis ·ted candidates: 

Quen·tin N. Burdick, Nor-i:h Dakota 
Frank E. Moss, Utah 
Philip A. Hart, Michigan 
Albert Gore, Tennessee 
Winston L. Prouty, Vermont 

A short resume of each individual on our priority list is includ

ed beloH: 

Congressman Joseph M. Mon·toya, now serving his four-th term as 
a Member of ·the U. S. House of Represen·tati ves (\.vas elec·ted to the 
85th Congress in 1957 to fill t he vacancy caused by the death of 
Representative Antonio Fernandez.) Immediately upon his election, 
he was appoin·ted by Speaker of ·the House Sam Rayburn ·to ·the House 
Judiciary Commi·ttee. This was the firs·t time ·tha·t a Represen·tative 

from Nevv Mexico had been appointed to ·this impor-tant committee. 
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In ·the field of inJcernational affairs, Rep. r1on ·toya has been 

selected by ~he President and by the Congress to represent the United 

Sta·tes on many rnissions of great. importance . He was a member of the 

Executive Comn1it·tee of ·che Int.er-American Parliamentary Organiza-tion 

and has been a dele;ate ~o the Interparliarnentary Conference. Congress

man Montoya strongly supported H. R. 9118, the Arms Control and Dis

armament ~ ct. In addition , Congressman Montoya has been a strong 

advocate of the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, and althou3h as a representa

·tive, he did no·t have an oppor-tuni ·ty ·co vote for ·the Trea·ty, he spoke 

in iJcs favor and urged its support. Sena·tor r.llechern, his opponen-t , 

vJill hcve s·trong righ·t-·wing support and Al.IIA support. 

The Council once aga.in recommencl.s suppor-t for Sena·tor Gale Yr.!. 

f/icGee who firs ·t won elec·tion ·to ·the Sena·te wi-thout prior political 

experience in 1958 while a Professor (Ph.D . University of Chicago) 

of American His·tory a ·t the Universi·ty of ~-!yoming. In ·terms of Sena·tor 

fllcGee ' s record, ·the Council feels amply just.ified in urging suppor·t . 

His voting record by Council standards has been perfect, but in 

addition he has ·caken forceful and public s ·tands on a variety of 

issues v-1hich l1ave ca.used him to suffer a ·ttacks from the radical right. 

In speaking on the Senate floor on Jche Tes ·c Ban Treaty, Sena-tor McGee 

s ·tated: " If ·the pioneers who settled the :-ves-t had had ·the same sta·te 

of mind as those who seek iron clad reservations to ·the Trea·ty , none 

would ever have passed the Mississippi. What the treaty is - is a 

small chanc2 ·to improve ·the ou·tlook for human survival - - wha·t the 

treaty does for us then is win a chance , albeit a small chance, to 

bring peace 'co mcnkind. 11 

As a member of the Appropriations Commi·c·tee, he has consist.en'cly 

fought for larger appropria·tions for major s-tate Department programs 

such as t.he Agency for In·terna·tional Developmen·t , The Uni ·t.ed S'cates 

Information Agency , The Alliance for Progress , Non- Military Oriented 

Foreign Aid Programs, and ·the like. He is being opposed s ·trongly 

by ·the American Medical Association for his support of Medicare, by 

·the Farm Bureau and by t~.1e Right to ~-Jork groups. His opponen·i:, who 

t.i ·tles himself a Goldua~cer Republican, will probably be J ohn vJold , 

a former Republican S 'ca·te Chairman of \ Jyoming. 

Senator Edmund Muskie of Maine , running for re-election has had 

a distinguished record. He firs ·i: received na'cional a:tt.ention when he 

defea·ted ·the Republican Governor of Haine for the governorship in 

195£2. a·t a ·time \vhen the Democrat.ic party in r1aine to quote Senator 

riluskie 11 '\vas not at ·the bo·ttom of the barrel, but. under the barrel. 11 

Af·ter two 'cerms as Governor, he d efeat.ed ·the incumbent Republican 

for the Senate seat in 1958. He has had an outstanding Senate recordJ 

in the domes Jcic field sponsoring the Civil Ri gh ·i:s bill , Medical Care 

for the Agee , Accelerat.ed Pu!Jlic ~'!or1>: s and Area Redevelopment Adminis 

tration Acts , etc . In the field of foreign affairs, he has been an 

ac·cive and ou·i:spoken champion of ·che United Na.'cions, of Foreign Aid 

and various measures supportin0 the Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency. He has been 2 consistent advocate for se~~ing ways to 
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alleviaJce ·the arms rc.ce and has made a nu.m.oer of speeches t.hroughou:c 

the coun·try on ·this subj set.. His record on foreign affa.irs by Council 

standards is perfect. 

Sena·cor Euqene McCar-chy of rllinnesota is nmning for re-elec·tion 

to the Senate, having been elected in 1958 after serving 1 consecutive 

terms in ·the House. Sena·tor McCar-thy is widely known as a speaker 

and wr it:er on political, economic, and social problems. He has con

·tribu·i:ed ar-cicles to many journals and ha.s spoken at forums c.nd con

ferences in this coun·try and abroad. Sena·tor rllcCar-thy is the au·tho:-c 

of Fron·tiers in hnerican Democracy, Dic·tionary of l\merican Poli·tics, 

and The Challenqe of Freedom. 

Senator HcC?.r-thy came to na·tional atten·tion vJhen he placed 

Adlai Stevenson ' s name in nominaJcion a:t ·che Democra·tic ConvenJcion, 

a speech President. Johnson said was "·the best speech I ever heard mad e 

at a poli·cical conven·tion. " 

His record in ·the Sena·te h.a.s been e x emplary, bo·th in t.he Foreign 

and Domestic fields, and through his speeches, articles and bo~t s, 

he has been in the forefront of those advocating reason and enlighten

ment in the conduct of our foreign relations. 

In contrast to p2st procedure, this Spring we are advocating 

supporJc for one House mem.ber for a parJcicula.r reason. In t:he case of 

Congressman Harding, Democrat, of Idaho, conversat.ions with Senator 

Churc,1 and o·ther political individuals in Idaho, indica·te ·tha·i: 

Congressman Harding will be the logical choice of the Democratic 

party to run for ·the .Senate a g ainst ·the Republican incumben·t, Sena·i:or 

Jordan, ' ''hose ·term expires in l9SS. Congressman Harding ' s record 

in the House has been superior and our cri ·teria rela·tive ·to selected 

issues rates him at or close to a perfect score. On the contrary 

under almost any criteria desired, Sena tor Jordan's record has been 

minimal. Cong ressman Harding , even ·though he comes from a dis ·tric·t 

tha·t is s·trongly Republican in orienta·tion and was t.he firs ·t DemocraJcic 

Congressman to be elected in 24 years, has supported progressive 

legisla·tion consis ·tent.ly in ·the House of Represen·ta·tives. 

He supported the nuclear test ban treaty, needed forei g n 

assistance programs, vJas one of ·::he ori J inal supporters of ·the Peace 

Corps and is a stout advocate o f the United Nations. 

In addition, Congressnan Harding has been outsp~cen in attacking 

the John Birch Socie·ty and o ·ther members of the extreme righ·t. 

He faces an especia.lly difficulJc CC'JTlpaign :Cor re-election, 

no·t only because of ·the normal Republican ma]~ e-up of his distric·t 

and his battle with the extreme rig : t, but also because Senator Len 

Jordan (R. Ida . ), an ex-treme right. an·ti-·tes ·t ban Jcreaty senator, 
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recognizes tha·t Harding appears a·t ·this ·time ·co be his most probable 
opponent in 1955 and is dedicating his office and the effort of his 

suppo:ct.ers to the defeat. o:E Harding in the 1964 congressional election. 
In consequence, ·the Council believes it important that Ralph Harding 
be returned to Congress as an esssntial prerequisite for his future 
campaign for ·the Senate ·two years hence o 

In late August, the Council will review the election scene and 
make further recommenda·tions based upon our assessment of ·t"i1.e si tua·tion 
a·t that time o 

~rJe urge you now, however , to for rard the first half of your 1964 
contribu·tion to the individuals selec·ted above. A form and a return 
envelope are enclosed for your convenience. 

H. Ashton Crosby, 
Executive Director 



1 ') UN3 s·tronger -Jhea·t Aid Vie·i:. "-

Tes ·t Ec:m ACDA Bonds UN 4 SaleS 6 Nc..m7 

f.tlcGee y y F y a 
y b 
y c 

Muskie y y y F y a F 
y b 
y c 

McCc.rthy y y y y a 
Yb 
y c 

t-1echem * N N N N a 
N b 
N c 

'"I': Republican incum0ent. opposing r1on·toya 

1 ) y signifies vo·te in favor of ra·i:.ifica·tion ~ N a vo·te against. 

2 ) Y signifies vo·te in favor of au.-thorizing 20 million appropriation 

for FY SL!--5. N a vo·te a g ains ·t. 

3 ) UN Bond issue Y a vote in favor N a vo·te against. 

4 ) An F signifies co- sponsorship of S. Con Res. 64 (Sen Clark) which 

expresses support. for Presiden·t ' s efforts to achieve general dis 

armaro.ent and reques·ts President. ·to formula·te specific proposals for 

establishment of In·ternational peacekeeping machinery. 

5 ) Uh e at Sale is in ·three par-ts: a is a vo·te to ·table ·the Mundt. 

amendment. A Y vo'ce is in effec·t a vo'ce to facili ·tat.e the sale of 

whea·t. An N is 21. vo·te against. . b second mo·t.ion t:o table the 

Mund·t amendment. Same c.s the f irst. c A vo·te for Y is a vo·te 

t.o delet.e from ·the foreign 21.id bill the ban a g ainst Government 

guaran·tees for financing whea·t sales to Russia. A "Y" vote in 

e i :Zect facili ·tates \rTheat sales. A "N" is a vo-te a g ains ·t. 

6) A "Y" is 21. vo·te for ·the Lausche amendment - an "N" is a vote 

agains·t ·the amendmen·t which is a vo·te for mos·t favored nation 

trea·t men·t of Polc:md and Yugoslavia. 

7 ) An "F" is co- sponsorsi1ip of Sen. Church ' s resolution agains ·t 

mili·tary and economic assis ·tance ·to ·the Diem Regime (prior to its 

overthrow ) unless it ceased repression 21.nd made a vigorous effor-t to 

secure popular suppor-t. 



COUNCIL FOR .i~ LIVl\BL!i: \ TORLD 

Executive Com.rnittee Meeting, April 24 , 1964.· 

PRESENT: John Silard, Daniel Singer, H • . A . Crosby , Bernard Feld , 

Allan Forbes , .Nat.thew Meselson , Ru'ch Adams 

1 . The Executive Commit:tee of the Council mee ·ting Friday evening 

2 ~ April unanimously agreed to donate t hrough Senator Clark $1000.00 

·to Mrs. Genevieve Blat:t in her primary campaign a<Jains ·t Judge 

Musmanno. This $1000.00 was in no way a commitment upon the part of 

·the Council for fur'cher contribu·tions ·to Mrs. Bla·tt. should she vJin 

the primary. Senator Clark • s of f ice was not.ified by "i::elephone at 

2100 that evening. 

2. It was unanimously agreed by the Execut:i ve Committee that 

the Senate Seminars will be continued and that we should bring 

certain scientists in to address the Senators. Drs. Ruina and 

Panofsky \vill be asked 'co address the Senators in July. 

3. It wc_s a greed t.ha·t Council members shoul d be informed of 

the taped seminar in ~ ... Jhich :Eive senators - McGee, NcGovern , Church , 

Pell and Nelson participa·ted and ·that t h e tape would be made avail

able to any Council g roup on loan. 

4. I ·i: 
information 
envelope. 
s·tudies or 
in·terva1s. 

was thought ·tha·t sometimes newsletters contain ·too much 

in ·terms of too many pieces of li 'cerature in ·the 

Consequently, hereafter when ·i:he Council has a number o f 

o ·ther items to g o out, ·they will follow at two week 

5. I ·t v1as ·the unanimous consensus of ·the Executive Commi·ttee 

tha·t meetings be scheduled in t.he f u ·ture as follows: The Executive 

Commi ·ttee will nou meet every 'cwo months and i ·t s meeting will be 

combined wi"i:l1 the Board of Directors mee·i:.ing which will meet three 

to four ·times per year. The meetings o f ·the Execu·tive Commi ·ttee 

should spc.n four days v1i ·th one day devoted by ·the Ex ecu·tive Commi·t·tee 

personnel for political action, viz, visiting senators, etc. Special 

meetings may be held as required. 

5. The f inancia l a nd acminist.rative reports were unanimously 

approved by 'che Execu·tive Committee. 

The mee·tin g adjourned at 2300. 



COUl\J'CIL FOR A LIVABLE ·u oRID 

12~G Connecticut Avenue N. iJ. , Washington, D. c. 

Board of Directors me etins April 25, 1 954 

PRESENT: John Sil~rd, Daniel Singer , H. A. Crosby, Bernard Feld, 

Allc:n Forbes , H2·c ·thew Meselson, Ru·th Adams, Jerome 
Frcmk, Chc:.rle.., Pr a·ct. 

The Board of Directors me ·ting convened 21:t 0300 :Jn 25 Apr il , 195LL 

T~1e firs ·i.: i ·tem of business for ·c:1e Bo r.;.rd w2.s ·the selection of canc1i

c1a ·ces by "i:t1e Council ·i:o be submi c. ·ted t0 ·i:be merrJJers for 'cheir :financi2l 

supper·::. After consider2.ble discuss ion and reviewin-:;J ·che rec:::>rds ·:>f 

a nunmer of individua.ls, -c·:1e Board un2nimously r:pp::-oved the following 
slC!_;ce :; 

Congressman M:::>ntoya in his rc:ce for t~e Senate to receive 25% ~i 

the t0·tal cont.ribu·tions from suppor-ters. 

Senator McGee, runnins fo~ re-election, to receive 25%. 
Sena.·tor I1uskie , 1:unning for re-elect:ion, ·co receive 200/o. 

Senator Moss, running f~r re-electi0n, to receive 20%. 
Congres3m2.n Harcing, r unning ior re-election, t0 receive 10%. or 

$5 )Q C). 0) ·i:o be •JUar2nte~c;_ by ·the Council in ·the even·t con'cr i iJu·tions 

£,.:-om s uppor-t-ers is n~Yi: 2.mple to ll\ce<:: this amount . Ccm.Jressmcm Harding I 

runnin _ ior the House, wc_s supported as an exception due to the fact 

·ch2:c in tuo years, Sena·i::Jr Jorc.\an, C.he Republica.n, wi.:!.l be up for 

~ce-elec ·tion in Idaho ?.nd Ha.rdin; will ·chen run c: s- ninst h im • 

. Hr. Cohen :Erom ·the ADP cc:.me in <me. discussed ·che poli i:icc.l 

sit.u2.tL:m \ri ·th the Council and in JenerCl.l a.sreed t.h:>roug"!.1ly v1ii:h ·the 

C:::>uncil 's selections, t~e exception being that he believed we should 

prob2.bly support: Linds2.y a.n d Br2.dford Morse, bo"i:."i1 Republicans, ev6n 

t1ough t hey are in t~e a ouse because of their pr~minence and future 

import2.nce \vi"d1in ·the Republic em p?r-cy. 

The council, in c,ddi·tion, plc:-ced on its recommended lis·t of 

Cc.ndicl.c ·tes, ·the f:JllmdnCj: Burdick, McCarthy I Gore 2.nd :-I;:;.r'c. 

J:Vlr. Rc:i:'hj ens ca.J.ue in 2.·t 13 ~ 0 ·to discuss g-eneral Council policies 

and ·coo];: up t.he s ·ta·i:us of "the fo ri:hcomin :J Genev21. neg~ 'cia·tions on 

disa.rm2.men ~c. He ·t?.lked 2.b ou·t ·the proposed U . S. missile freeze 

and discussed the fact t~2.t the U. G. proposals had a built-in 

bias v1i d1 respec·t ·to ·c."11e ·types .:J£ equipmen·t we were uill ing ·t0 e i ·t11er 

freeze or destroy and 'cha ·t t.h e y were not. compatible ·1.1 i ·th exis"i::in0 

Russian equipmen-t. As a.n example he used ·the TFX co.nd the Pershing 

as having no real Russian coun i:erpar'c . However, he did poin·t 0ut 

that this bias was a natural concomitant to any pr:>p~sc:l in order to 

harga.in 2t 2. l~'cer dco:i:e. The m2.jor di.Cferences ·to da·te in the way of 
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~n c-· :;r2. "'·-·.ent: <z:e s·ciL_ :: h.s o:!.d. :mes :>£ inspGct:i')n ;: nd ve:: i f_;_-::a ·i:j_ ~1 

~ :-):·::c:O.:!::..- G s, c-.nd ir1 i:::;n,, s o:c c:-. f:ceeze , ·the r::i12r2.ci:eris·tics J):: ·c~1 -2. 

"'.~·-- :_J A !3 ::_J1'LcS ·::he qu;::-_n·:ity , in ·c :1~ ·c. Jcheir sys ·i: GE1 is -,l'Jre vulnerC~.~J ~_e 

.'12'1 r ,;_,1rc. A :Er.:eze 2pl_)eaJ _s ·c:> :.:he RussiC~ns in econ:vt'tic t.err<lS in ·ch2 ·t 

-:.12 <· ·c. ·c ;: i n :Jn ·the Russi2.n ec:::m:Jmy ·t :J keep u~J d1e rt issile r2ce is ::'c:r 

:Fc=.c:· i:er ·t bc.n on ·t::1e .Jes·i:. 

Mr . RaC jens t~ou~tt 2 non-p~ liferc:ti'Jn agre~ment is p:Jssiole 

· , J :i_ ·C.~l _c::.•).ssib1y ·t;1e NLF s ·tr.ndin; in its '·72.Y. \t!i·c :.1 respecJc t.o ·tl~e riJ.LF , 

· ~G sugg e sted th~t the Council 2void promoting &ny hec.d-:Jn Senate

~0Qinis~r2tion c l~sh but ~~2~ it mi0~t be possi~_e t'J s e nd letters 

.:'J ·t-he ,.lh ice Hous e :Cr :)m Humphrey, l?ul:0ri J lYt , etc., expre ssing n.'J -:: :m·c

~.-:.. JlY\:: :Jj_Jp.:)sition ·c0 ·che MLF 2s mu.c!.1 C~. s su~r.:;cst.in:J? sl8w d:Jvm in ·:: :1e 

~~vemsnt t) ;et the ML? into 2n 'Jperation2l E:>rce until we r eally s _e 

Y:J~ ; ''.1UC.h :>r lit·tle ·i:he l\'lLF may b e ·t:J .:)U.r b e s ·i: inte res ·::s. 

Mr. S:Jnn next v isi~ed ~he C')uncil ? nd discussed disarm~rn.=nt 

:1 2'] --,·ti? ·.:i ::ms wi-:::h ·the :~'tussia.ns Cl.nd me>de 2- nunber of p:J :Ln Jcs" 

:!. • The ·:: -t ~1e b0mber bu::.:-nin'J (B - t1-7 ) c".eal was e n ·tirely p:>::;s ihle 

·· ~ -:.:[! ·t l_<?. Russic:.ns . 

2. 'I'ha;.:: 2. n')n-pr'J=..i:i: e ra-'.:ion 

<:•. :I:'Jrmc:l ize0. csreEo~• en·t n T,: t :J us s 

p )_-;:.:; ibJ.e . 

23reem~nt was p'Jssible 2.nd tna~ 

f:>rce t~ ch n ge b:>undaries was 

;-. ~::_:- . S .~hn -then br'JU':'-J ;1'c U:;? thE: que stion :>f ti!LF a nd whe-t11er ::~1is 

: .-. ':l':JC, in ·t ~1e ',j2Y o.E c:ny kind o f 2 deal. He p o inted 0u·t. "c:1at MLF 

-.7;_._;_ n :J ::. C.ha·c simple e>nd · i.: ~1CI ·c i·t ,,,as inexpl ic c:,b l y c:Jnnec ced ·c :> o·:.:J!.2r 

-:i . l i ~ 2 ry 2n d pol i t ical ~cti:Jns and even~s in Western Eur:Jpe. F:J r 

c-: 2mp l e , ::herG are some 7 JO RussiC~.n IRBM • s 1'10'' ' t a rgE:c e d o n ~le s-t eri1 

~-..: ··:-:) :--e . One) .:_ t'-le m2j :Jr reC~3ons ·t~1e Ge:cma.ns des i re th ..:: MLF is ·t:> 

i :-· .... t:~e ::hc.·t ·the I'1LF weap:Jns are t C~r ·] e·t ed :>n ·these Russie>n IRBIVl ' s. 

I { i~ a quid p r o qu0 with the Rus s i ~ ns we _ive up the MLF , we must then 

.::::;n::!?ens<:::i:e ·c·1e Germ2 ns i')r ncv ing ';jiven ·c. ~ 1is up. i-iis sugges ti-:Jns ':lc•. S 

:.: i : ;:; i: ·.1e. mi~hi: \ve> r k ;=. dea:_ \1i·t :1 the Russia.ns in -Ji1ic~1. t hey ·v-nu:!.d re::~ove 

_-_ ·-, ":! i -:: I ~"'~I'I ' s ~c:. r·y::·:::ed )D F e stern Eur::>pe. 'rhis ' '' )U ld c:Jmpensa·;:e ·the 

'; =~-:-m2ns f .)r ti1e 1 "Jss f '.:he MLF ; ·t J.v :: Rus si2n c:>mpe ns2t.i-:>n -vnulc~ b2 

") X~ -:; :;.. -Jing up the MLF. He th0U':]•.1·t thi s we. s 2. p ossibil it:.y but fe l·t 

·:::'12 ·: t':!.t? C.:>tmcil sh0uld 'JO ve:cy slov-Jl y in doing c=: nj_rt h ii1g ·co k il l ·c11e 

I"ii.S' Cl'-C ·1 c.s hc.ving a. number of sena·c'Jrs mc-ke s p <::c c h es C'.;Ja ins ·t i ·: , etc., 

i: -: ~ . .- -:.:·•12 £-:> l J.J':Ti.ng re2s:>ns ~ 

.!.. " A'c ·t he m"Jmen·i: the Russic-ns .Cea:c the NLF 2nd ,,,e have very 

;;::- x\ le ,~e:Cc'Je in bar:::2ining with -:: ;1e Russ i2.ns vlit :1 i:liis p:..oposal, 



~ -.:.-

I f a ground swel! of ~pposition t~ the MLF is st a rt ed, ~h9 

~s s l 2n s will then realize tha~ tne MLF ~as no supp~rt in this ccunt~y 

·= n- i t s bargaining value will b e nil. 

Ths Bo2rd of Directors f e lt that in addition to invitin g JUe sts 

=~ B~2rd meeting s , Sen~t~rs should also be invited to come in . 

f.,dc1 i \:.i ~ns ·co the B'Jard ,o:c Governors ·was discussed a n d the :following 

·r,.a,nes were suggested ~ Generol Oma r Bro.dley, Deo.n Fr a ncis Sayre , 

Jo l1n Jl.1cC~y . A.mer ican University, Paul Hof:Zme>n o:C UNESCO, J ack Conw=:ty, 

l'"F'L-CIO, Mike NidDls , Direc\:.o:c, and Cha.rles Tyroler, Public Rel2tions . 

Mr. Pr a tt was to cont2ct Mike Nichols and t~e E~ecutive Director was 

t ~ work ~n the possibility of developing informati~n 'Jn Gener a l 

:.rc-•.dley , Paul H.offman , J2ck Conv1ay, Charle s Tyroler --.nd Dec:m Sayre . 

•::·he nex·t e:x e cu·cive c~mrni ·cte€: meeting will be 11e ld on ·the ll ·t~1 

yf J uly in Hashin~rton a nd the next Bo?~rd o.c DirecJcors mee·ting t i1e 

we ekend of 22 Au gu s t at Martha 1 s Vineyard. 



COUJ:JC IL FOI1 J.i. LIV7'_BLE ~-:o r:LD -1-:. .. ~ . .) Con nect i cu·C. P._v e n ue , N. 'J. , ;·•a. shing·::on ,DC 

TO ~ BOl\.PJ) OF D I RSC' .... 'OD.G 2.nc. il,DVIS ORS 

Once 2)&irr we 2.:ce ~:1 ; .. vin; ·\.:rouble w i i.:~1 r1l· . ~ie> __ ~ l1c..s l'_le}:. c nder , ·this ·t i me 

o::: mTce serie>ns vein in ·i:1 12. ·c. !.1e is ·t10 .. I ·:.:.elephor~in0 ·:> :C p e.r s :>n21_y v i si-t

in'] sena 'l:. ::)}:s ~J~1:::>.1~1 1 -12 2.:r-2 c l o s e ·i:.:::> (bo·::h pc-. .rt.ies } anc~ t:llreo.ten in'} i:.he r.:t 

'.?i i:"l-1 t.m:fa.ve>::ab J_e P'-1bl i city L : t :1ey c:m·C. i nue ·::.:::> accep t. ::m r st~ppo :;~-t . :!.:' 

<:.ss:Jciz,-ce ui : . ..1.1 ·:::1e C:::>t.mciJ. , i . c. , !."t12L2 spse ches , e~cc . He i s us ·i_nj Dr . 

Szi:!_c-.:_·c. • s P t.h.J':lc.s 1 2:t:·i.:icle :::>n inspeC'::.i •:>n ?S an eYa:c.1;?le ;:) f Counc i l 

p0licie s . I n 2.c".0.i"::. i:>i'1 , l1e cc>Jls ·cbe eom'i~- 0. uni lc:>.·i:e:ca~ d i sc:.r:n;:;.men·C. , 

j_)2 .~ i.::is i: 0:!.:-92tlizc:t ion. 

:C:::>:c C J.1C :_ ec :::-d. . 
I riave writ~en hi~ 2 l et~er , copy enclo s ed , 

r.£~l.8 

~;.:118 

su.Jj ac-'- o f - l e;..-}: ~.lc s C:>r:l? n:~J )_ 'tl re•;<'!.rd ·co hou he got 

i'l1c".ividnc l u !1·:> u:c:-cYce ·s~1e ')r i g inaJ. 3J?SeC~1 ::'.:or Burdic~:. 
·;:._-te n - r~1e o f 

In r:..dd H:ion , 

Sei'12'C')l." :au:_·dic1:: ~10. s s·t;- ·;:.ed ·tbc.t -, le_,~C\.ndcr ~2.m2 ·': :J h is :::>;::Ci ce '.vit.ll 2n 

a..:-t.u<l :E i le c~py - c:. ~- e<.::Jce:!~ Bu:.cc1_ick wr:::> ·i: e us in Oc ·t ober 190 -:.>. Sen

c...:.::>r Bu~dick clc-ims i.:: ·~'1 c'·t ·c~1e1:e is a .::;_e,.Jc: \-7i ·..: ~l t::1a inference ·t.:hc:t i-:.:: is 

J.n t11j_s ( \:he CounciJ ' s } ,y=i:ice . 

I b c:.ve lno! :ed in·::::> ·;:.h i s . Burdid~ ' c le~~er t~ us on S ena~e 

f:·z-or1 LleJ~e c.s \'1'2 re~z_:.veCi :Jtl.2.y ·:.:~1e :;ri-:;in0.;_ T:J11 .:i_cu. i c t:.ime s·::a.--··-lJed .. 'l' l1e 

_l_ :·k ~c p::o~J2JJ.:'..y in Bv.:cdic}~: ' s ::-n.m o.C2i ce . ; s ;:::> .,10\ '7 ·c. ·:.l "'' i:l lX~:hT • g 

't1 c.- _;·,·1.""! ( D· "'""' cT;·)~-- r· } --: ~ ·!- ··-"""' 1"1'.1r ·,....:.'1~-.." ~ l· lc., ~r-
- .. '\. ~ •• G.L ~ ;;;~- - •~ •- o L- .. - '·• >0::. ·'-- I 

1\]_e;·. c:.i"lr.~er ·t:c.l1:cci. ·c.::J J;)~1n Silr:ra an d 

C2·L :. 'x\ ,J"J'i1n l>o.c1: c-n6.. b.c:.d ·;: ;e nr-.m2 . 

'1' :1 s ) :·: :ei c e h0.s ·tu -'Jitl_r-J.oyces -- (I \>7C:Ls in :8:_c 0j_:.Je 

l'._3~~ ande~~ Cri . .'. lccl. and ::;p)} ~.e ·:.: r.1y cec:;..· e~: a.I:· :::- ·;f1:J , 

}G10~.7 \1 ~ 1') r12d \1:;:-i-::-':.en · i:: ~1C spc.ec~'. and hence C')UJ.c1 

2·t ·t~1e ··:. .ir:.1e } .r·1:c . 

~or:::u~2tely , 6ic1 not 
0ivc nirn n :::> in~ors2ti0n. 

I don ' i: be:'_i2ve frliss P2.yn2 ~c.21.d <ny i n 2-.J :C!i\2i: i;)n e i -":."."ler 2.ncl , i n ?ny cc:.se , 

he <3 icl. n ,·)'t sp2ak ·co .i':li ss Pc..yne . 

I n endcc.v-o:c ir1.:; ·t ' ·:;e·~ a s e 1 a ·l: :>r i 2l s pen.Le:c v.::.: ·::.e:c Burc~icL ):)owed cu·: , I 

se>.1;7 a0.r,1inisi:rc:_-\:iv e c.s :::ic ·i.:ani.:s of l-iloss , f.l[u s ~ ~ ie , Mo r s"" , Nels0n, p aJ. l, 

On]_y Moss , 
I re~rioved c:::>oies 

n'J narc18 o n i i:.. 

B L'.. ~:·c\ic;~ 2.nd Nelson r9 :~ eived -::: pies 0f C..h ~ speech . 

.fron I'-1:)SS a n d Burd i c},: -- Nel s on s ·::.il}_ has his b u·t 

S')88C.~1 e.G I pnrp•:>se.Cull__y- c.id no·;:. 

bu~ only ~Y w0rd of ~~utn . 

h is o.ss i.:;-i::c.n ·;.:. k n c\.·7 u :1o p :repi'l r ed t:he 

te:!..l ·then . 3ur c·ic:. • :::: 0£.Cice did L.noH 
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Dis "i:r :iJ.)Uti'Jn 'J ::_: ·c 1.l.e sp2c 61 r; 2lYC. i.:) Di:::-ec·;: ·J :.:c v.nd c.visors 1ili ·c·:1 
Roc}Jer.J ' s n2ne c.t c-, s:>ne c 6.V2.ilCe c0_2 ies ·::; S y :c2cune vJit .. l'Ju ·i: , of c ~urse , 

2.ny ~.1..1. :.:. :tccshi p n .. "'.me . L~21:s 2.r ~ ~·w.:cC:\ ·c .'J c_.~;:plain--- I c2.n v.csure you 
the::.: · :: ~1is o:::' :cice is no<: iuvolvec.". . I c".ic~ \'lri·ce Ibdber<:J at ·c.·:1e 1\CDl-~ 

a n d t .hcn1 ;: hin . I s~.1 Ju.:...d have vJ:ci·i:i:en his ~l:::>l,,e . I ·t is pos si~Jle , bu·i: 
unJ.ikel7 ::hr::i.: the l e a·!~ is in ·the ACD? ... . 

o ·::··1c r ini:::>:.::- :.n;: i:im1 1\J.exv.ndPr has can "J e e c.:::d. ly e;~.p:~c.ined. 

ques i:L n<: .~Jly has a. c~unu . .y ullo is ')11 OlE' mc.iling lis::.. 
He un-

i · .. J. S ::> , i ·c sh n:..c". b e :r:ec2.llccl. ·i:ha·~: we 2.:.::-e noH 2 rpin9 , pot.en·i.: orJL'n izc.-
:.:. i -:>n . ~!e .10.il ·c. 'J in e ;.:ces :::; :::>:C 20:) , · J l) pe:.:-son s per year. ·re 'j ive ::>ub-
s C. ;:-.n·C.iCl.l t:rtV:>UlYi:s 'Jf h oney. Hence , ; ·.Jc 2_2 cc•. ·i.: -.::-·.:; e:.: :-:nc~ T.Jill c o.Y:.:.inu c 
::.:::> be . T1le :Jnly ·c '1i n j thu:i: b:J i:,le :;:-s n1e is ·;: Lr ·:: .. - J.e: .c>nc~er h2.s ;: 
v onde ::·::a ~; -:>i110 c:,g 2 inc': D::..- Sz i2.2.:.:d "~nd cc-n .Oe vn e;::i:re_,1e nuis0.nce , 
n ')'i: ·i_n h is 1.-r:j_·cinJ s , !Jni.: in ·.li s ·L:.ele.J?h 'Jnin _; c ei~· 2.'i::>:c::::; wi d 1 dis·i:Q:;..--L:. i -'Jns. 
C::mn2guei.Y~ly , I :) elicv -~ ·c:.1e 2c-i:ion ~J:::.) -:p: ;:.l ,1 ~ 12c C'\ p:c.i.or i '· y ·'-:>r yJu r 
2pp:...·ovc:.l . Onc e , ·c·.1i::> is :J\XL:. , I cvn sene."!. :i. ·i: ·i:J vc>.:::-i'Jus sen<.i:8rs , 
C2..llin.:; ·:: .1e i : .. : a·(:·tesri.:ion ·t8 l.lexanDer c:mc1 indicc:;. t in'j ·i.:he pr-:> s;:c~n 

i!.lus·c::-c-:i:es our ool i.c les ")· :r i .:x~ . . 



Mr: . H )].mes l~le~ :c.iid .:.:c 

Ba~ion •. l Press Bui~diny 
~· L:. sT:in _; ~ lJn , D o C. 

COFY 

C L2y 13 )~. 

I 1 .)'\.:. 20. i :a one o:::' y o ur colu!'nn s ·i:~ie ')t.her d2.y 2. f ew s ·c.a·ter:1en·cs 
~ hic11 uere e :cronc;:,us . One ·::>f these ·<1 ?C t .o dcJ ,,, _i-i::h ·:.::: ..... e Counc i l 

SU??Or~lng S~u~rt Hugi es i n h is 
The C un.::il neveJ..:' , v:t 2ny ·::·.me , 
T i12 secJnc: p"Jin ·~ ·i1a.c"!. ·~:8 r:".o u i ·c·~ l 

C?.mp2.j_ Jn :C0z· · i: ~'le Sen2:ce in 19 .) J . 
rec )Ilt.rne~c1ec"'. st..1~)IJ':) z·t. fo:r rllr. Ii11. J~'18:J . 

unD.2.te:c c:..l di.sc:.x:r,'2:r.-.en·:.: . 'I'h e C"Jmv.::il 

devo~:sd ~') deve~opin~ realis~ic 2.nd practicc. l pro0r2Qs in the ~ieidc 
o:C a:;.,···ns con\.:.r':)l anC:.~ ··: 11e ec:-.s:;_n'] D . .:. in·ce: ... nc:-:: i · n al i:ensi':)ns , ·L:a];: :i_n ) into 
CJusider2.~ion t~e n2tion2.~ and i~t e :cn~~ional p l i:: icc.l cl i mate . Th e 
C.)Ul1..;i~ s~:rec c'J3 ·:: ·.'le C':)ncep·i: 0:: resp':)nsF:d.li ·t::y 2nd is v elJ. c'i:Ja:ce .Ji 
·e:he lY·~2.ct ic c.l 'i_U_es 2.·.1c1. __ imi tc:.·:.:i :)ns 2..n ,lcrel1'i: i n 6i "' o.rrt1ar,1en·i: n e ._p·ci a 

·ci:"'ll'iS 2.nc'. c·;L, n ececs ~. ·:.:ies "J f G2 .. cC'.JU2rd iD ::;· o u '-.- n 2.:C:i Jn<:~ .. l_ seclE · ·c.y . Our 
~n: ~ r2rr are r- .civc.ncec~ '.7 c~1L1 d1.is C:)n·C.e:: :.:.. 

~s 2 r e tired :c eguJ.a~ 

") 1~ :_: i.:.:c-- ·:J i ·.: , ~ ·c~l.e '.!e ! ... 1 -~Je :i ... n __ ; .) J.7 r.1y c JU.tY:.: 1:y :.:. ).recos ·t in :::ay minc'l , I 
\Jou!~ never be Rcsoci~~eC ~i~i ~1 or~aniz~ti~n a~v~c2ting ~aci fi sm 

~ lJni ~-2- ·te::c 2 ~ c\ i sc.:crltc._,,cn·l: o 

I ~.7 t.o~ ... d suy·est. ·i:-:1:-.i: ::,nu :: "J!·ne ·:.:;::lL ·L:o ,,e i .e v")u c1os ir8 "' :i.r s 'i:: - h anc_ 
inf")~na~i~~ "Jn t~e C:)un~il. 

:::-:u-~ . C:/ evp 

8 i l1Cc ..:cly , 

s/ 

7 '' 
1.""\ S .L1·t:.o11 

;;u ·tive 
e ros':)y , 
Direc::.or 



COUNCIL FOR A LIVABLE WORLD- 1346 Connecticut Avenue , N. W., Washington , D. C. 

MEMORANDUM May 1 , 1964 

To : The Boar-d of Directors 

From : H. Ashton Crosby 

This is the unedited raw transcript. For your information, I have 

eight 1- hour tapes and thirty- nine (25 each) 1/2-hour tapes of 

Sections I and II remaining . Twenty- two (ll.each) have been requested 

and dispatched to various radio stations across the country. 



This Scientist-Senators seminar is sponsored by the Council for a Livable 

Uorld , an organization founded by Dr. Leo Szilard, the founder of the atom bomb, 

to seek practical and obtainable objectives leading to lessening the risks of nuclear 

war . We have in the Seminar today Senators Church of Idaho, Pell of Rhode Island, 

McGovern of Sokth Dakota, McGee of 1~oming , Nelson of Wisconsin. The scientists 

are Dr . Bernard Feld, President of the Council, a nuclear physicist from MIT, and 

Dr. Matthew Meselson , a director of the Council and a biologist from Harvard Uni

versity. Dr. Feld, would you like to propose a question--the first question? 

Dr. Feld : It seems to me now that for a long time now the world has been 

living in the shadow of a massive increase in improving technology for delivering 

these weapons at long range and the great fear that somehow or another, despite 

the fervent desires of the leaders of the world that these >-Teapons shuuld not be 

used, that somehow or another there might be a conflict in which these weapons 

would be used. And it has only been in the last year or so that we can count the 

real beginning--the signing of the nuclear test ban treaty banning nuclear tests 

i n outer space, under the seas, and in the atmosphere that one has started to feel 

an easing of the tensions, and feeling that somehow or other we may be moving 

toward, if not agreements to disarm, at least understanding about not pushing the 

arms race; that there may be some ~ope and expectation that the accumulation and t he 

spread of weapons might be cut off; and that perhaps if not tomorrow, at least in 

the foreseeable future, we might be able to start moving toward a reduction of 

these weapons and start working out a method for keeping the peace without the con~ 

stant fear that in fact such vreapons -vmuld be used. And I would like to explore 

with you gentlemen to begin with, what you think the situation is. Is it in fact 

true that we are now much further from the danger of war, that we can now breathe 

more easily and perhaps bend our efforts toward constructive things of long term 

na ·.ure which might help to reduce armaments , or is this an illusion? 

Senator Church, would you like to comment on this, Sir? 

Senator Church: Well, I would say first of all that there have been some hopeful 

developments . I think that we are not so far along as to say that we have achieved 
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-developments. I think that we are not so far along as to say that we have aehievecl

a detente with the Soviet Union or that the dangers that you speak of, Dr. Feld, 

no longer exist. Indeed they do! But the test ban pact was symptomatic of a break

thr ough at least which may be the first step tovrard more rational control of nuclear 

arms and a tempering of the nuclear arms race. I thi~k the turning point, however, 

goes back beyond the actual ratification and signing of the nuclear test ban pact. 

I think the turning point may well have been the Cuban missile crisis of 1962, 

because up to that time there had never been a test of our resolve to employ nuclear 

weapons in a showdown situation. And I think that up until that time there were 

those in Russia who could say to Hr. Khrushchev or indeed rir. Khrushchev could say 

to himself; "How can I be sure that in a showdown situation my nuclear arms will 

not act as a kind of blackmail that will force the United States to give way and, if 

so, then these nuclear arms will have utility in achieving the foreign policy ob

jective of the Soviet Government." I think that when that showdown occurred and we 

did not give way, it became evident that nuclear arms could not be rationally em

ployed by the Soviet Union or by the United States and that then they began to loo~ , 

on both sides, for some sort of settlement. The nuclear test ban v<as the first 

accord reached, following the crisis. 

Thank you. 

Senator 11cGee: I would amend what Senator Church just said with one other step t ha t 

I think is of considerable significance. I think it was a kind of one-two punch 

de7elopment; that the Cuban agreement was certainly the ultimate and the climax, bt t 

H . Has preceded by a very sJ.gnificant showdown in Berlin a year before. In Augus t 

and September of 1961 I think we were put to a second kind of test that preceded 

Cuba. And I think that the combination of those two served to clear the air a good 

bit . It proved our intent. Our willingness to resort to force if necessary. And 

I t hink this was important. I think the best evidence of it, the real fact of it is 

reflected in the kinds of tensions we now find in the headlines. We are now down to 

the second-rate or third-rate crisis which Vlill probably always be with us as long 

as we have independent nations and people. I mean now we are hearing acout Gyprec.s 
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and Zanzibar and Panama and }1r. de Gaulle in an entirely different context than 

formerly was the case. And rarely do we hear anymore about the pending imminence 

of the holocaust that was commonly referred to. So I do think in fact that Senator 

Church is correct and that the point of the question is valid. Namely, that we have 

reached a point not of relaxation, but a point where it is all the more imperative 

that ue probe and probe and probe again to try to find a basis for the next break

through, a common ground for a mutual agreement, whatever it is; I think history 

alone will ultimately bejud~o as to whether we took advantage of every opening we had 

to explore the chances of something a little better. 

Thank you, Senator :i1cGee. 

Senator HcGovern: Well , I would agree -vrholeheartedly with what Senator Church has 

had to say, and also Senator !1cGee, with reference to the importance of the Cuban 

missile crisis. I think there is no doubt but what the cold war took a turn in 

October of 1963, or rather 1962. Both sides looked into the nuclear aqyss in a 

sense; not only the Soviets but ourselves, and I think that neither side liked wh~,-r. 

they saw. It was a combination of willingness to use great pov1er plus restraint, 

both by President Kennedy and by Premier Khrushchev that enabled us to emerge from 

the Cuban crisis without a shooting war . I would say that a second turning point 

ce.me with President Kennedy 's great speech at American University on June 12, 1963, 

I think the measure of restraint and wisdom, the willingness to be examined, fore~- gt) 

policy attitudes on the part of ourselves, as well as on the part of the Soviet 

Union , which was represented in the spirit and the tone of that speech directly 

r ·.ved the way for the test ban agreement that emerged some weeks later. 

Thank you. Dr. Heselson, do you have any questions you would like to askq 

Senator Nelson: Well, if you are going to change the subject, I would just like t u 

comment very briefly on what has already been said. 

All right, Senator Nelson : 

Senator Nelson: I think that the point that I believe was recently made qy the 

Secretary of State, and I think by the President, too, that the public must under

stand that foreign policy must be flexible; and that in fact vre are L:.ving :in a -world 
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that is changing with great rapidity and it is necessary that we be prepared to adapt 

ourselves and adopt positions that reflect the change in the polar system around the 

world; and in this sort of thing that we have been taDcing about I think that some 

fair amount of influence upon Mr . Khrushchev and the attitude he has taken has been 

caused by two events: 1) the developing association of nationalism and independence 

within the Soviet Hl.oc starting out with Yugoslavia in the late 140 1 s and ending 

upwi th Poland and Czechosla via and the rest of them refusing to be just tools of the 

Soviet Union , and secondly the tremendous force being exerted within the Communist 

Bloc by Communist China . And I think Mr. Khrushchev recognizes that China is in a 

revolutionary state ; she represents almost a billion people--7800 , 000 , 000 (seventy

eight hundred millions) of people . They are in an explosive political situation; it 

is likely that they may very well start expanding off into Southeast Asia and I think 

much of the Russian attitude has been tempered qy these developments within its own 

sphere and that it will continue to be so. 

Thank you , Sir . 

Senator Pell : I fully agree with Senator Church's views and those of my colleagues: 

that what Cuba did was to establish our creditability, our willingness to use nuclear 

weapons , and also it made us realize the holocaust that would follow from a nuclear 

vrar. 1tle vrere aware of what a nuclear war would mean in theory in thepast but I thial: 

if each of us and each of our listeners to this discussion would ask themselves if 

they first understood what a nuclear war would mean to them, they would go back to 

October of 1962 , and would probably agree with Professor Einstein when we recall his 

w0r ds ; when asked how Ttlorld War III would be fought , he said with nuclear weapo;:~ " 

but . ..Jorld Har rv would be fought with rocks . 

Thank you very much. Dr. Heselson, I believe that you have a question that yo·_ 

Hould like to propound. 

D-.c. l1eselson : Yes , I would like to continue the discussion by asking if there are new 

opportunities opened up by the realization on both sides that a resort to the use of 

nuclear weapons is beyond the realm of rational possibility, what are some of these 

opportunities that are opened up? Maybe to mention some specific subjects , altho<lgh 
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I don't mean to limit our discussion today, or should we be discussing some of the 

proposals at Geneva? The President has proposed that there be placed a freeze on the 

numbers of bombers and missiles in the world; a negotiated and inspected and con

trolled freeze on those numbers . There have been on the table at Geneva proposals 

~r preventing the spread of nuclear weapons to other countries; there is a proposal 

a t Geneva to reduce the number of long-range bombers and there has been talk abo~t 

~eciprocal cuts in budgets . Are there opportunities in Europe that should be followed 

~p in your opinion, gentlemen? For instance, in Zurope should we be sharing nuclear 

weapons with our allies or should we be instead freezing the level~ nuclear weapons 

:i.n Central Europe as has been proposed by some. At the present , what sort of policy 

shuuld we have regarding nuclear weapons and our allies; and beyond these questions 

';ihat sorts of general changes do you anticipate mi ght take place in relations with 

the United States and the Soviet Union in the area of trade in general; diplomatic , 

cultural , people to people exchanges? 

That was a rather involved question , Dr . I eselson. 

l _ • Yeselson : I just meant to mention a lot of topics . 

f3nat.or McGee : l.rfell , this is a 13- part series, isn't it, :i. Ir . Chairman? There i s cur 

a genda for the next several weeks . May I suggest, fr. Chairman , that at this point 

Hi th that overpowering list of possible new areas to explore ; that as we explore 

t :1ese with the understanding that basically we are exploring them with the Soviet 

Union ; that meanwhile as Soviet- American relations seems to be shifting in their avail

~ble topics for discussion it well may be that the whole power structure of the wcTlJ 

is shifting such that new power poles will have to be given serious thought and t h2. ,, 

Lh e only changes will be relative changes . It mi ght even end up with the Soviets 

and the Americans novT in the new NATO or whatever substitution is made for that 

~lliance concept against the Communist Chinese. And we may be premature in thirucing 

that our only alternatives are either to take advantage of the present easing of 

tensions in order to project something that we have thought about all these years as 

something possible with Russia , only to have the necessity for the old posture 

r estored with the threat of China . 
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Thank you, Senator McGee . 

Senator Church: I wonder if we could reach in for a specific or two here . I agree 

generally with what Senator McC~e has said as to the situation in the world , it is 

certainly a situation of rapid chan ge but it seems to me that when we reached the 

nuclear test ban treaty with the Soviet Union vre did so because vre found a commonal

ity of interest.~ That the Soviet Union and United States were the two principal 

nuclear powers and as such they had a common interest in deterring the spread of 

nuclear weapons and keeping the nucle~r arms race under some kind of reasonable 

restraint. Now the nuclear test ban pact was the first step in that direction. It 

seems to me they might find a like commonality of interest in the matter of an agr ee

ment vrhich it would be in the natural interest of both sides to enforce for their 

ovrn sake. That vrould prohibit the spread of nuclear weapons . That is to say, I 

think we should explore an agreement whereby the Soviet Union and the United States 

vrould undertake a commitment not to sell or otherwise make available nuclear weapcYl' 

to countries that do not no1r1 have them. 1-Jb.en you consider the terrible consequence's 

of nuclear war and the possibility that such a war might be ignited by accident or 

by an act of madness or irresponsibility with every additional na tional 

finger on these triggers, the risks go up at an alarming rate. So this seems to m8 

to be a real opportunity and I think 1r1e ought to press for an agreement if vre could. 

possibly get one, before nuclear weapons spread to so many other conntries. 

Dr . Feld: Let me just project here. It seems to me that although there has been 

some talk in Geneva about the possibility of such an agreement, the one very seric ~-s 

'Jbstacle which is standing in the way is the current proposal to build a multi

lateral nuclear force, a force of surface ships which would be manned by a mixed 

NATO crew in 1r1hich the decision £which 1-rould contaiJ on Polaris missiles carrying 

nuclear warheads, [;nd whichJ the decision concerning the use of these strategic 

tt.ermonuclear weapons would be a joint one. Jow this has been regarded by many, 

certainly by the Soviet Union , as a first and very significant step toward the pro

::Li fe 'C'ation of the spreading of nuclear weapons to other countries . And certainly 

it does seem to be a very significant step in this direction. It would seem to me 
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that the chances of a meaningful agreement would be greatly enhanced if we would 

give up this project . I lvonder •·That you think the prospects are in this direction? 

Senator Fell : ~ own view is that the multilateral force could have a conciliatory 

effect in preventing the proliferation of weapons if we accept the fact that it will 

only be the multilateral force that will be permitted to have nuclear weapons , new 

nuclear weapons , in the future . I might disagree •nth my colleague that the im

mediate danger is who you give the weapons to . The immediate danger in terms of the 

next ten years , that is immediate in the viewpoint of history, is that almost every 

technologically advanced nation will be able to develop them themselves . There is 

no one on God ' s green earth who can keep Saigon or Israel or West Germany from de

veloping these weapons thmselves . But if we get the MLF separate it might serve as 

a siphon for the development of new weapons which only go into its force . In addi

tion to that , you have the fact of life , unpleasant as it may be , that Jest Germany 

is today the strongest ground military force in Europe and the thought that they c :·i.. 

be prevented indefinitely from having this type of weapon , I think is not very 

solid from the viewpoint of history and their ovm past history. If we could divert 

their energies also into an MLF I think it also would serve as a lightning rod for 

the trend of development for other nations of this dreadful weapon. 

Senator :·'cGovern : , • Chairman, I respect the point of view that Senator Fell ha .3 

jnst suggested. I think there is some rationale for that position. On the other 

hand , we have no assurance that developing a multilateral force will do anythin~ 

other than whet the desires for more nuclear capability on the part of every coun·c.t·u. 

And vThat it may very probably do is to provoke a similar response by the Soviet 

union. we have no assurance whatsoever that if we were to develop floating nuclear 

weapon systems in the sea around Europe that the Soviets would not counter qy put~ 
ting missile tubes on rather cheaply constructed ships and floating those fortressec 

off shore all around the United States . In other words , in introducing a nerd weapons 

S!rstem, introducing what the Soviets would regard as a new threat to their interest 

~ . t we>uld seem to me that their most likely response to that new ingredient in the 
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cold war would be a similar system as close as they could possibly put it to 

American interests . 

Thank you , Senator 1• cGovern. 

Senator Church : I would like to say another word about the MLF. Senator Pell 

raised the question that there may be no way to prevent the undue spread of nuclear 

weapons and I agree there very well may be no way. But one possibility would be the 

kind of pact that I referred to a few minutes ago . If ot her nations could be then 

induced to join that pact and to agree not to develop nuclear weapons systems of 

their own , the same way that so many other nations , more than one hundred now , have 

joined in the nuclear test ban pact . Now it is true that there is no immediate 

prospect that we would get China or France to concur , but in time , once we establish 

such a pact and undertook to mobilize well behind it , in time we might obtain very 

universal agreement . And so I thiruc this is worthy; the promise, the possibilities 

that are in it , are worthy of full exploration . I am fearful that the MLF scheme 

is likely to get nowhere in view of the reception it received in Europe--whateve:::: 

merits it may have , I am doubtful that it is going to be accepted and I think we 

ought to reappraise it in the light of European reluctance . I would be willing to 

accept it if the Europeans would go along Hi th it on the basis of the fact that i t 

could be a bid- -a kind of transitional device leading to an integrated European 

nuclear defense command which wuld avoid the kind of proliferation we get with a 

separate national British and France and perhaps ultimately German nuclear force . 

And that between the two an integrated defense command would be much to be pr efer red . 

But even that is very questionable as we look ahead. So I should think that the 

possibilities of reaching such an agreement vJith t he Soviet Union ought to be suf

ficiently promising as to justify a strong diplomatic initiative on our part to 

achieve that objective . 

Senator 1cGee: It is still a matter of playing the odds , Hr . Chairman . As long as 

we have the two principal poles of power in Noscow and vlashington , let ' s face it , 

the odds are still better with every effort being mobilized and made for a break

through to reach some kind of disciplining of the nuclear capabiliti es in the world . 
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The simpler we can keep it, the easier the opportunity to reach some kind of a 

basic agreement. However. discoura ging the impasse in Geneva may appear to be, I 

still believe that we have got to make an even greater effort on the existing base. 

I have no objection to exploring these other alternatives very cautiously but I 

likewise think we need to be realistic in a po•·Ter sense. 

In your opinion then, Senator l1cGee, the MLF really complicates? 

Senator McGee: In my judgment the chances of its complicating are far greater 

than the chances of its making easier. 

Senator Nelson: I agree with the other practical factor regarding l1LF and that is 

that France is going ahead anyway in making a bomb and unless I misunderstood it 

I think that the British labor leadership has said that they are not in favor of i t ; 

and the prospects are that they would probably lean in the opposite direction. So 

without the participation of France and England it wouldn't look like a very fruit~ 

ful arrangement. 

Senator Church: Well, with the l abor party, Senator Nelson, as you know, since yv11. 

and I were in London in January listening to t he defense debate in te House of 

Commons, t he La~or Party is strongly of the view tha t no further money should be 

spent by the Eritish Dovernment to ke ep up in the nuclear arms race and they would 

like to see this separate nuclear deterrent of theirs retired once it becomes ob

solete. This I think is greatly in the American interest and in ta interest of wh.:'l.t 

Senator11cGe e says, of keeping this pr esent pmver relationship as bi-polar as we can. 

So I am encoura ged by that development on the Erisith scene. 

Thank you, sir, Senator Church. You have a question, Dr. Meselson. 

Dr. Heselson: Yes, I would like to interject for consideration this. vlhether t her e 

is a multilateral force with nuclear weapons shared by our Western allies or not, 

nuclear weapons are likely to spread as long as there is a high premium in presti ge~ 

on the possession of large numbers of such weapons. I would like to ask the questio~~ 

How can we hope to prevent this spread, with or without a multilateral force, with

out having some sort of ceiling, a leveling off pla ced on the nuclear force and the 

importance placed in diplomacy on nuclear f orces by the United Sta t ee:: and t!~.e 
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Russians? The proposal of President Johnson to have a freeze on these numbers seems 

to me to offer the best kind of hope to stopping the spread to other countries . 

Senator Pell: There is a third point here that we might consider . That is , in 

developing nuclear weapons by an i ndependent and individual nation it has to t est 

or explode pri or to having the -vreapon in stockpile . And I know I have asked myself 

if we were dead seri ous with the Soviets and we real y were a bi - polar combination 

in this effect if we could not almost unilaterally, the Soviet Union and the United 

States , at some point say they would consider any test anywhere a hostile act and 

invoke force if necessary to erase that site of testing . That is a rough -vray of 

doing it but it v.rould prevent any proliferation of nuclear weapons . 

Senator HcGovern : With regard to Dr . Meselson 1 s suggestion al:::out a general agreement 

on levels of >·reapons on force level , I think that what we are more likely to see is 

a series of moves by t he Soviet Union and the United States which they take in recog

nition tr~t it is in their interests to do so , even in the absence of any general 

agreement. 1.-le have seen this as Senator Church says in the case of the test ba.n 

a greement . He have also seen it just recently in the announcment first by President 

Johnson almost simultaneously bJ Premier Khrushchev that the two great power s were 

reducing the production of enriched uranium. Something like a 40% cut--the stuff out 

of tvhich nuclear weapons is made . o , so far as I know, that was not based on any 

general agreement reached at Geneva but apparently there was some exchange between 

the Whi te House and the Kremlin that led to this decision. It tvas followed rather 

qui ckly by an announcement on the part of tl1e British that they were cutting back 

t he production of nuclear material. I think the same kind of thing can take place 

with reference to the bomber force in the tvm countries , vri th reference to additional 

missilts . and perhaps we will see a series of steps of that kind even in the absence 

of a general agreement. 

Dr . Feld : These steps I think are certainly significant and at the moment seem t o 

me to be also the main path along which we are likely to move in the direction of 

limiting reducing armament . 
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This Scientists- Senators Seminar is sponsored by the Council f or a Livable World , 

an organization founded by Dr. Leo Szilard, the founder of the atom bomb, to seek 

practical and obtainable objectives leading to lessening the risks of nuclear war . 

We have in the Seminar today Senators Church of Idaho , Pell of Rhode Island , Mc

Govern of South Iakota , HcGee of Wyoming , Nelson of Wisconsin . The scientists are 

Dr . Bernard Feld, President of the Council , a nuclear physicist from MIT , and Dr. 

Matthew ileselson, a director of the Council and a biologist from Harvard University. 

Dr. Feld, would you like to propose a question--the first question? 

Dr . Feld: Yes . At some point I think we have to face up to what to me seems to 

be a critical question , and which is a purely political one , and I would be very 

much interested in hearing the opinions of people who understand such political 

matters much better than I do . But certainly it seems to me that central in this 

problem of a detente with the Soviet Union in weaponry or anythinB else lies the 

question of Central ~urope , and in particular Germany. We have been fortunate in 

the last year or so . Tensions are sufficiently eased so that there has been no 

additional pressure or new crisis over Berlin. But Berlin remains a sore spot in 

the Central Europe- -a tiny island isolated from the rest of West Germany. A tre

mendously attractive spot where all the intellectuals of Eastern Germany would like 

to get across that wall if they could--a tremendously sore spot in many respects . 

On the other hand , one of the reasons , of course, why we are interested in the multi~· 

lateral force is just because there are very strong German pressures to do something 

which would lead eventually to the unification of Germany, a desire which seems to 

be a reasonable one on the part of the German people. r~evertheless, it seems to 

me that we are not going to make any very great progress toward a real detente and 

particularly toward the important thing of not only freezing but cutting back on 

the awesome arsenals of nuclear weapons which both sides now possess until we arri,~e 

at some kind of an understanding about how to proceed there and certainly we should 

be giving it very serious thought at this time . 

Senator Pell, you recently wrote an article on Berlin. Hould you C'are to 

talk a bout this? 
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Senator Fell: Yes. I was very struck with Senator Fulbright's speech concerning 

the separation of myths and reality in our foreign policy. When we come to examine 

the question of Germany in re-~fication in the world as it is today, I thin~ we 

are examining a myth because neither the West nor the East as long as they are con

fronting each other as they are would permit the loss to them of their Germany. To 

be specific, it is inconceivable that the Warsaw Pact, the Communist nations, would 

permit to be reunited with the Wes t, East Germany which is their second largest 

industrial satellite and a great source of strength. Nor is it conceivable that we 

of the West NATO powers would permit the loss to us of West Germany which is the very 

bastion of our defense forces in Europe today. The only kind of unification of Ger

many that can occur is in a world -- Central Germany at least--that is more at peace 

than is the present state and would be an area of perhaps the withdrawal of nuclear 

forces--something of that in the future. But the time is also right. So for the 

moment, my thought is that we should remove all fringe areas that can lead to an 

escalation of conflict. And one of these is the question of consultation and crisis 

in Berlin. We have been very lucky for six months in Berlin. But they can start up 

again very easily and my own view is that we should attempt to get a status quo 

there that will not change and get a corridor of lands, roads rather, of access to 

Berlin which can avoid any problems of access which is presently written in the 

treaties we do not enjoy; in fact, there is no written guarantee anywhere of our 

land access to Berlin , specific access, and in return for that I think we can recog

nize the fact that the Oderneisse territories will probably remain under Polish rule 

and als0 the fact that the East German government exists. 

Senator McGee: lve can go one step further, Senator Fell , and say that even if we 

we~e to explore this very seriously at all, in regard to Germany, that it could well 

worsen t herelative position of change that we have arrived at that gives us the 

opportunity to talk frankly about more peaceful openings in the immediate future . 

As I see it, to raise the German question in central Europe for settlement now be

cause of te easing there might be the very worst thing we could do in an attempt to 

resolve other tensions, and I certainly agree that we ought to make it a fringe 
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approach rather than make it one of the ~targets for our attempt to recon

stitute some of the kind of atmosphere. · This is the question generally: That 
J~~~ 
with tho los&~ of troop commanders who can take action on their own in this 

part of the world, many of us around the table, including our chairman, Colonel 

Crosby, were troop commanders in Horld War II and know the hastiness with which an 

incident can blow up and my thought is that we should do what we could to remove the 

possibility of these incidents . 

]J?C ~ ~ TWo Germanies will probably be with us for a long time to come and can probabl y 

be livable if we use the opportunity that that kind of account represents to resolve 

others . 

~~ --o Unless the world becomes more peaceful and the detente comes. When the detente 

comes there is no reason in God's green earth why the two Germanies could not be 

unified. 

Dr. Heselson : It seems to me that it is entirely correct that we can at this stage 

only hope to mirror some of the fringe difficulties which Senator Fell has referred 

to. I think though that we may have to go beyond that because at present something 

that I kno<T about the new Republic opinion in West Germany and I presume the same 

is true in East Germany--I recently heard a report from a visitor in East Germany 

that confirms this--that there is almost no public discussion of any of these issues o 

And anything that looks like a bi-lateral agreement between the Russians and the 

United States over German problems, even if it should involve corridors to Berlin, 

in recognition of the Oderneisse Line, is likely to stir up the least rational and 

most excitable kind of political response I would imagine both in East and ltlest 

Germany. I wonder if before we attempt to make any progress, even in the fringe 

areas, we should try to progress not to a s et of specific actions but to the kind 

of atmosphere in which the United States and the Soviet Union would l et it be known 

that in their view the problem of unification of Germany is primarily a problem for 

the German people; that the United States and the Soviet Union wish them well in this 

endeavor but that they would not under any conditions tolerate the use of f ol'oe :1 n 

this endea :or, but do something to make it clear th<:~. t in t he vi e\-r of both f)' 3at 
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powers that it is a German problem with which we will not attempt to manipulate in 

the future , in which we encourage the Germans to begin to think about realistically 

for themselves . I think this would have a very salutory effect , although I haven ' t 

spelled out any detail ways we could do it . Secausefur many decades now the supply 

of reality t o the German people has been severely cut off--most extremely , of course, 

d.uring the time of Hitler . But even now because of various taboos and dangers vrhich 

Germany faces on both sides of the curtain there has been a very short supply of just 

good news , of good reality, so that until the people within the country of Germany ar2 

stirred some how to take these responsibi lities upon t heir own shoulders I would be 

afraid that they would view any intervention from the outside as , say, they viewed 

the Versailles Treaty , as gr ounds for future resentment in future dangers . 

Senator !1cGee: Don't tell me there are five Senators speechless . 

• : If someone has a magical formula for solving tee dilemma in l'1iddle Europe, 
AA . -:;}-r~ ; 

speak up .A There are no magical formulas , obviously, but it seems to me that some-

t imes just because of the tendency that we have to regard every proposal from the 
I 

other side as being apriori , unfavorable to us ,we may very well lose some i mportant 

opportunities . I am referring particularly to the recent proposal made by t he Polish 

Prime :f.ii nister--the so- called Gromyko proposals - -which suggested that inspecteau..:.~5e:e 

on nuclear weapons in Central Europe . Now this kind of a thing may not sound like a 

t r emendously important disarmament measure- -it certainly has nothing very realistic 

'·;i th disarmament--it is a measure mainly of detente and tension easing, but it seems 

to me t he kind of proposal which if vJe could find it possible to convince our alli es , 

t o convince our German allies and our NATO allies to go along with , contains a number 

of f eatures which are extremely desirable . It is the first proposal from the East 

vihich I have heerd of which proposes inspection over armaments in contrast to in-

spection over disarmament; it proposes a free zing of armaments with a surveying in-

spection system to count the armaments which were made to make sure t hat no nevi ones 

have been produced. It accepts the principl e that it is better to prove the current 

situation even if the current situation should be more favorable to the West , whi ch 

i t is in thi s particular case , than to allov1 the continued growth of it whi c will 
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become even l es s favorabl e to t he East i f it continued at the present pace and i n 

general i t does the kind of things which we have t hought in this countr y , vrhi ch our 

government has t ried to convince the Soviet Union that i t should want to do , namely , 

-~ .)./\}J.._~ 
to stop WoPla t~r now , to look around to make sure t hat you know that you have 

stopped by having inspection , and then t o see if out of thi s can grow t he possibili-

ties for further amenities involved. The countri es i nvolved i n this particular 

case are West Germany , East Germany , Poland, Czechoslavaki a and Hungary. It is 

rougttiy equal populations with a rather larger area in Eastern Europe than in Western 

Europe . And the proposal is a very simple one : that there shall be no more nuclear 

weapons introduced into this area and that there shall be inspections of the type 

t-lhich is necessary to make sure that this indeed is the case . 

The inspections by whom? 

Dr . Feld: The inspections would be by an i nternational body , the mechanics have not 

been discussed unfortunately i n any great detail , but presumably inspections by an 

i nt erna ti onal body, I Hould hope consti t ut ed>'li thin the United Nati ons . This has 

not been either proposed nor excluded in the proposal . 

Dr . Feld , didn ' t Ambassador Kennan make a similar proposal some years ago , 

at least for a nuclear free zone ••• 

Dr . Feld : Yesp Ambassador Kennan ' s proposal went much further and I would hope that 

the proposed proposal mi ght lead in this direction. Hi s proposal vTas that in fact 

all nuclear weapons s hould be removed from this same area which would seem to me to 

be a· very useful kind of proposal. But the Poles are much less ambitious about that ; 

they a:ce willi ng just to stop where we are now. ~, ow , the point I am making is that 

indeed as you gentlemen have mentioned that there are some things that can happen 

and one would hope that they would. And the important thing, it seems to me, is 

that t~ey should not be excluded from happening either because we are too inflexible 

or because we al low our policy to be unduly infl uenced by the inflexibility of 

German politicians . Both of these things I think are-~ great danger and somet hing 

which we should r emain continually aware of . 
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~ybe i t is American politicians . _one present . 

None present . 

Senator McGee : vlell , I think that is more than a fa ceti ous remark because the pro-

posal itself is the kind that l ays itself open to a tortur ed misrepresentation in our 

own country , and you build up--we have been so long in an aura of suspicion and fear 

~f this L;ythica1J enemy, the Russian Communist , that you find a reflex of opposition 

before there is any weighing of the hard exchange that coul d be invol ved , or even a 

step forward that might be made , and that i s where it will run into its political 

grind here in our own domestic front . It raises a question of whether our own people 

are even ahead of our Congressmen on this question--whether they are ready to talk 

realistically about that . Someti mes I think we have laced ourselves into our own 

strait-jacket. 

Senator Church : In any case, Senator 1 cGee , the current Geneva talks have novr been 

recessed for the purpose of allovnng the participants on all sides to reflect upon 

proposals that are now at issue there , and I should hope that this particular pro-

posal you mention , Dr . Feld , will be one that we will give serious and critical 

analysis to during the recess period. It has aspects that are very promising, partic·o 

ularly >nth reference to the inspection feature on which the Russians and the Com-

munists generally have been so sticky in times past . 

But when Senator i'1cGee referred to the possibility that the American people n.ay 

be ahead of their government in this field , I perked up my ears because I have been 

interested in the reaction across the country to Senator Fulbri ght ' s speech. I thin~ 

that it was Senator Fell whn mentioned Fulbri ght ' s address . On the vrhole , t hat re-

action has been very affirmative . I know that the newspapers in my state that are 

quite conservative and inclined to be partisan and therefore have no basis for appro·.; · 

ing anything that Senator Fulbright says on t hat ground , have responded in a very 

positive vray. 

I 1L~derstand his mail- -the constituents ' mail--has r esponded favorably , too . 

People may be tiring of the old litanies that don ' t seem to have much application 

to the changing conditions of life in the -vmrld as they once had. This is a very 

encouraging si gn on t he precinct front . 
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Colonel Crosby: That is very true . 

Senator McGee: That is why this may be the opening or the opport~ty for I say 

members of the Senate as the case in point to stand up and provide some measure of 

leadership and of galvanizing the public , both sophistication and curiosity in this 

realm, may be possible for this kind of breakthrough. We don't have to think back 

very far to r emember when we may have missed our opportunities in some small break-

t hrough in the past, when we were a little bit asleep at the switch and there might 

have been a disposition on the other side for some kind of a minor agreement or a 

concession, and this may be another one of those times where we should make the 

serious effort to see what the state of the mind is and what kind of leadership 

can be mobilized to move it forward. 

The sphere of history, I think, is usually underestimated. We can all go back 

to the only VJar in which w·e fought and the roles were completely reversed of our 

friends and our enemies. P~story can move very fast indeed. 

Th.'. Feld : The responses to Senator Fulbright's talk have been most encouraging. 

It has been an indication that in fact the Senate can and does take very s eriously 

its job of advising as well as consenting in foreign policy and this is something 

that a lot of us have been hoping to see much more of than we have in the last few 

years. There is another aspect of this which has been built up, I think, much too 

frequently in arguments--a reason why perhaps we are not prepared to move forward 

very rapidly in this field and this has been the great overriding fear that perhaps--

welle l et's not even talk about disarmament--but just the slowing down of the pace 

of the arms race might have serious economic consequences . However, there would be 

a great reluctance to face up to these problems and a great pressure not to do any-

t hing about it just because of these economic consequences. Seems to me t hat that 

i s another one of these myths , and I would ho~ that it could be exploded very 

effectively. 

7/!~..t:P- Someone said, Dr . Feld, that one of the dirtiest tricks the Russians could 

pull on us would be to decl are peace. Said >ve nren 1 t quite ready for that concept 

yet in thi& country. Of course , there are many ramifications to that. 
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G__._l)._ : I guess our colleague , Senator McGovern , has taken the lead in this area in 

the very thoughtful and farreaching and excellent legislation he has introduced. 

Senator McGovern : I have introduced a bill which I don ' t pretend is the answer to 

the probem of converting from wartime production or from war production to the pro

duction of peacetime goods , but I do think it is a step in that direction . The 

legislation was introduced last October along with the sponsorship cfseveral of the 

senators around this table and a number of others , I think now totalling 12 senators 

and some 22 members of the House of Representatives . ~fuat it seeks to do , Dr. Feld , 

is to set up a Conversion Planning Commission within the government at the very 

highest level. It would be chaired by the Secretary of Commerce but would have 

representatives of the Department of Defense , Space Agency, the Atomic Energy Com

mission , the Department of Labor , and other a gencies of the government that are in

volved in our defense pro gra~ and that would be involved in any transition from de

fense production into the production of peaceful goods. I think the economy is 

presently capable of making an adjustment from defense industries to peacetime in

dustries but it is helpful to have some planning both in a private sector and in t l:e 

government so that we spend the same kinds of energies and brain power and talent 

on devising alternatives to arms production that we have invested in our defense in

dustries. That is really the purpose of this legislation. 

Senator McGee: Senator McGovern, also, isn't your legislation designed to cover t he 

contingency of changing from one vTeapons system to another as much as from war to 

peace . 

SoflB:ter l:cGe¥oPn : That is correct . ~fe know that even in the absence of any general 

a greement on disarmament, that there are certain industries that are going to suffer 

the reduction of defense spending or the allocation of that spending to other parts 

of the economy. If -1cNamara gets his way and we quit producing bombers in the Uni t e ,l 

States and rely almost entirely on missiles for our strategic nuclear power, this is 

certainly going to have a very real i mpact on the aircraft i ndustry. And that has 

been going on for the past year or two. Sever al thousands of people have been 

thrown out of work in the aircraft industry already as a result of this shi ft in the 
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character of our defense establisl:unent . 
~~! 

Senator ~: On the other hand , Senator HcGovern , just look what is underway now 

in a very modest way with President Johnson 1s declared war on poverty. He is getting 

the money to finance this war against the chronically depressed areas , pockets of 

unemployment, conditions of impoversihment , which pretty well afflict 20% of our 

people , by economies in our defense program. NoH they are very modest economies, 

but instead of increasing the overall cost of the government he is attempting to 

transfer about . a billion dollars out of the defense budget brought about by the 

elinunation of unnecessary bases , and the reduction of excessive prcduction of 

uranium and plutonium and these other economies that are being effected. In trans-

ferring that billion dollars where it is not needed in defense to finance the whole 

of the Administrations newly declared effort of improvements in standards, to increas e 

employment opportunities and give employment where it is needed to people who have 
_Ao-

been chronically unemployed. Now if that can be done on , Si lf t as modest a scale 

and this money put to so constructive and i mportant a public use , think what we could 

do with greate~ savings . 

Chairman: Senator, is there no reservoir of existing plans and studies that we could 

draw upon for this? Is this >vhat you are saying? 

Senator McGovern : I'm saying that there is entirely too little in the vTay of per-

sonnel in our government today that are giving full- time attention to the problems 

of conversion. 

Senator McGee : Would it be correct to say there are less than half a dozen? 

Senator :t·icGovern : That is about right . He have a very tiny shop over in the dis-

armament agency, the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency , that gives part of their 

attention to this problem . There are a couple of people in the llifense Department 

that are trying to provide a few helpful suggestions to communi ties the day after 

they announce that the airbase is being closed, but when you consider that $50 

billion annual investment we are making in defense in this country and then ccm:r;ar 0 

that with what we have done to plan for the day when we may no longer need that de-

fense establishment, or at least may not need all of it , it is a shoc~dng r cYvelation , 
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I became interes t ed in this fiel d , Senator McGee , almost a year ago vrhen I began 

thinking about some of the alternati ve uses that we might put our excess mil itary 

spending into and I found that there are just very few pl aces in the government 

where you can go to for guidance in that field . 

Thank you , Senator McGovern. Dr . Meselson . 

Dr . !1eselson : I wonder if it woul d be fa i r to go even a little beyond this and say 

that if the national defense need can allow reduction in the defense budget, that it 

is not just the case that the economy can stand it with good planning , but the fact 

that the economy needs it. I was just reading a book by a Swedish economist , Gunnar 

·zyrdal ,in which the point that although government expenditures in the defense area 

have served a certain role in stimulating investment , they have gone very frequently 

to the wrong part of our econony. What is happening is that there is a group of our 

citizens vlho are undertrained and getting less well- trained , who are unable to consume 

and getting less well able to consume goods , so that little by little this part of our 

population slips away from the bulk of the society , develops different attitudes , 

begins to feel that it is on the outside , becomes less productive so that the whole 

thing becomes a vicious circle. Hyrdal suggests this: the kind of government support 

t.o the economy that would make sense would be the kind that looks to see where the 

economy is weak , tries to steer a ctivity there . Hould i t be accurate , do you think 

then , to state that why don ' t -vre plan our economy to make the transition when it is 

possible within the requirements of national defense , but in fact it must , if it is 

£Oing to start growing at a rate faster than the one percent per year \-te are growi n 

Senator l1cGee : I think the urgency i s a fore gone conclusion and it must be that sort 1 

of thing. How we pull it off is another question . It is to assume that we can take 

these great energies and great resources that have been channeled into defense and 

simply by our resolve to shift them--that is making a pretty broad jump there . We 

can do wonders in the name of defense . In fact , we have had to do many non- defense 

things that were necessary , under the guise of defense in order to get enou gh public 

sentiment a~d enough Congressional sentiment to pull it off- even in thn rea~J of 
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education. And I think we make a mistake i n assuming that vre have a free alternative 

t o divert these monies to a constructive and non-warlike endeavor or non- defense en

deavor . That is part of the eductional job that has to be done . That is part of 

the sophisticati on of our new opportunity that has to be done. It is much easier to 

get a big nation like ours to gear to war than it is to gear to peace . 

Senator Nel son : I think that is one of the -- just to comment on Senator McGee ' s 

pbservation, I think that is one of the tragedies and we saw it here on the floor of 

the Senate last August v.rhen the $50 billion defense hill comes on the floor of the 

Senate and is there something like 120 minutes and passes unanimously; whereas we 

spent 3 l/2 weeks debating foreign aid bill of $3,400 , 000 , 000 . As Senator 1cGee 

suggests , the tragedy is that everybody is prepared to spend any amount of money on 

defense and the most conservative members of Congress are the biggest spenders . But 

when you turn around and start talking about an expenditure in the so- called public 

sector , vThether that be in housing or educaticn. or conservafum of our resources , 

when you start talking there, immediately you have no support . I not only blame the 

Congress for it, I blame the country. It is too bad that thepeople of this nation 

are so excited about the important values with which 1-1e ought to be concerned , but 

they do not support substantial i nvestment in the public sector where it needs to be 

invested and we are running behind in an accelerated peace , so to spee.k, in this 

area . And if vTe can , and I hope we can over the next number of years , reduce t he 

defense investment monies of all the countries in the world by mutual agreement . 

But as we reduce these defense spendings b,y $10 or $15 billion at some future stage , 

we are going to need to spend these $10 or $15 billion in the fields of education , 

in the fields of the Appalachia• taking care of the pockets of poverty and in the 

conservation of our resources , in the education of children. As Senator HcGee sug

gestede it is a real travesty Hhen you consider that the way to get support for edu

cation i s to have it in the Defense Education Act . Well , education is education and 

one of the most important things we do in our society and we shouldn ' t have to tie 

it in -.;.Ti th the military program in order to get support for it. 
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Senator Church : ~fell , Senator Nelson , don ' t you remember that hit song in the Broad-

way musi cal--Hy Fair Lady--••• I have become accustomed to her face ••• Well , I think 

that you are putting your finger right on what is the matter--it is simply that . 

We have become accustomed to our appropriating a great deal of money ; we are 

accustomed to the cold war ; we are accustomed to theory of imminent attack from this 

source or that ; so we feel that any amount of money spent on defense ought to be 

rubberstanped. There was a time prior to the second Ttlorld Har , during t he twenties , 

when we were accustomed to the very opposite attitude . And no amount of money for a 

very modest defense establishment could be approved in the Congress . The adjustment , 

psychology, general consensus was entirely different . Nowadays the President makes 

an announcement that he is cutting back on extensive production of uranium or 

plutonium that ought to invite some applause from· his audience , and his audience 

sits perfectly still , even though the audience realizes that we have enough nuclear 

warheads in our present arsenals to blOTtT this planet all the way to Venus . He has 

to go on and say we ought not to manufacture this stuff just as a kind of WPA 

project , before he can excite any kind of response from his audience . Now until 

the American psychology turns around and adjusts to this n~r situation , the first 

symptoms of which we have been examining here in the course of this discussion this 

afternoon, we are going to . have trouble moving ahead on any ne1-r course . 
~~ 

Senator HcGee : The queel es t thing , Senator Church, is that we are really not a 

nation of ·vrarriors . Never have been in our history. vie are a people of ideas , we 

are a people of great economic capability and imaginativeness. Some here , I am sure 

were present the day I was uhen Hr . Khrushchev visited up here on the Hill and visited. 

the Senate and he was willing to acknowledge then that in the military sense we have 

reached pretty much a detent ein fact that each could destroy the other and himself 

along with it ; but he said on that occasion we declare war on your economics . Now 

this is the kind of war that we can win. Here is where we are best equipped , but 

we have been so busy in our concept of stopping the Russians that we have forgotten 

all about starting people. And I think this is the reason that we are missing a 

great opportunity to wage an aggressive , constructive , ho~eful kind of program on 
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positive terms , on positive grounds , that writes a language that is universal with 

all peoples , in addition to our own . 

Senator McGee : I think that the opportunity for the beginning on this is now im-

pending , is now at hand. Hhat frightens me is that it is so difficult to shift 

the momentum. 

Senator Church : I just question one thing. I wonder if we don't pat ourselves 

too much on the back with the notion that we are a very non-military people and a 

very peaceful people . I want to believe that . All of us around this table want 

to believe that . LBut I ask you--go out into the parks of Washington , ride up and 

down in this capital , and you will find in every public fquare some brass general 

on some brass horse charging this way or that way commemorating some battle in 

some war . And I have been in many national capitals around the world . I have never 

been in one which focused so much attention in its public squares and monuments to 

military people and military exploits~ I just think we had better examine pretty 

carefully what our basic disposition in this country really is if we are going to m 

move ahead in a more constructive way if the future gives us that opportunity . 

Senator r1cGee : Well , I submit , Senator 'Q;hurch, that in the pages of our country ' s 

great history you could hardly sugges t or find there a personalized American mind. 

Our 1-rars have been hazard and our warriors have mostly been civilians for the most 

time . Yet , our generals who have done less in war have been the first to be re-

warded by being made President in the United States . I thiru< this is symptomatic 

of hmv we tend to glamorize and idolize those that are most popular • ••• 

'1)~}j....u._: I think g:i.. ven the great tradi ti.on of the mill tary in the history of the world 

that most military historians would not look upon the American record as a great 

fount of military tradition. I think this is the real point that we are making . 

Senator Church : That is the classical vie¥< but I just question that . 

Dr . Feld : He must be in general a very confused people. We certainly have the 

tendency to admire these military exploits and yet it was the United States 
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or one of our states that invented the idea of the League of Nations- -we never 

joined it. And there is still I think this evidence of confusion about our being 

peace- loving and yet not willing to go all the way throughout our history. Never 

theless , I think our country has certainly been capable of exerting the required 

vision when it was called for . We were certainly a very strong force , if not the 

strongest force , for the United Nations , the concept of the United Nations , and the 

implementation therefor . And I would hope thatit will davm on our people that it 

is not enough to say , vre 1re opposed to \vars , but we don ' t think nuclear vrar is 

tolerable . He also have to recognize that vre are living under this awesome threat 

of nuclear weapons and before this threat is eliminated we h~ve got to turn around 

not just stop , but cut back , and perhaps we can do this . 

Chairman : I think our time has run out , gentlemen. Thank you very much. 

----------
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